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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN COMMISSIONERS OF
THE IN'PERNATION4L COMMISSION ON THE
TEACHING OF MATHEKTICS.

INTRODUCTION.

At the Fourth International Congress of Mathematicians, held at
Home in April. 1908, an Inlet-tuitional Commission on the Teaithing
of Mathematics was created. Representatives of the various leading
countries were selected to carry on an investigation of the teaching of
the subject throughout the .world and to prepare reports before the
meeting of the congress of 1912. 0

The. American commissioners held their first meeting in New York
City on March 20 and 27, 19091 fit. was resolved to form an advisory
council to which might be referred important general questions and
with the inembers of which the commissioners might. consult col-
lectively or intlividually as occasion might arise, and to invite the
following gentcvnie to membership: The United States Commis -
sinner. antikx-Coninnsioner of Education, the presidents of Harvard,

/Columbia, and Chicago Universities, and the presidents and ex-presi-
dents of the American Mathematical Society and of the American
Federation of Teachers of the Mathematical and the Natural Sciences.
All of tkese gentlemen consented to serve, and to their earnest cooper-
align is due in large .measuce the success of the work. A list of the
members of the advisory council appended to this report.

. Vitrious committees and subco mittees were invited to consider
and report upon sjcial fields, in the spirit of the plan of central
committlie. A list of the members of these committees, together with
the plan of official publication of their reports, is given in the
Appendix. .

In a communication to the various committees at the time of the
organization of the work the American commissioners said :

o

The preparation of the reports ell's for a comprehensive survey of our educe-
ti II system in general and of the work In mathematics to detail; for A 'sketch
of be unparalleled activities of recent &elides in the development of existent

-s. Insatutions and In the genesis of new ones: for an account of IlbamoditicatIons
In the work in mathematics (lint have already been made and of file reforms
that are still under consideration. It affords is an opportunity to take an

,
inventay of present conditions told to weigh the proposaht that have been
made for the future. erhe salmi of the work shovld.therefore be judicial, not
iegistattve. . 6
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6 REIVET ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.

- Since the reports are destined' for the edtkational public of hats}
it will he expedient to give a -concise account of 11w salient features of o
schools and the conditions under which we work. 'siich as are usually I, ly
assnmed In our own dIsiussions. Work in mathenmtlem must he regard twat
Interpreted in the light of its environment, and our rep its should tarnish
the readers of other nations with Information respecting our c iational
system and condiflons analogous to that which' wa shall expect fro them.

America is unique In the liberty left to individual initiative n matters of
education, and In the absence of authoritative central legislatlo and supervision.
It is desirable. therefore. that the reports describe clearly t practical working
elf this freedom and its etTet, good and bad. upon our Kress in general and
in mathematical education.

We. likewise stand alone In the complete separatitm of church and state
throughout our entire history. ami,nn amanita of the effect of this on the work
of education will he, of Interest to those nations that have faefkil or are facing
serious problemslui connection with religious instruction.

We are also unique in the brevity of our educational history. and in the
consciousness of living in Its formative epoch, a consciousness that permeates
all our activnles. While it is not the aim of the commission to study educa-
tional history or to tabulate statistics, it may he necessary. under Anierical%
conditions, to do ROIlle.work of thIS nature in order to understand the present
and to forecast the future.

Althoughtlw great central vroblems are fully stated in the preliminary report,
we have Milers that are liectillar to ourselves, such as the edacation of the
negro and the training and Americanizing of the large number of uneducated
Immigrants constantly pairing iu upon us.

In all of these respetgi the various reports should pay sultahs'i attention to
the International (Ammeter of the %Ali.
4 The topics considered by the various' committees were is folio s:

iConitnittee I. Genertil elementary schools.
Committee II. Special. eler&ary schools.
Committee HI. Public gene l secondary schools.
Committee IV. Private mend secondary schools.
Committee V. The training of elementary and Neconda ry leachers.
Copimittee VI. Technical seconddry schools.
Committee VII. Examinations.
Committee VIII. Influences tending to improve the work of the

teacher.
Committee IX. Technological schools ofcollegiate grade. .

Comaittee X. Untlergraduate work in colleges of liberal arts. ,
ComMittee XI. West Point and Annapolis.
Committee XII. Graduate work in universities and institutions

of like grade.
The names of the members of these committee. ; are appended to this

re rt. Their several reports have been published by the Bureau of
Ekication, have been transmitted, to all foreign commissioners and
to all bureaus of education in the various States of our countvy and

..the various' countries abroad, and have been distributed freely to
'thosi. who have applied for, them.
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THE REPORT OF THE AMERICAN COMMISSIONERS.

NATURE OF THE REPORT.
. .

In the foRowing general report the aim is to pisent a concise
view of' the organization, methods, and problems of the teaching of
mathematics in the United - States, touching particularly upon the
larger questions that seem to merit especial emphasis, and referring
to the special reports for details with respect lo the various types tif

schools. The report considers tiv following general topics: I. Gen-,

eral American Conditions:. II. Mathemaftcs in the. Elementary
School ; IiI, Mat eittic.,, in the Secondary School; IV. Mathematics
in the Ifigher Institutions of Learning.

I. GENERAL AMERICAN CONDITIONS.

THE CENTERS OF EDLi'ATION Ala AUTHORITY IN THE VNITED STATES.

North An ica there arc -48 Stittes, tacit'
of 'which is self-governing, except those items specially entrusted
to the central Government by the 7onstitution. Among these items
theformation and administrdtion of an educational t,system is no
found. Consequently there exists no national authority in educa
tional matters in the United States, the largest unit of authority,being
the Sttite: That there are not 48 widely different. educational sys-
tems in the country that a large measure of uniforMity does exit in
the educational wo of the' whole country, that it is possible to

.speak of irsingle educational'system found (wish local variations)
. throughout the whole country, Is due simply to the homogeneity of

thought and lif%of the.itountry and not to any constitutional require
intit. The variations are, of course, important., but this report
can not concern itself with ,them ; here only a composite picture is
possible, and it must be understood that only the general situation is
%et forth.

FINANCIAII: SUPPORT OF AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

,

Throughout the whole country educational institutions from the
lowest fo the highest are supported either by public funds raised by
direct taxation by a State or one of its subdivisions (say a county
or city), or. by private funds. The private institutions are some
times supported by philanthropic endowments supplemented by.

4%.,



8 REPORT ON TIIE TEACHING OF MATIlarkTICS.

tuition fees. and"som'etimes are commercial ventures in which the
tuition fees received are expected to pay the entire cost of main-
tenance of the institution' and suitable returns on the vapital in-
vested. Crams from public funds to private institutions art
made, and gifts frotrephihMthropic individuals are made less fre-'
quently to public than to private in t it idiot's.

In the public institutions tuition is usually free to all residents of
suitable age of the conmitmity supporting the school: and text-
books art' often furnished free to all pupils.

stuto IsioN nY ill'. STA TE.A

The State supervises. at most, the instant supported by public
funds.' As no legal rights of privileges are conferred by gradua-
tion from schools of any of the types to be considered in what
follows.= State approval wottll give no additionat value to, the
diploma of a private institution, and such institutions have no in-

' oentive voluntarily ro submit themselves to State inspection or con-
trol. 'Those who seek graduation *from an educational instikaion
in the ITnited Stab's do so for one or more reasons of the following
nature: On account of the inlierent value of the education obtained:
to conform to custom; oat acount of the social and moral conse-
quence given by such graduation: becaase the diploma is required
fop admission to :pother educational institution;. for appointment
as teacher or the like.

. TYPES OF SCHOOLS. A

Normally the pupil. passes in order through the following types of
schools:: Entrance age.A. 4; 5Kindergarten: 6, 7. S, 9. 10, 11,.12,
13Elementary school ; 14, 15, 16, 17-4.3. econdary school; 18', 19, 2.0,
21College or institution of collegiate 'rank ; 22, 23, 24University
or institution of university rank.

The elementary sehonlg.The kindergaAens are often private in-
stitutions. Their work is not prerequisite tolletrance into an ele-
mentary school, and the career of almost all children begins .

IA full account of the system of State Inspection Is givtln In the rePort of Committee
VIII.

In some of the Statettlegni rights are conferred by graduation %pm certain types of
professional schools, as those of law, tnedicinee. dentistry, 4tarmacy. etc., but as no
mathematics Is taught In these Institutions they fail without the seep of the present
report. Ofifourse these Institutions require aridenta enter?), then to have reached a
certain standard of general education varying widely with different institutions and con-
veniently certified by a diploma, and either legal enactment or general cutriqui often
requires graduation (from a school of certain type for appointment as teacher, but private

had no difficulty In secdring acceptance of thek
ment of them) requirements on terms of equality with thole of State-Iiisailed
schools have hitherto) In wiLit-

schools: so thit these requirements do not exert any 'pressure upon private, schools to
seek State Inspection. (In case such Inspection were requested, It might be refused on the
ground of expense.)



GENERAL AMERICAN CONDITIQNS. 9

ith the; elementary school. The element a ry schoels are almost
entirely public, and here nearly allthe children of any given vicinity,
rich or poor, are taught side by side( on terms of equality for a period
of eight years. In the Northern States negro children _constitute
only asmall percentage of the total and are usually taught with the
white children; in:the Southern States they constitute a lai'ge per-
centage of the total, sometimes even more than half, and are taught 1/

,) separately. The. school career of the great majority of the children
ends with the completion of the elementary school or ;.00ner.'

Sequence of schoolx..--Generally speaking, the completion of the
work of an elementary school is required for admission to a seconda
school; similarly, completion of the work of a secondary school is
requisite for admission tq an institution of collegiate rawk, mid finally
the'ditiloma of a collegiate institution is the' bisis of formal a(V-
sion to univeniity work. But there is no required sequence of _types of

. institutions or of curricula. There is practically but one type of the
. elementary school, which is the common basis for all subsequent

work. In the outer institutions there arc various types and currie-
Oa) but generally speaking-it is passible to pass (with more or less
supplementary work), from any type of secondary school 'to any
collegiate institution a ' thence to any university, or to change
front one type of institution or curriculum 'to another while passing
through it. It must be noted that different institutions of the vari-
ous cnIturad types (classical, modern languages. scientific) practi-
cally never exist, but the uniformly prevailing practice is to carry
through in the sante institution curricula of such of these types for
which there is a sufficient demand.' So far as these curricula cover

,common grOimd, the instruction is common, and if a pupil finds, as
his mind and personality develop or 'as his aims in life become more
definitea that another curriculum than the one which he has begun
would fit -his needs better, he can change from one to the other by
making up such work of the new curticulum.as he has hot had. He
may do this either by attendance upon class instruction or by satis -'
factory 'private instru'ction with . examination. When made in a

serious spirit such transferi.are encouraged and facilitated by. the
school authorities. Additional-time is usuall3 required to complete
the coursebut, in favorable cases the privileges of election mar, per-
mit the change to be.made.without loss of time.

Separate institutions of technological, co.mmerciar, man1101-traini
ing, and agricultural types, east, but such work-is also o&711 carrie1
on in general institutions. When this is the case students titling
one types f curriculuhi are not sharply diffirentiated from those tak:
ing another, and students taking different curricula will hue 'more

For a detailed account of theorganIzatidn'ot educational inantutiona in the United.
States see the report et Committee I.

-fe



10 REPORT ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.

or less instrnction in common. One of the most prominent common
subjects is mathematics. It is a matter occonstant occurrence that

.the same class in mathematics will contain classical, literary, and
scientific students, to whom mathematics is primarily a culture sub-
ject, side by side with engineering and other Students, to whom
matriematies is primarily a vocational tool. All these different types
of students interact on each other within the classroom, and in their
association outside the classroom all meet' on 'common ,grouncl. In
aftei life the slight distinction of differing curricula is soon effaced,
and only te bond of is common education in the same institution'
remains. The teachers of the common subjects for example, mathe-
pieties) 'feel themselves the teachers equally of all types of students
that .come under their instruction. The isolation of teachers and
pupil§' in separate institutionsclassical, literary, or scientific, with
their separate traditiips, aims, and esprit de corpsdoes not exist at
all in the 17nited States, and the separation of the vocational institu-
tions from the cultur I exists only to a, limited extent.

.Y

HE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS..
a

One of the gravest problems of Americtin instruction in mathe-
matics, from the lowest to the highest, is that of the adequate prep-
aration of the teachers. This is, of course, more or less of a problem
eVerywheIv, but the peculiar_difficulty of American conditions will
appear from certain statistics.

During the past half century, say from 1860 to..1910, a period in
which free public education has become general, togethei with the
compulsory feature, our population has substantially trebled, in-
creasing from 31 millions to 92 millions. At present nearly 18
million pupils (almost 20 per cent of our population) are enrolled
in our elnentary schoolS. In the same half century the annual

.number of immigrants has risen from 150.000.in 1860 to over a
million in 1910, and new States have been admitted to the Union
representing over a million square miles of -territory, resulting in a
vast amount of moving about the country. In the 20 years from
1890 to 1910 our exports rose from 858 millions of dollars a year
to 1,715 Millions, and our imports from 789 million's to 1,5z8 mil-
lions, and our manufactures of iron and steel, for example, rose
from 122 millions to 179 millions. -

The bearing of all this upon our school pr9ble ery evident.
Suddenly, within less than two generations, a n ion has been con-
fronted with the demand for universal education. This demand
would be serious enough with a population that vas static as to
numbers or static as to residence; but when the population has been
multiplied by three, when children have been continually changing
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from place to place, when the school has had to teach not only
mathematics but also conversational Engli'sh to the children of a
million immigrants a year, when the country has had not only to
maintain its hltoolliouses on cthe origimil territory but to provide
for a Million square miles besides, :did when the increase in trade,
in matuifacture. and in wealth in general has been,such as to draw
its most active men into business, the solution of the educational
problem has not been a simple one. Teachers. have had to be sup-
plied for these elementary schools. It has not been a time for
standing on technicalities of training, nor even for demanding a
high degree of culture; it has rather been a period for immediate
action. for avoiding at all hazards -the perils of illiteracy, and for
maintaining the public school at. Whatei.er ,grade of efficiency was
attninalde. even though not in general satisfactory. Since the best
type of men could not be secured in any considerable number, owing
to the financial opportunities offered ya new country, since teach-
ing.was one of the few financial openings for %venter'. amid since in-
the earlier school years the work of the woman is more satisfactory
than that of the man. there has come' ibout a state of affairs not to .

be found in any of the older countries. To-day four-fifths of the
teachers in our elementary schools are women,' and only n relatively
small limber remain in the profession more than a few-years. The
problem of training such an army of women teachers, most of whom

0 Annain in the schools but a relatively short time, has been and is one
of great difficulty id its influence uprau American education in
general and upon elementary mathematics in particular is serious.

THE TRADITIONS OF OCR SCHOOLS.

The elementary schools of the United States inherited the mathe-
matics of the English schools of similar grade. In our colonial
period this consisted solely of arithmetic, with such mensuration as
naturally entered into this subject. The arithmetic, was generally

-intended to be utilitaritin, although it still retained a little of the
ancient theory, such as .gube root, progressions, and fir Euclidean
method of finding the greatest common divisor.. It early became

-, the custom 0 study arithmetic in the first. four schoolyears from
a primary ,textbook, in the next three or four years from a highe;
(a, and often during the next two or three years from one ofji
still nitre difficult.- grade. The idea that arithmetic has a high
culture value was generally accepted; and even if the problems were.
not very practical, they were felt to be valuable. '

. Given the conditions under whiCh our schools were expanding, it
Ctld have been difficult to break away from any established tradi-.

1 In 1007-8 there were:XJ.989 Women out of total of 498,612 teachers In tie OD-
neater, schools.

i



12 REPORT ON. THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS,

tions,. whether good or pad. The man battling with a flood must
struggle for his life; he can not be carrying out reforms. Hence it
came about that while courses of study were changing in the older
countries and a high grade. of seliolarship was entering into the
elementary schools and children were remaining in a single school
long enough to allow a refor to be tried out, or-were in a country
where centralized authority could plan such reform for,all schools
of ,similar character, in the United States the greatproblem was to
keep even what we had inherited. The difficulty of securing well-
trained teachers early led to the development of an unasuidly good
type of textbookone that might compensate for the lack of skill
on the part of the teacher, and this result. fortunate though it was.
tended still more td keep the trilditional course intact. As a result
the general pature of the. American curriculum in elementary and
secondary mathematics has changed less in a century than that of
several of the older 'countries.

SUCCESTIONS FOR CHANCE.

In a new country, with ,few overpowering tradttions. the number
of suggestions for change is hound to be very great. and usually
to he correspondingly ill-considered. Such has been and is the
case! with us. It is probably well within the facts to assert that
more experinittts in the teaching of elementary matheniaties have
been given a limited trial in the United States, and fewer of the:!e
for sound reasons, or in an adequate manner, than in any other
prominent country in the world. Conditions already mentioned
have brought this aboutthe independentse of States, of cities, and
of villages, the lack of any large body of scientifically trained
teachers; the lack of-scholarly supervision, the fact that the sexes

, are so unevenly- distributed in the teaching forceall t here have
encouraged superficial experiments but have knot generally made
for thorough scholarship and persistent investigation.

While the difficulties in the wa),--orsonie haphazard trial of new
id'eas in single institutions or localities are at a minimum in the
United States, this very freedom makfibthe general introduction of
any desirable improvement in the United States 'exceptionally
cult. General change can be brought about only by the independent
action of hunilreds or thousands of governing bodies, and the failures
of even a few ill - considered and local experiments, of which the
most erratic often gain most notoriety, tend to make thbse govern-
ing bodies 'hesitate to authorize any experiments whatever, no
matter how well-considered and promising.

Taken as a whole the country is very conservative in the matter
of change. It may appear to be teeming with experiments, but one
school striving to pioneer a new and.sUpposedly better road attracts
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more attention than a thousand quietly following the beaten path.
To introduce a change generally throughOut the country requires
not only that the same question be argued out in a thousand inde-
pendent forums, but also that in each the spirit of conservatism be
overcome.

In the elementary schools experiments have been decidedly more
numerous and more varied than in the secondary schools. There
are obvious reasons for this. The elementary school takes its pupils
without preparation; the overwhelming majority of them receive
no education beyond the elementary school; and the next following
type of school, the secondary school, exercises little influence on the
work of the elementary school.'

The secondary school, on.ihe other hand. must receive its pupils
at the stage at which the elementary school turns alien out. and
the next following type of institution. the colVge, exerts n deterniin-
ing influence on the curriculum and work of the sscondary school.= .

Since the equipment with which pupils are received and that
which they must have 9n leaving are fixed by conditions practically
hoyond the control of any single secondary school, very definite
limits are placed upon the possible range of experiments and the
character of changes.

Further. experiment disturbance, temporarily
increased difficulty for teachers in their work of instruction, per-
haps more or less digsatisfaction with the innovation on the part
of the pupils and their parents, with the attendant possibility of
loss of pupils; and private schools at least, which technically are
the most independent of all, would look askiince at a plan involving
such a possibility.

;Still further, the great majority of secondary schools, acting
singly. justly feel that their work is, primarily, teaching according
to the existing standards, and not the initiation of educational re-
forms; that their governing bodies and their teaching staff lack the..
time and ability, the training and the breadth of view, necessux-to
deal adequatkly with the general questions involved.

. Consequently,'educational experiments in the secondary* field are
by no means as frequent or'as effective as the complete freedom to
undertake them might lend one to expect.

Eve -among the States that have ft strong central administration
as, as a matter of fact, ventured to put into/ogre an educe-
program varying materially, from those current in its, sister

none
tionn
States.

So that a country which in commerce is so alert and progressive
whose men of business are constantly replacing the "good enough"

rf
A See the report of Committees 1. II, III, Lad IN'. 2 See the report of Committee X. I

-tv



14 REPORT ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.

by the " better," is in gducatial matters amo the most conserva-
tive of the world's leading nations, generally moving along lines of
least resistance, frequently clinging to the "good enough " because,
the way to the " betterNs not authoritatively pointed out.. -

It is worth while to consider the question whether it would not be
possible'and desirable to make a moi-e systematic study of the prob-
lems relative to the teaching of mathematics iia this country than has
hitherto been undertaken, in such wise that the results would corn-

mand national confidence sufficiently to assure them a certain moral
authority as standards.

II. MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Geywral status. As stated earlier in._ this report. the elementary
school in thk United States usually has a conrse of ,eight years beyond
the kindergarten; the latter being an optional course found chiefly
in cities. Each State has the power to lengthen or shorten this
course, but in general eight years may be taken as the norm. These
years are usually designated as grades, the first grade -usually, being
entered at the age of 6 years, the second at the age of 7, and
so on. Nearly allpliblic elementary schools are coeducational. Pro-
vision is often made for the omitting of a grade by a pupil who is
capable of proceeding more rapidly than the average. This is don'e
in various ways, as by half-year promotions, and 'by having special
classes for the purpose. Some FrRools promote their pupil" by sub-
jects, instend'ofhy grades. None of these questions as to how the
promotion is effected, however, has a direct bearing upon the work

-in mathematics;
In general the pupil knows something about. the lower numbers

when he enters school. The work in the first year varies greatly
throughout the country. In some places no arithmetic is taught as
such in the first grade, but an attempt is made to introduce it inci-
dentally in connection with other work. Ii other plums a course in
formal arithmetic is seriously unkrtaken. In New York State,
for example, the official curriculum itquires the study of numbers
to 100, the memorizing of the 45 combinatibns in addition, and the
process of carrying. in the adding of numbers.

In the same way the ,work in the other gradeS varies in different
parts of the country, the details of which are set forth in the report
of Committee I. ForIthe sake of readers who wish a mere summary,
however, the followirrg outline of the New York State curriculum,

.adopted in 1910, will show the general nature of the work in the ele-
mentary schools of the United States:

Grade I. Age 04 yeara Number, apace to 100 and the addition table. The
promos of carrying Ja addlliont

.
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Grade II. Age years. Subtraction. The multiplication table In 9 X
Process of carrying in nmitipilcation by a one -figure

Grade III. Age S-9 years. Multiplication table to 12 X 12. Multlitilers tiff
more than one figure. Long division. Measures. -

Grade IV.Age 9-10 years. Common* fractions, including all operations.
Measures, including all of the etminum tables.

Grade V. Age 10-114ears. Decimal fractions. Denominate minthers.
Grade Vt. Age 11-12 years. Review of commit!' and 11141111111 fractions. Per -I

cent age begun, with applications to profit and loss. commission. and simple
interest.

Grade VII. Age 12-13 yfiars. 'Percentage condoned, ,with applications to
simple and compound interest. Simple banking business. Ratio and proix,r-
Don. Square root./

Grade VIII. Age 13-14 years. Review of measures. Applications to meas-
urement of minimal surfaces and solids. Rapid 1.1111-111;11101. `tucks lid bonds,
insurance, taxation. Algebraic notation sufficient for the use of formulas, A
special class in algebra Is also permitted for Grade VIII/

It is possible that this course is too difficult in the early grades.
1n'many American sell sds the multiplication table is learned only
to 10 X .1 in Grade 11, the Best of itbeing postponed to Grade III.
There has been atendency in some sections of the country to elimi-
nate formal arithmetic in Grade 1 and even in Grade 11, no number
work being performed there except as it arises incidentally in con-
nection with the other work of the children. In the above course,
neither of these views of education is recognized. The course re-
quire'` the multiplication table in (Ira& III to 1 X 12,
more than is demanded generally in this country. The completion
of long division in Grade III is also more than is commonly re-
quired in other parts of the country. Nevertheless the course is
considered a strong one, and it represents a reaction against It recent
tendency to relieve children front' serious effort in obtaining an
education.

Met hodr.eon, mold y ployed.In general, in the I7nited States, a
textbook,. is placed in the hands of the pupil in the third grade.
Textbooks have also been prepared for the second grade. These
textbooks usually give some explanation of the various processes,
and supply a sufficient list of prpblems to give the chill a mastery
of each. Of late the tendency has been to give less in the way of

exflanation in the textb ; the increasing efficiency of the teaching
force permitting this wo to be left for the instructor. This has
permitted of more problen in the textbook. thus bringing them to
resemble the European collections of exercises to a greater extent
than was formerly the case. In general, the nature of the problems
has changed satisfactorily with the change in business customs and
,in the prices of commodities, andAhere is less cause for complaint on
account of obsolete material than was the case a few years ago.

The teacher usually explains a new process by means of questions
and answers, and when it seems understood a number of probleins

-:1,1141k
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are given to be worked out for the next recitation. In the lower
grades little or no.home work is assigned, the work being done dur-
ing a study hour in school. In the upper grades home work is fre-
quently assigned.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ARITIINIETIC.

Agitation. for improvementThe question ofrimproving the work
in arithmetic has been much agitated during recent years, and this
6gitation has led to several good results. In the-first place, the past
quarter of a century has seen a weeding out of most of the obsolete
applications of arithmetic. To-day it must, be said for the subject
that Al large per cent of the problem material represents modern con-
ditions of life, and is of a sufficiently varied character to meet the
reasonable needs of all classes. There is a general agreement that
the school should not attempt to instruct in the technicalities of
particular trades or vocations, but should give a sufficiently wide
range of the applications of arithmetic to prepare the pupil to
master these technicalities for himself when lie enters upon his life
work. This the school is doing as well as the crowded curriculum
and other conditions will permit.

A second improvement of great importance has resulted from the
consideration of child psychology. Apart from details of_no par-
ticular significance. one feature stands out prominentlythat the
subject matter of arithmetic is better arranged than formerly to
arouse the interest and to meet the immediate needs of a child. A
number of experiments in this line have been tried, and as a result
we seem to be tending toward a still more satisfactory solution of
the problem of arrangeinebt of material.

A third point worthy of mention is the growing recognition of
the fact that no textbook can inteet all local conditions with respect
to appropriate material for problems. Teachers are recognizing the
value of themselves securing practical problems that represent the
industries of their respective localities, both for the interest that
they have for the pupils and for their value in the ife of the
community.

Attention should also he called to the results of experiment. as to
the best methods of securing efficiency in the ordinary number work
that is met in practical life. While a great...deal of this experiment
has been ill advised and fruitless, a number of good stsulte have
been secured.' We at least seem to be coming again to recognize that
efficiency in number work can not be secured without thoroughly
learning the necessary number combinations and without attaining a
Mechanical skill that can be secured only through a large amount of
computationa belief that has not keen uniformly held in recent

'Pot' details Dee the report of Committee I,
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years by, our leaders in education. The sacrifice of reasonable ,effi-
ciency in computation to the supposed interest of the pupil is entirely
u Oneeessa ry. a

Experinuitt8.Among the experiments that have been tried have
been the basing of 'all number work upon measurement. and usually
upon the measurement of a body of material so restricted as to be
uninteresting; the extreme spiral arrangement of matter, in which
the important topics, instead of being treated thoroughly once or
twice, are touched upon briefly from time to time, on an increasing
spiral of difficulty;.making arithmetic purely technical in a narrow

1,field, with the idea that new Motive is thereby supplied and with the
result that the pupil fails to acquire that appreciation of the subject
that comes from a wide range of applications; the rearrangement
of material at the whim of some local and temporary atithority..with
no real motive save a desire for change; the entire neglect of appli-
cations in the desire * attain mechanical efficiency; the neglect of
abstract kvork in the idea that motive was to be found only in appli-
cations; the attempt to make. aritluitetie. a mere incident to other
work, using it only as a tool when a need for it arises in manual
training. domestic art, or sonic other subject ; and the attempt to
accomplish the desired results by teaching arithmetic for only three
or four years. Such experiments have generally lwon disastrous,
even with the backing of enthusiasm given by their authors. Indeed,
one of the most serious causes of poor work in arithmetic. in the
United States to-day is the feeling on the part of a few city and
State authorities that they are expected to initiate their brief term
of office by having a feW teachers prepare, a new syllabus in the

syllabus is to be commended the more in so far as it resembles all
various subjects of the course. It is often considered that such n

the other syllabi the leg4.

THE QUESTION OF AI.CEBRA AND GEOMETRY.

Gradual introduction.- -With the abandonment of a 'number of
obsolete topics during the past gparter of a century has come the pos-
sibility of reducing the time devoted to arithmetic, of supplying
othei topics of the modern business world, or of taking advantage of
this saving of time by introducing a year of algebra and geoMetry.
As a matter of fact, all three of these results have been partly
attained. The time given to arithmetic at present is considerably!

1

less than it was in the old rural school, in which reading, writing,
geography, and arithmetic made up most of the curriculum. Modern

proportion, equation of payments, and progressions.' Mensuration
type, such as those involving unused compound numbers,,compound

business problems; have replaced a good many problems of the older

. _._
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in arithmetic has become a phase of concteie geometry, and.the rules
of the subject are no longer blifidly given and blindly received. The
use of the letter "x," and in general of any helpful literal notation,
has found its way into the arithmetic of the last two years of the
tiletOntary school (the child's seventh and eighth school years).
Thus; wit4mut anlir sudden revolution, all three of these changes have
been or are being effected solely by the force of general opinion on
the part of the great body of teachers.

Partial fcriberea.-Numerous efforts .have, however, been made to
introduce algebra as such, or some form of geometry as a separate
topic, into the curriculum of the elementary, school. In general such
efforts have not met the expectations of their advocates. Several
reasons may be adduced for this partial failure. Probably the most
cogent one is the fact that ninny teachers in the elementary school do
not know algebra well enough to appreciate its value, to manipulate
it skillfully, and to inspire their pupils with respect for its use. In
our better class of schools this is not the case, for these schools em-
ploy well-trained teachers; but in the average school it is not unusual
to find teachers who either have not studied algebra or have so for-
gotten the subject as to make them incapable of teaching 'it, even in
its stVplest phases. In time this state of affairs will he remedied,
unless the pernicious our upon all serious
mathematics in the high school shall result in the lowering of intel-
lectual standards to such an extent as to disqualify all teachers for
any thoughtful work in arithmetic.

A second reason for the partial failure of algebra may be found
in the fact that. our curricula have seldom been planned in such way
as to give the subject much chance of success. In most cases where
algebra has I,een introduced in the grades, it has been merely as a
condensation, of the formal algebra of the high scliool. meaningless
in its content and tainted with the danger that it would lessen the
pupil's interest in the subject when he reached the high school. Akin
to this reason was the fiirther one that the applied problems were
not chosen with the same good.judgiunt that appeared in the prepa-
ration of the better class of arithmetics. .

It is the opinion of many teachers,. however, that algebra is certain
/ to find some place, in the elementary school, at least in the form of

literal arithmetic.. There are two strong reasons for this opinion.
In the first place, the Ungar equation in one unknown quantity throws
light upon many problems in arithmetic, and the failure to use it for
this purpose is an evidelice that older and more difficult ibethods of
solution apx.preferred to modern and simple Imes. All inverse cases
in percentage are simplified materially by the use of the letter "re "
to represent the-quantity sought, md it seems to-be only the
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ance of certain teachers that has deprk others of the opportunity
of using this device.

Algebra in the eighth g)wde.Tfiere is a second powerful reason .

for. introducing literal arithmetic in the- eighth,grade, if not earlier.
This is the growing use of the formula in artisans' journals and hand-
books. This has rendered a knowledge of simple formulas essential
if one would read understandingly such publications as these, and
has made this knowledge of practical value if these formulas were to
be used and were to lead to the development of others.

We therefore have two strung practival reasons for some algebra
in the elementary grades': (1) Its use in arithmetical problems, and
(2) its value in the interpretation of industrial formulas. ,Added
to this are the pleasure and the training in exact expression that-come
from the study itself when intelligently presented, even with prob-
lems that have no direct bearing upon other interests:a pleasure that

" otherwiSe would never be experienced by the considerable number of
those who do not enter the high school.

Introduttion of geometry.With respect to geometry the same
thing is true. Efforts to introduce it as a separate topic in the eighth
grade have not generally been successful. -As mensuration in arith-
metic' it has constantly improVed. but as an independent subject,
whether called "observational," "intuitive," "constructive,'` " cot-
(Tete "'geometry, it has notsucCeeded in the American schools as well
as it should. There seems no doubt that this is largely due to the
fact that so many teachers have either not studied geometry or have
been assured by some authority. in which they had confidence that
it has no place in the curriculum. If it. should become, as some
would make it, either a mere elective subject in the high school or
an ill-arranged set of rules of mensuration, our future teachers will
be even less able to give it any status in the grades. It should be
said, however, that in certain of our secondary schools where the
work covers more than four years distinctly valuable results are
being Obtained in "geometry, even in the earliest classes. In these
cases the work is undertaken in somewhat the sanfe manner as in
the best European schools.

There seems to be no reasonable doubt that there will in due time
appear sonte more systematic work in geometry for the elementary
school than any that has yet beon developed:- It seems fairly *sin
that this will not be extreme in its industrial tendency, in its men-
suration WOrk, in its appeal to intuition, in its logical formalism, or
in its application to design. Where such work has succeeded, it has
combined these features, and if we are to have a course developed
that will be a substitute for the very satisfactory work that we how
have in mensurgtion,.and that compel the respect of our great
body of earnest teachers, it will probably be of this general nature.
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Objectiomi to mothemotirx.It has been intimated chat certain of
our educators hold an unfavorable' opinion of mat henwtics in the
high. schools. Such is unfortunately the case. Whether it arises
from the fact that they were unfortunate in the instruction which
they received as students, oribecause of their blinding interests in
some line of work which they are exploiting, or from some other
cause, it is difficult to say. It. is certain, however, that they exert an
unfortunate influence upon the maiNtenaneedintellectual ideals,
and tend by their doctrines'to unfit teachers in the grades fur the
thoughtful presentation of even arithmetic. As will be stated later
in this report, the influence of such educators has hot been nmrked.

Beginning nuitltenut.ties earlier.It naturally will (iceur to the
foreign reader, as it continually occurs to us, that algebra and
geametry, as independent subjects, might begin earlier in our schools,
as is frequently the case abroad, and migli cover a much longer
period. But the adoption of such a plan 'Would be impracticable
under our present form of organization. It would mean that in-
struction which imperatively demands a teacher trained in 'matlie-
matics would be intrusted to i general teacher of all the subjects,
:whose own available knowled e of algebra and geometry may be
.very limited. Whenever tl plan of including in the high school
tike laSt two years of the elementary grades,' and deptirtmental teach-
ing by the present high-school teacher begins with the seventh school
year, undoubtedly the algebra and geometry may safely begin earliec
than at present. and extend Over a longer period; but in the public
school as it now stands our hope for impro.r-.4 in this line lies
either in the gradual introduction of practical algebra into arith-
metic, or in the preparation of elementary textbooks in utilitarian
algebra and geometry for thosegho do not propose to study mathe-
matics in the high school.

TILE DANOTft OF UNIFORMITY. 4

Early uniformity.It has come down to its from our Declaration
of Independence that " all men are created equal," and into this
phrase we have read much that we knew was not true and much
that, has influenced our education, and in particular our elementary
mathematics. For we have read into it the idea that all children*
have the same tastes forrileed for, and ability hi this and other
subjects of study, and that all should take the same course with a
view to having equal opportunities. So emphatic has been this
opinion that only a few years ago it was commonly asserted that the
course of study should be the same in all schools, and that the pupil

preparing for college should follow the samescuerieulum as the boy

'See the report of-Committee III, 'elm) amines-S.
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.who was going into the shop or the girl who was looking forward to

domestic service orao the home.
Of lute there has been a natural reaction against all of this ex-

treme view, and as a result we are now having \-arious types of in-
dustrial classes, apprentice schools, trade schools,' and the like, the
mathematical work of all of which is described in the reports of
Committee's 11 and VI.

Neglect of oulthematies.In all of these movements, however, the
first thought has been given to the pupil who does not wish to learn
mathentatim or at Lost to the apathetic one, ratlit'r than to the one
who wishes to learn. Our uniformity in the past led to mediocrity,

4 and our specializing of the present is only for the boy or girl who
is looking for the purely utilitarian. Tliat ninny schoc11: have secured.,
satisfactory results is in spite of, rather than because of, such
conditions. .

It would seem- that a desirable step in elementary public education
would be to make sonic provision lot. the pupil Nvlio wishes to progress'
more rapidly in one or more lines of serious study. It is possible that
sonic plan may he evolved that will allow us, at the end of the first"
six school years, ti) differentiate our pupils, requiring all to take at
least as mild) mathematics as at. present. but allowing a select. group
to proceed more rapidly and to cover more ground.. If this could be
repeated later, we should be able to give to everyone the utilities of
the subject while allowing the few to go at a more rapid pace, to do
the work more thoroughly, and to cover more topics. It is too early
to assert thiit we have reached a period'in our deyelopment when
such a plan is feasible, but herein we may possibly see a movei that
may profitably be made in the teaching of elementary matheThatics.
But env plan that should mean a mere elective system in the sec-
ondary sehbol, or a diminution in the time now givert to mathematics,
would be disastrous to the child's mental development. At any rzpe
some better method than the present one of givin opportunity to
the one who wishes it. while preserving a good, course in mathe-
ntat les for all, will probably be developed. .

EFFEE:T 01, 1N0useRIALuoi.

The elementary school. The mild growth of Industry in recent
years has had its effect upon the mathematics of the elementary
schools, chiefly, in respect to the nature of the topics and problems in
the last two years (the seventh and eighth gracks). The early Occu-
pations of the people of the country were agriculture and retai
trade, and the topics of arithmetic were selected accordingly. At
present the urban population is increasing much more rapidly than
the rural,, and our industries have come to be controlled by large.
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corporations. As a result, the agricultural problem is less-in vogue,
and the problem of the city and industrial type is more prominent.
For the large mass of schools this is therneral effect of the change
that has been mentioned.

u8trial 8ehoolx.For a small number of schools the effect has
been more marked. Thus we have in Massachusetts a recent develop-
ment of industrial classes, the mathematics of which it is hoped will
be conditioned by the chief industl of the particular localiv. In
several states there is an ,effort tei have the schools in agricultural
centers relate mathematics, and other topics as well, to the work of
the farm. In a number of cities there are industrial schools of vari-
ous types. as deyrilwd in the reports upon this subject,' and these
have all aimed to arrange the work in aritlimMic so as to meet the
future needs of their pupils. The natural tendency has been to make
such courses narrow, and to develop only a limited vision of the
wore even in arithmetic. In general they do not pretend to be more
than utilitarian: confessedly limiting the powers of the children. to
some small field. Their value lies in the motive for work that is
pi-vented by its .relation to some handicraft in which the children
are engaged. `For a 'certain type of mind they are valuable, but they
do not contribute to any considerable broadening of this mind, nor
do they seek to add that general culture. which has been found to
make for happiness and for sympathetic interest in the world at
large in later life. They tend- to 'close the door to general mathe-
matics, an they are to thiS field what a course in the literature of
artisans' maduals would"be to the nobler literature of the language.
II, must, however, be Tecognizeij. that there exists a type of mind to
which this work appeals, and ihaeorsthisti'pe such work is neces-
sary. In so Nil. as the school is riglirin its udfnuent thief a pupil is
not worthy of something better, such a narrow range of Ivor14 is to
be commended. It is to be hoped that courses will be organized that
fluty worthily meet this condition.; but it is also to be hoped that the
schools will recognize that the well-ft-allied'. all-I-Mind citizen need-,
a more general education than this type of work in mathematics
suggests.

Practical problena..Along with this movement there has pro-
ceeded an effort to add motive to elementarymathematics (almost'
exclusively arithmetic) by relating the problems solely to the manual
arts and to the purchases and other immediate needs of the children
from grade to grade. 'Within reasonable limits problems of this type
are valuable, but itiis easily secn that they may become worse than
the oldest types tharwe have inherited. A problem, about book-

', binding is of no more value than one about the price of a cow ynless

I See the teporte of ColmItteee II tend VI,
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the pupil is binding a book; indeed, it is probably distinctly less
useful, since the value.of a cow has the more important information.
Unless, therefore, special manual-training problems are directly
correlated with the corresponding manual work, they are usually
worse than the conventional general type. tluit has stood the test of
time, provided always that this tyPg is modern in its content. For`
this reason there has not, in this country, been any particular inter-
est shown by the general typo of school, either in the problems of
some narrow field of industry or in those that relate to the industrial
and domestic arts, except as introduced directly in classes in those
subjects. It. has generally been found that there should he a good
all -round course in arithmetic, with modern problems of a general
type, and that it should be left to tluvlasses in the various special
arts to flraw upon the knowledge thus' sectlid to solve their own
particular problems.

THE TEACHERS.
. .

In general the teachers in the elementary schools in the United
States are women. the reasons for which have been set, forth in the
report of Committee I and elsewhere in this report. In some cases ..

men are employed in the higher classes. These women teachers are,
in the cities and large villages, generally graduates of normal
schools, of eitytraining schools, or of high schools. They have to
pass a State or,a city examination for a license to teach, and, they
form an efficient. and devoted body of workers. In the rural schools
and in the smaller village t re is need for improvement. owing to
the peculiar conditions in w

o
itch our country finds itself at present.

C
Many teachers in tye,,se schools recognize, quite as well as others do,
their deficiencies in education and in professional training. It can
only be said that, under the conditions in which a new countrx finds
itself, it is impossible to secure the nuinber of trained teachers nee-
essary to do the work as the country would like to see it. done. The
improvement in this direction during the past generation luts, how-
ever, been gratifying.' It klunrs itself in a greater public apprecia-
tion of the' need for well-qualified instructors. and in a general.
increased interest in the work of the school. .

TILE OUTLOOK FOR IMPROVEMENT.
111

Present critieisms.The work in mathematical in our elementary
schools has been criticizedhas always been criticizedas unsatis-
factory. In general it is said, and with some truth, that-pupils
leaving the school at the age of 14 en not add, subtract, multiply;
and. divide, in the domains of integers,.simple common fractions
and decimal frictions, with fair rapidity and witit accuracy, and
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that they are deficient in the ability to find per cents of numbers.
The general public, and, indeed, the countinghouse, th i. bank, and
industry, give voice to few other criticisms of arithmetic, but there
is no uncertainty as to these that have been mentioned. While the
general public does not profess to judge whether a child has been
well taught with respect to square root, proportion, or inverse prob-
lems in percentage, and professes np great interest in the deficiency
of children in matters of taxes, insurance, and investments, it does
judge, and it judges harshly. this inability of 'children to handle
the fundamental operations with certainty= and with a fair degree off
skill. It states with some emphasis that eight years ought to be long
enough to accomplish the little that it demands, and it is probably
justified in this complaint. The school is recognizing tys fact and
has begun to adjust its work accordingly. Recent courses of study-
have substituted more work in the fundamental operations for cer-
tain of the obsolete applications of arithmetic, it being the feeling
that if the pupil knows the processes thoroughly, together with the
common rules of mensuration, he will see how to solve the problems
of his vocation when the time arrives.

Intprooements suggested.The first improvement, therefore, 'in
the immediate future seems to be to emphasize the work in the
fundamentals of arithnietic, including trie. domains of integers, com-
mon fractions, and decimal fractions (with percentage), using com-
plicated cases only' sparingly and at the end of the course.. That
this can be done without a large amount of drill work in pure number
is not the general opinion of experienced teachers.

As to the methods of presenting the simple facts cff number, our
schools seem to be accomplishing their task in a satisfactory manner.
There has been a healthy reaction against the use of narrow methods;
and although individual teachers will naturally have their favorite
devices (as of going to some extreme in measuring, the exploiting
of the ratio idea, and the use of such a limited range of objects as
inch cubes), there is a general recognition of the fact that the prob-
lem is really a simple one. At present. the. teacher commonly ertiploys
oOnvenient objects, without confining herself to a narrow list, for

'the purpose of making. number concrete and of having the number
fact, understood, abandoning them whift this Arpose has been ac-
complished. There is a decided tendency to recognize that number
processes must become mechanical if they are.to be used successfully,
and this has resulted in a return to drill work' on the operatithis, a
feature that has never been abandoned with satisfactory results.

As to the applications of arithmetic, there has been a general ten-
dency to make these appeal to the pupil's activities and interests as
far as possible. There are certain large fields of application that
appeal to all, relating to comniodittes found everywhere, to general
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business customs, and to the common occupations of our people, and
these find their places in the general textbook for .all schools. It
has been found, however, that the interests in one part of the country
are not those in another part, and the outlook for improvement at
present is not so marked in the w of textbook problems as in the
awakening of the Nkhool to the a vantages of problems of a local
Character. This has shown itself i the preparation of lists of prob-
lems dived from the interests of the particular locality. and occa-
sionally in the printing of brief collections of this character.

The curriculum. As to the arrangement of the curriculum, the
outlook seems to be for a return to a plan in which a subject, such
as percentage, is taught consecutively until it is sufficiently mastered,
or with not more than two breaks in the sequence. as opposed to an
extreme spiral method that was tried a few years ago. Under
adequate supervision the plan of breaking such a topic into two or
three parts, properly graded as to difficulty, has succeeded; but
without this supervision, or in schools not equipped with trained
teachers, the topical arrangement of matter has been more satisfac-

Iory. The outlook is that both types will be recognized, and that
little by little a mean Will be found between the two.

III. SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

ORGANIZATION.

General and technical seconddry srhools.The secondary schoolsof tte United States may be classified as general and technical, the
former having general culture as their primary aim. while the latter
aim to prepare more of less directly and completely for certain occu-pations. As the technical schools have arisen largely during the past
decade only, and are of the most varied character, theif diverse cur-
ricula are as yet in the earliest stages of their evolution, and the
problem of the modification of the work in mathematics ns found in
the general schools, so as to adapt it more effectively to the purposes.of the various pes of technical schools, is one that now calls for
careful stud to the present time the conditions and tendenciesin the w hematics in the two types. of schools have notdiffe Ives sufficiently sharply to require separate dis-

.e ion point.'
Add d private schools.Both the general and the technical

school y be again subdivided
and

public and private schools.
aFor the general schools, the public nd the private schools have beenseparately studied.' The results have shown surprising uniformity.

l&sparste discussions are Oven in the reports of Committees III. IT, and VI, and theirsubcommittees.
'By Committees III and IV.
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Both private and public schools have long existed in large nuinbers
in the United States, and it might be expected that the absolute free-
dom on the One hand and the more or less considerable measure of
central administration in the various States on the other would lead
to marked difference in the work of the institutions. Yet ,if direct
mention of the type M school and the statistical matter pertaining
directly to the type were eliminated from the report on the public
general secondary schools and that on the private general secondary
schools, they might well pass as two descriptions ofthe same class of
schools written by two different committees. The agreements would
be many and important, while discrepancies would be few and usually
explainable by the naturally different point of view of Iwo different

committees. It is apparent from the reports themselves, and is also
a matter of current knowledge among those well acquainted with the
conditions in the United States, that the differences in mathematical
work between the two classes as wholes is decidedly As marked than
the variations within each class.

In the present general discussion we accordingly spetik of secondary

' schools as a whole. distinguishing if need be lx.tween the goodelod
the poor. the progressive and the ultra-conservative, but seldom
between the public and the private, the general and the technical.

Admission to theesondar school.Tile secondary school receive.;

pupils on examination or on certificate after completion of the ele-
mentary school course. Tbe mirrual age of admission is 14 years,
and the course of study usually covers 4 years. .

THE CURRICULUM.

Recent changes in the curriculum in: mothematics.The last few
decades have witnessed no thoroughgoing remodeling throughout the
United States of the secondary curriculum in mathematics at all com-
parable with those that have taken place in several European coun-
tries. That changes have taken place have been made by a relatively
small portion of the schools act inrsingly, have varied widely accord-
ing to local conditions,' and have left the situation as a whole but
little changed.

One must not, however, make the mistake of thinking that America
is complacently folding her hands in the belief that in the matter of
mathematical curriculum she has reached the acme of perfection.
This is far from being the case, but freedom from central control
and supervision has been accompanied by absence of central stimula-
tion and leadership, and the distribution of ultimate authority among
thousands of local centers has had as perhaps inevitablewnsequence
a condition of affairs m which few of these centers feel themselvOs
strong enough to initiate and carry through any important change.
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For while the course of study in mathematics is nominally fixed by
the governing body of the school, after conference with its principal,
and to some extent with the tearhers of mathematics, it is in reality
determined almost entirely by the entrance requirements of the col-
leges.' The schools, asting singly, seldom venture to make Changes
in their work which would throw it out of conformity with the cur-
rent entrance requirements of the colleges to which their pupil
usually go. The colleges, otiThe other hand, must consider the capa-
bilities of the schools in fixing thest. requireinents. The accomplish-
ment of the schools and th4orequirements of the colleges being at
present in working equilibrium, any one school or colkge introducing
a radical change single handed might find itself not so mutli initiat-
ing; a general reform as diverting students 'from itself. Under our
present custom of action (or inaction) by single institutions, not all
institutions feel either the responsibility or the ability singly to
grapple with national problems. but all feel keenly the strong pres-
sure holding each single institution to conformity topresent standards
und customs.

In this connection an important opportunity of leadership
offered the strong colleges. particularly those of private foundatio
If State university. as part-of the general State educational
organization, is obliged to accept 'students as prepared by thsygener-
ality of the schools of the State, the privately endowed institution is
free to make use of entrance requirements- to select studehts whose
preparation has been satisfactory. and nil this basis to give them a
better education than would otherwise he possible. The experience
of leading colleges acting singly in past decades shows that this is
not an impossible ideal. Under concerted,study and action, the out
look would of course be decidedly more promising.

The curriculum in mathematics.The curriculdim in mathematics
in secondary .institutions with a full eourse of (our years varies but
little in the OW majority of cases from the following average (the
ambit' numerals denote the work of half a year, 18 to '20 Weeks, 4 or
5 periods of 40 to t0 minutes each, weekly) :

FIRST POMO!. YEAR.
1: 2. POW eoussc in algebra, 110'11111111g literal notations the four fundamental

operations for positive and negatiye numbers, fractions, factoring,
linear equations in one or more unknowns, problems leading to such

ls-..equations. quadratic agitations with numerical coeMcients and simple
problems lending to such equations. There Is a tendency to use
problems related to the life of the day. when available. Graphic
methods Aryised .'to some extent

I Bee report of Committee M. p.
For a more detailed account of the work In the various puhjecta, Nee the repairer

Committee 111, p. 17 et seq.
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SECOND SCHOOL. YEAR.

3; 4. Milne geometry. This course covers live' "barks ": I. Rectilinear figures;
II. The circle:- III. Similar polygons; IV. Areas of polygons: V. Sell-
lar polygons and the measurement of the circle. The work includes

the more or less "original" demonstration of a goodly number of easy,

or moderately difficult exercises, including problems in loci, and con-

stitutes all the formal instruction in elementary plane geometry that

the pupil ever receives, in school, college. or university.

THIRD SCHOOL. YEAR.

5. Second course in alarbo. Radilals and exponents. but not Orarlthms.
Quadratic equa.lons In one unknown: solution and problems. with
some attention to the discritninant and the relation between_the voids
and the coefficients. A few higher equations solved by means of quad-

ratics, and a few special eases( of systems of tinations with two
unknOWIIS solved by means of quadratics. The elemettis of arithmetic

and geometric progressions. Tendencies us milder 1 and 2.

6. Solid geometry. This covers four "books ": VI. 1.1nr.s and planes in space;
VII. Prisms and pyramids; VIII. Cylinders and cones; IX. The sphere.

4 The subjects re treated as under 3. 4. and constitute the totality of

the formal to ruction in' elementary solid geometry given lu school,

college, -0 utiWersity.

rovam SCHOOL l'F:111.

7. Elcraantary Moor irignomtry.
& Third course in algebra:

Courses 1-4 are generally required of all pupils and course 5 is

frequently so required, while courses (1.8 are usually elective. A

course in commercial arithmetic is also sometimes offered. As course

5 is ajways required for admission to colleges and technological

schools, while course 6 is generally so required by technological
Schools and sometimes by colleges, these subjects are usually given

by the Schools and are elected by a considerable number of pupils.

Course 7 and course 8 are given by practically all colleges, and in

practice are regarded as primarily collegiate work. The; acre accord-

ingly given by relatively {'lc schools and elected by relatively few

pupils in those schools. The ground covered and the method of, the

treatment are largely influe.ncid by the wish of the school and the

pupil, that the work done may be accepted by the college th which

the pupil goes.
The standard seeondarv- school course in mathematics as it actually

exists to-day may be'regarded asconsisting of courses 1-6, described

above. There are some variations in order, but the above may fairly

be regarded as typical. As a textbook is always used, and as the

teaching usually adheres .closely to the text, a good :kin of the
details of the ground covered may be obtained from the examinan

of some of the books in current use.

Tendencie:Vo modification:Marked tendencies to change the cur--

riculuni.in various details are distinctly noticeable in the country, and

) seem to be gaining in strength. Thus, there are tendencies to omit'

3
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geometric, proofs that are either obvious or too difficult; to transfer'
the more difficult portions of the algebraic matter hitherto given in
the first year of the high school to a later year; to avoid algebraic
manipulaitions .of greater complexity than is requisite to prepare
pupils thoroughly for the work that lies beyond; to give more promi-
nenceto the equation; and to Introduce more problems from physics
and other sciences and from practical life. i . ,

Simultaneous teaching of algebra and grontetry.It has been pro-
posed to redistribute the subject matter of algebra and geometry as
now taught in the 'secondary schools (without a lt ;ring either thei
ground ultimately covered or the total amount of t e time given to
mathematics) so that algebra and geometry Omni& be taught simul-
taneously during the years in which they are now taught successively.
In considering sulfa rearrangement there arises first of all the
question of its theoretic desirability; should this be decided affirms-
tiVely. that of its feasibility pre4nts From the point of view
of educational theory it may he urged that the simultaneous teaching
of algebra and geometry is desirably, becauseNit permits the gradual
development of both subjects during a long p&iod. thus facilitating
digestion and assimilation; because it allows/the postponement. of the
more abstract and difficult portions of each subject to the later years
of the eurri,culum when the pupil is more mature, both mathematically
and in general ; because it makes possible the use of the methods and
results of either subject whenever advantageous in the treatment of
problems of the- other; and because it eliminates the detrimental
periods of disuse of-either one of these subjects or of all mathematics.'

On the other hand, it may be urged that the simultaneous teaching
of algebra and geometry is undesirable, because many teachers fear
that at the age of 14 the pupil's mind is not sufficiently mature to
begin demonstrative geometry without distinctly lowering the stand-
ard of, the instruction, a-result that would be decidedly deplorable;
because the points of direct contact between algebra and geometry-
are so few that the simultaneous treatment allows for little. if any
more correlation than the tandem arrangement; because there is
already a great deal of practical mensuration that has been included
in. arithmetic on whiclh to draw in.the first treatment of algebra ;
because there is also included in arithmetic the general idea of
similar figures in connection with the applications of proportion;
and correlation with the work-in areas, solids, and similar figures is
therefore possible in the first course in algebra at present and is
actually effected by a large number of teachers; apd because when
geometry is reached correlation with the. algebra that has preceded
is feasible under the present order.

Ike report of Committee VII, pp. 20, 21.
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Considering the pgctical aspect 'of the plan, those who advocate
the simultaneous teaching of algebra and geometry point n the fact
that it has been long and thoroughly tried by some of the leading
nations of the world; that these nations Ilan found simultaneous
teaching entirely feasible and have achieved excellent results under'
it ; and that every one of them is. convinced that the simultaneous
teaching of these subjects is decidedly preferable to their successive
teaching.

It. does not follow, of course, that the plan must needs be practicable
under American conditions. In determining whether or not this is
the case, the measure of general preparation of our teachers, they
degree of readiness to handle this particular plan. the heterogeneous
character of our pupils, the number of pupils That transfer from one
city to another in the midst of their secondary course. the existence of
suitable texts, and the temporary disturbance occasioned by the
change must all be taken into account.

The plan has actually been tried in a few American institutions
with divergent results. In some cases the experiment has proved
satisfactory and the use of the plan is continued ; 1 in others it has
been tried and abandoned, partly because teachers have found that
by teaching geometry only two days in theweek the interest of the
pupil is not as easily carried over from one class exercise to another as
when the subject. is taken up every day.

It must not be understood that the simultaneous teaching of
algebra and geometry means an equal distribution. of the weekly
time between the two'subjects. Such a mechanical attempt at simul-
taneous teaching would offer the minimum promise of success.
Simultaneous teaching as used above means rather, a "block system,"
a istribution of the subject matter so that in each year blocks of
a ra and geometry alternate, each block having a measure of
unity nd completeness in itself. The piesent curriculum for the
first two years may be described as it system of two blocks. Those
who may be disposed to try simultaneous teaching would find a
system of four block for these years a conservative and advisable
beginning. If this should prove successful, the blocks may gradu-
ally be made smaller as experience dictates.

NOor should simultaneous teaching be understood to imply a
" fusion" of the' two subjects into a homogeneous whole which is
neither one subject, nor the other. Such a . fusion is impossible,
owing to the inherently diverse characters of the two stbjects." It
would in any event be undesirable. and attempts at approximation
to it are not to be commended.

report of Committee IV, pp. 150-159.
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THE INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMATICS

Aim8.In the nontechnical secondary schools the teaching of
mathematics is regarded as having for its chief aims themental
development of the pupil and his pri,aration for later scientific
work.' It is held that the essential hello. s of the study of mathe-
matics can be attained as readily and as fi.!ly in the study of the
subject matter required for admission to c liege as in any other
selection of topics, and consequently the courses in mathematics
offered -to all pupils confbrm to the current collegiate entrance re-
quirements.

Two tendencies in the thought of the country concerning the aims
of teaching, secondary mathematics should be mentioned=a tendency
to modify the conception df the aim of the teaching to conform to
what is understood to be the outcome.of recent psychologic research
concerning the value of "-formal discipline." and a tendency to
attach greater importance to the utilitarian possibilities of mathe-
matics.

With respect to the former, workers in mathematics have every
reason to be gratified by the progress that is making in the utiliza-
tion of the mathematical type of thought in the treatment Of the
problems of psychology and in other complex fields; in the predomi-
nance that precise thinking is gaining over vague theorizing in so
many domains of the scientific and practical activities of the day
they will see added reason for 0 I careful training of comiing
generation in habits of precise thinking. beginning that simple
and readily mastered domain, commonly known as elementary mathe-
Jnatics, which has been and is the inspiration and model of precise
thinking n more difficult fields.

That n thematicians' will accept and take to heart the results of
scien i igations that bear upon their science or its teaching
goes without saying. In fact there is danger that, in unhesitating
confidence in the dominance of the mathematical idea in modern
scientific thought, they will too readily accept as established with
a definiteness akin to that of mathematics results announced by
students of a sister science without ascertaining that the conditions
really warrant such acceptance.

With respect to the so-called "doctrine of formal discipline.' in
particular there is danger that results of psychologic research may
be misunderstood and misapplied by one who accepts it as-a settled
fact that these researches have "exploded the doctrine of formal
discipline as generally stated," without any statement of what the
doctrine is or how it is "exploded." The mathematical thinker

lit Is Instructive to compare with these the time set forth for the study of srsduatit,
mathematics In the report of Committee XII, p. 12, rd cited in this report on p. 48.
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will demand that the doctrine " in questionte explicitly and clearly
defined, and that the expliments and their results be stated with

equal definiteness. Ile will then ask in how far he has
actually held the view that is stated; he' ill consider the number
and character of the experiments and the personal equation of the
investigator, hod will determine what it is that the experimental
results really prove; and finally he will decide what modifications, if
any, these results require him to make in his attitude. At the
presentlime few, if any, mathematicians who are conversant with
the results of such experiinents as have been made, and are sympa-
thetic with their spirit, feel that aught has been as yet established
whiCh would require them to chhnge their views of the value of the
study of mathematics.

The mathematician welcomes every effort to substitute careful
experiment and exact results for loose thinking and dogmatic gen-
eralizations, and in this connection recent work on 'ineasurifig the
mathematical ability of children and systematically testing their
mathentatical progress may be mentioned as constituting a sug-
gestive beginning in a lQrge and important field.'

.Vs regards the second tendency, that of the increased emphasis on
the utilitarian values of mathematics, it may be noted that this
tendency, praiseworthy as it is, it ail element of danger.
The practical aspects of mathematics deserve attention not only on
account of their inherent value, but also on account of the additional
interest which they may arouse; and the effort to exhibit the ride that
mathematics plays in the world about us deserves only commenda-
tion; the danger connected with this tendency lies not in the intro-
duction of utilitarian applications, but in the attitude of mind which
the search for such applications may engender. The very variety
and importance of the uses of mhthematies in trade and industry
may tend to .foster the opinion that the learning of such uses is

the chief end of the teaching of mathematics, This is, of course, no

more the case with 'respect to matheruaties.than it is with respect to
less utilitarian subjects of the curriculum. nistory and English'
literature are taught not because they can be directly used in earning
dollars, but because the educated person should knov:, something of

these fields and because the mind of the pupil will grow along desir-
able lines through thinking their typesof thought. Mathematics is
taughtfor quite similar reasons. Ith utilitarian possibilities should
not cause us to forget that the_main purposes of its teaching are
to acquaint the pupil with :die content of a portion of a .domain
of thought that is fundamefitally characteristic of the human mind
as tech, and not of 'any particular time, place, or Nciyilization, and to

likeieport of Committee I, pp. Be, DI.
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cause his mind to grow along desirable lines by actually' thinking
in the type of thought that is characteristic of this domain.

Mode of inetruendin.-11e form of instruction varies widely with
different teachers, to whom large latitude is usually allowed in this
respect.. Only in case of a, very unusual plan would it perhaps be
necessary to seek the permission of a superior officer (say the print
cipal)-, and a serious teacher of good standing would have no diffi-
culty in securing it. Its renewal would of course depend on the
degree of success attained on the first trial. , . ..,

As practicall§ constant -le-Mures of instruction there may benamed:
The use of a text in the hands of the pupils, containing both theory
and exercises, to which the instruction conforms closely; preparation
at home of assignments from the text, usually with .preparatory
explanations in the class; many blackboards (as a rule occupying
nearly or quite all the available wall space of the room), on which the
pupils can write, singly or simultaneously, the solutions of the prob-
lent worked out iitt home or .solve others extemporaneously. Some

, competent teachers successfully. develop thegubject matter of
,. geometry with the class without the use of a text.'

.
PREPARATION 4,F TEACIERS.

The growth of the facilities for. preparation.The systematic
preparation of teachers of secondary mathematics in the tTnited
States is but in its infancy. In the collegiate mathematical instruc-
tion of two decades ago practically no special attenti was paid to.
the needS 'of prospective teachers of secondary mathkoatics. Tho
opportunity to make acquaintance w. li mathematical subject matter
in advance of that taught in the highh school had indeed lopgobeen
offered, by the colleges, of which even the smallest usually gave in-
struction in mathematics sufficiently advanced] to inchide at least a
course in plane analytic geometry and a fairly extensive first course

, in the calculus. But the instrugion in the& courses to* no account
of the possible futiire occupations of the students, and it may wt11
be doubted whether the thought that some.member of the class might
later teach mathematics often occurred to the collegiate instructor
with sufficient force to influence his work even slightly. \No separate
institutions for the training of secondary teachers. existed.

Nearly two decades ago,2 however, there began to be given coprses
of collegiate grade considering the subject matter of elemearary
mathematics and the methods of teaching it with reference to the
needs of teachers of secondary mathematics. The number of insti-
tution' giving such courses has iucreesed rapidly and is still growing

'Pot details, as to modes of instruction see the reports of Committees III and IV.
AM* report of committee Y. pp. 5-8.

,
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to-day.1 Further, there is every reason to believe that instructors
of collegiate mathematics are increasingly conscious of the presence
of future teachers of secondary mathematics in their classes, and that
they are more and more frequently availing themselves of such oppor-
tunities as arise to point out the bearing of the work in hand on
elementary mathematics.

There have also been founded in the past two decades various
separate institutions of collegiate, rank or independent divisions of
universities having the training of secondary teachers as one of their
chief functions.; These institutions all have departments devoted
especially to rrilithematics; their number is`still growing; the stronger
ones have already become potent influences in the teaching of mathe-
matics in their environment and in the country atlarge, and they
give every promise of becoming still more effective agencies of
progress in the years to come.

It is especially. gratifying to note that the institutions which in one
form or another are giving courses on the teaching of secondary
mathematics are, as a rule, well equipped to give adequate instruc-
tion in a range of mathematical subject, matter sufficiently wide to
meet the needs of the prospective teacher, and thus are prepared to
base a sane study of the problems of teaching upon a sound foundation
of mathematical knottledge. In this way there is obviated the not
altogether unwarranted distrust of an elaborate study of " methods "
based upon a meager fund of "matter."

The past two decades may be said to have witnessed the beginning
of the systematic training of secondary teachers in this country and
its development to a sufficient extent to mark the probable lines of
its further growth. Corresponding pro isions for the needs of the
elementary teacher had been made earlier by the formation of the
normal-school system, and that. for the teacher of collegiate mathe-
matics may be regarded as a problem of the immediate future. The
practice that is occasionally found of giving advanced gradjiate
students the privilege of serving in early collegiate courses as as-
sistants to experienced instructors and of teaching under their direc-
tion and supervision is a considerable contribution to the solution
of this problem. Such work should, however, be distinctly a course
of study and not service rendered for remuneration. The practice
now so prevalent among advanced students of diverthig4eir ener-
gies from scientific work to.the instruction of classes for the pur-
pose of earning funds to meet current expenses is a serious evil.°

It is also possible that efforts to make provision for the needs of
the prospective teacher of collegiate mathematics will take the shape

'See feport of Committee III, pp. 79-80.
'See report of Committee V, p. 7.

. a Bee also this\cepOrt, p.
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of an enlargement of the scope of the work of the stronger institu-
tions that are already covering the secondary field.

The present degree of preparation.At present the strong newly
appointed teacher of mathematics is a college graduate -who has
had a year's course in the calculus, with antecedent courses, making
a total of from 180 to 360 class periods of collegiate work in mathe-
matics. Usually he has had varying additional amounts of mathe!
matical work, and occasionally he has had some training in the
theory and practice of teaching the subject. (

The average newly appointed teacher of mathematics is a college
graduate' who has had only about one year's work (from 90 to 180
class hours) of mathematics beyond the *work of the school in which
he teaches.'

The constitution of this year's work varies somewhat, but a
typical combination would be: Vigonometry,..college algebra, ana-
lytic geometry. The average preparation includes no strictly pro-
fessional training, no course in the teaching of mathematics to
initiate the candidate into the teacher's mode of viewing the events
of the classroom. Consequently, he enters upon his work with but
little mathematical knowledge in advance of his pupils, and with no'
training at all in the technique of the work he is about to undertake.
Ile is essentially a former pupil, somewhat matured by the general
experiences of his college studies and life, come back-to teach his
quondam fellows.

If successful in his work, he develops into a good. teacher, at the
expense of many mistakes, more or less numerous, and serious, atcord-^
ing to !fishily:ware of native aptitude for the work of ateacher. In
exceptional cases he extends his mathematical attainments further
by means of attendance on summer sessions of higher institutions;
by private study, or by correspondence work.3 But it undoubtedly
requires special enthusiasm and devotion to do this in addition to
the heavy burden of teaching work generally carried.

It is obvious that this measure of preparation is entirely inader
ciliate and that, whileioneer conditions' may have required the
toleration of such a state of affairs up to the present, the time is now
at hand for the adoption of a, radically different course.

In this connection the urgent need of taking effective steps to
make the work of teaching secondary mathematics more attractige
to men should also be mentioned. While the devoted service given
by women in the mathematical work.of secondary schools and the
earnest efforts they are putting forth to meet every educational re-
qukment deserve only warmest commendation, and while there are

to the totality of teachers already in service the proportion of college graduate*
varies largely. See report of Committee III, pp. 76-78.

I fiee'report of Committee III, pp. 76-77. I
@Bee report of Committee VIII.
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many women/whose mathematical aptitudes and proclivities fit them
to reach' the highest level of efficiency in secondary work, it is un-
doubtedly true that on the whole the intellectual interests of women
do not lie in pure mathematics to the same extent as do those of men,
and still less is this the case in the applications of mathematics to
physics and other sciences or to engineering and other occupations.
Mathematic:is thus a field which furnishes exceptional opportunity
for impressing on the pupil the man's point of view an us way
of grappling with difficulties,. a feature of instruction whic I should
be prominent in every well-rounded scheme of secondary education.

Tendency to rabic the stnndord.A marked tendency toward rais-
ing the standard ofinew appointees is to-day to be found throughout
the country. This i due in part to the awakening of a keener con-
sciousness of the desirability of higher standards and in part to the
greater supply of candidates who haveluai some collegiate or even
graduate mathematical and pedagogic training. In consequence of
the work done in the departments of mathematics-in the graduatei
schools, in the more advanced undergraduate work of many col-
leges, and ill the professional schools for the preparation of sec-
ondary teachers, large and increasing numbers of candidates \Nitwie
training is decidedly beyond the average stated above are constantly
seneforth. ThoSe who 'have attained the doctor's degree in athe-
matics have no difficulty in securing collegiate positions, but those
who have only"advanced pqrt way through the graduate school or
who have merely attained the bachelor's degree, even though spe-
cializing in mathematics, have little ground to expect to secure a
desirable collegiate appointment. These candidatA, as well as those
prepared by the professisnal schools, must usually find their posts
in the secondary field. Thus the average attainments of the new
appointee are gradually and surely being raised by the mechanical
action of natural causes. . But mke rapid amelioration of conditions
is desirable than will lw achieved under the slow aqd bliod action
of tuftural conditions, and earnest efforts are requisite to accelerate
the rate of progresS, for undoubtedly the greatest single need of the

in the fieldof secondary mathematics, is the bkter preparation
of teachers. -Any material advance in' this respect Would have salu-
tary effects far beyond the domain, of actual instruction. A body of
adequately equipped teachers would. not only insure adequate treat-
ment of the problems within their control, but would also stimulate
decidedly better treatment -VF those not directly subject to their
control.

From the practical point of view, however, it Must be noted that
even under the present standards the supply of well-prepared teach-
el." of mathematics falls short of the demand, especially 'in the case
of men, and it might seem futile to raise the standard still higher.

REPORT ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.
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In reply, it may be asked whether all the schools that are now requir-
ing better preparation have correspondingly advanced the remunera-
tion offered. Are schools .thdeavoring to secure a much better grade
of teacher for a stipend that. was already too meager? Salaries pro-
portionate to the requirements will induce candidates to prepare,
themselves to conform to any standard, however high: but in
country of opportunity and promise like ours, and at a-time when
the high cost of living is as serious as at present. salaries barely
equal to the wages of skilled artisans or high-grade tenographers
can hardly be expected to attract ambitious and capable young men
and 'women into years of earnest -and, costly preparation for a serious
and exacting occupation. I Thder present conditions the result will
inevitably be a supply inadequate both in number and in the quality
of those who formally comply with the requirements. The remedy
lies almost wholly in the hands of the appointing authorities. When
it is once known that high-grade pay can be obtained by high-grade
candidates with high-grade preparation and by no others, the supply
of such candidates will rapidly increase.

Proirosed tandankSehools that, desire to. appoint adequately
prepared teachers look to institutions of collegiate rank not only to
furnish the preparation and to bear to-timony concerning the quan-
tity and quality of the work Alone by the particular candidates under
consideration, but also to determine what. constitutes adequate prepa,.
ration. hitherto tl few individual writers have drawn up lists of
courses intended to outline. such a minimum, and a few colleges.have
independently 'defined the attaintnents that a student must have to
receive the collegiate recommendation.

These lists are meant to indicate the selection from the work now
offered by good colleges that may properly form the minimum re-
quirement. for all candidates at to present time. The lists are in
substantial agreement ant include, in-addition to the subjects taught
in the schools, good courses in trigonometry, college algebra, analytic
geometry, the differential and integral calculus, determinants and
the theory of equations, modern geometry, the elements of analytic
mechanics, and at least a little work in theoretical and practical
physics. Such courses on the history and the teaching of secondary
mathematics as are offered by the college should also. be taken.

With a little enrichment of collegiate instruction,' it would be
possible to re9uire the following minimum:

(a) .Trigonometry, college algebra, analytic geometry.
(h) Surveying, or descriptive gdometry, br elementary astronomy.
(c) The differential and integral calculus with applications to

geometry, mechanics, and physics.
() Modern geometry.

'flee the discusektn Of advanced collegiate electives, p. 45 of this report.
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(e) The elements of analytic mechanics.
(f) The elements of theoretic and laboratory physics.
(g) Algebra from a modern standpoint.
(h) One or more courses introductory to important fields of mod-

ern mathematics.
,(i) One or more courses in the history of mathematics.'

(j) One or more courses onthe teaching of mathematics.2
It would be desirable if the best secondary positions were attain-

able only by candidates who have ha& in addition to the subjects
(a) to (j), at least a year's work in graduate mathematics culminat-
ing in the master's degree, and this measure of attainment is already
required in some schools.

We'may repeat that secondary institutions can secure candidates
of any desired degree of thoroughness of preparation by offering
sufficiently attractive inducements in.the form of remuneration and
conditions of work. When once they let it be known that such
inducenients are permanently offered, an ample supply of desirable
candidates will soon be forthcoming.

Progress-by teachers in service. Within the past score of years
there have grown up important. facilities for teachers in service to
make progress in mathematics withoutresigning their positions
notably the summer sessions of a goodly number of colleges and
universities" and the various organizations of teachers that have
been formed. These organizations have done effective and most
desirable work in arousing interest., in bringing secondary and col-
legiate instructors of mathematics into closer relations, and also in

- contributing largely to such improvements of detail in secondary
mathematical work as have taken place since their formation,4 al-
though they hays not as yet led to any noteworthy general reform.
They have no doubt stimulated many teachers to individual thought
and progress, and they have within their reach the possibility of
participating valuably and with ever-increasing effectiveness in the
mathematical growth of the times.

The secondary teacher and the textbook.Under present condi-
tions as to the preparation of teachers, it is inevitable that the text
should be regarded as a fairly complete record of all needful matter
and the ultimate standird of 'instruction. -Geonietry and algebra
usually mean to the beginning teacher but little more than the body
of material in the books from which he was taught.. In this belief

'These courses may cover contemporary as well as past conditions and shnnld utilise the
vast amnia of valuable material furnished by the reports to the International Commission
on the Teaching of Mathematics. Messrs. Georg & Co., Geneva, ftwitserland, are the sell.
lag &gents for all these reports.

11 These courses should include critical discussion of the subject matter, considerable
observaUdIktof instruction, and whenever pouribis practice teaching.

*See report of Committee 88.
4 See report of Committee III, pg. 15,44.
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he 'and his teachers to the n" generation have been taught, and in
this belief he teaches, except in the riire instances in which the col-
lege has effectively disturbed the tradition. It might seem that the
textbook could readily be made a potent instrument of improvement,
but there are serious obstacles in the way of the realization of this
hope. The text is selected by the teacher, or for the teacher, in
view, of his abilities and limitations: Texts with marked Likviations
from those in current use would seem to many teachers no longe
really "algebras" or "geometries." Such deviations would undoubt-
edly burden the teacher with the task of learning afresh 'whatever is
new in the book. ven a change from one text to another along the
same lines brings nee is of exercises for classroom use. Conse-
quently the average teacher is conservative in the matter of text-
book changes. Reform through textbooks one would' at4est be
feasible only to tirestricted extent. because the text must be adapted
to the pupil, while the progress which the teacher must make to
improve his work can be aided chiefly by material in nowise adapted
to the mind of the pupil.

Furthermore, publishing houses' take pains to secure the opinion
of the average teacher and of those who know him, and a menu -
script that does not bid fair to win the approval of the teaching body
in sufficient measure to secure a remunerative sale would not easily
secure an effective publisher. The influences at work tend toward
the preservation of the present status rather than toward its amelio-
ration. This is strikingly seen in the remarkable similarity of the
current secondary texts in mathematics, and in the almost complete
absence in the United States of,a highly diversified body of literature
1-dative to the field of secondary mathematics, such as is found in
some other countries, made up of works, good and poor, varying
widely and in many different directions from current usage, some-
times erratic, but often stimulating thought and leading the way to
better things. Ottr publishing houses are not philanthropic institu-
tions and can not be expected to publish .books that give every
promise of loss; but there is room for It Valuable piece of philan-
thrOpic work in establishing Some agency for the publicatioi2 of good
mathematical works concerning which competent critics would ren-
der not the verdict, "The average teacher will probably like this
book and adopt it as text,".Q the verdict, "'The good teacher ought
to like and use this book.'!.

CONCLUSION.

fin general surxey Of the secondary field two main needs strik-
ingly dominate the whole mathematical situation: The need fpf the
better preparation of teachers and the need to reduce, if _not elimi-

18ee report of Committee VIII.
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na , tie waste of effort involved in independent and Often inade-
rate trtatment of fundamental and 'broad que,stiot% by separate

schools, colleges, or local systems.
The first of these needs must be met by gradual development ; per-

haps all that can be dune by individuals is that each should take
special pains to stimulate progress on this line whenever and how-
ever possible. It will not suffice merely to raise the, requirements for
appointment.; there nuist be an accompanying guaranty of adequate
remuneration and suitable conditions of work. To secure this guar-
anty is mainly an administrative problem, often a political one, a'nd
must at present .be dealt with as may be possible through these
channels.

As to the second, the quest. n is well worth considering whether
some form of concerted study can not. be found that will succeed in
foctising the best thought of the country upon those of the problems
relative to the 4eld of secondary mathematics that are really of a
general character, so as, to? secure the prepilration of recommenda-
tions that would havis a moral authority commanding the nation's

)confidence and insuring their widespread acceptance,

IV. IdATHENULTICEI IN THE HIGHER INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING.'.
THE. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS OF THE COLLEGE AND THE TECHNO-

IA)GICAL SCHOOL..

at
The Conditions that prevailed only three decades ago in the teach-

ing of college mathematics are in markeeontrast with thosl..of the
present time.2 The typical college teacher of that period, likemany
school-teachers of to-day, knew little more of his subject than he wasobliged to teach. Tn the technical schools the situation was the same.
The calculus was taught like formal algebra, not only without regard
to its applications outside the domain of pure mathematics, but with-
out understanding of its nature, its principles, and its use within thatdomain. Little Wonder that the engineers whose student days layin those years have made relatively little use of the calculus in their
profession. The causes that led to a complete change in these con-ditions are traced in the report of the Committee on Graduate Work,'and will be referred toTater.

, ,

,For the benefit of the foreign reader we recall at ibis point that the higher Inten-tions of learning In the United States consist of the colleges and the technologicalsehools, and the universities. While the latter term is applied In certain parts of thecountry to Institutions below the rank of a good college, It also embraces those whichcorrespond to European standards, and In which the advanced instruction In science a*1letters Is carried on. It Is In the latter sense that the term university will be used Inwhat follows.
The terms of admission to the colleges and the technological schools are fairly uni.form, and so teems they olate to mathematics are considered below. The average ageof entrance la between 18 and 19..
anew conditions are well set forth In the report of Committee.X11. pp. 48, 44.'Committee ra, pp. 7-10.
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Entrance requirements.The requirements in mathematics with
which all pupils who are to .be admitted to the better colleges and
technological schools of the country are to-clay obliged to conform
are element ary algebra through quadratic equations, Plane geome-
try, and sometimes solid geometryii Thus the college or the techno-
logical school is enabled to arrange its program so that the student
in the freshman year takes logarithms, trigonometry,'and analytic
geometry. although ofte,p solid geometry is also one of the studies of
that year. In some colleges muchPtime is given to algebra."' This
is doubtless due in the case of the weaker institutions to the fact

0J.mat the freshman can not solve a quadratic equations and to the
extent to wl4ch there is a tendency in school instruction in algebra to
lay- excessive stress on the solution of problems, and to reduce the
training in pure algebra to a minimum, freshmen in all institutions
are still less likely to be able to use their algebra in college work."
But the ultimate responsibility for such a state of affairs rests with
the college,. which through not having enforced its entrance re-
quirement in algebra finds itself in time position ing obliged to
give school instruction. /The presence of these

.

entary courses
in algebra in the college program is, however, also explained in
part by the persistence of the formal calculus of two or three decades
ago, when a course in the calculus amounted\to little more than a new
variation in the formalism of algebra. On the other hand, those'
parts of algebra that properly belong in a college coursedeter-.

minants, the solution of higher equations, and various minor topics
. are being taught at the present time in the better institutions in con-

nection with their applications or with kindred subjects in analytic
geometry and the calculus.

Arrangement of the material in the elementary college courses.
Son* institutions have found it convenient to rearrange in a meas-
ure the topics treated in the elementary courses, and the calculus is
now sometimes begun in the freshman year, the more difficult parts
of analytic geometry being postponed to the following year. The
plan is often referred to as one of "fusion "an amalgamation into
a single homogenous course of subjects hitherto treated. in distinct
courses; and we have heard much of " water-tight compartments."
What has actually taken place in such institutions, however, has been
a modification in the order in which the carious topics of the mathe,
matics of the first two years of the college and the "lecl4ological
school are treated. The individual topics are studied in the main
as they were formerly, an individual chapter in analytic geometry,
for example, not being disintegrated and the unity of its method not

' ter. p. 27. Cf. the report of Committee X, p. I.
Report of Committee IX, p. 17.

4 .
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being destroyed; but when this chapter is finished,, the next topic
may be a chapter in algebra or the calculus. The early application
of the calculus to curve plotting, together with a_ broadening of the
range of curves studied, and the introduction at an early stage of
the approximaieiolution of numerical equations, both algebraic and
transcendental, liPgraphical methods reenforced by the calculus, are
two important results of such a reasrninge'ment of topics. On the
other hand, there is danger that the loci problems in analytic geom-
etry, thorough drill in which is essential for giving the stttdent mas-
tery of an important and distinctive method in this science, will be
slighted becauSe they are difficult and easier things are more attract-
ive. In fact, care is needed throughout these courses that curve
tracing be not mistaken for analytic geometry, and that the student
acquire under' the new system, as good students did under the old,

.the power to use the elementary principles of analytic geometry in
hitt!. work.

The courses in the calculus. In the first course in the calculus the
simple integral as the limit, of a sum is introduced at an early stage,
and numerous applications of the calculus td centers of gravity,
moments of inertia; fluid pressures, atiractions, kineticaltnergy,
catenaries and arches, strings on rough surfaces, and the dynamics
of a particle, as well as to the traditional subjeceof curves and sur-
face§differential 'geometryare taken up. Ors in the course ift
the calculus that the convergence of infinite series and the applica-
tion of power series to coMputation and to the development of film-

' tions are treated. Moreover, in those institutions which haVe a
strong department of physics or engineering a thorongh treatment
of partial differentiation and multiple integrals with proofs of
Green's andStekes's theorems is indistensable. These latter sub-
jects are not prescribed for all students, but are offered in a second
course in the calculus, which is elective, though it, may be pre-
scribed for certain classes bf students. Indeed, the first course in
the calculus is elective in. the colleges. but is prescribed in the
schools of engineering:

o The Perry Movement. Much thought and discussion have been
devoted in recent years to thecontent of the basal courses in mathe-
matics, hOth in the secondary schools and in the calleges and the
technological schools.' While the "Perry Movement" has been
influential in directing attention to this Auestion apd emphalizing
the need.that the instruction be given in close toucll 'pith the appli-
dations, the conclusions at which most teachers trade 'arrived are

'Cf. E. 11. Moore: On the Foundations of Mathematics, Bulletin Amer. Math. Soc.,
2d ser., vol. 9 11902/3) p. 402, and Science, vdl. 17, p. 401 ; Osgood, The Calculus In
One Colleges and 'Technical Schools, Bulletin Amgr. Math:: Soc., 2d ser., vol. 13 (1906/7).
p. 44; Symposium on Mathematics for Engineering Students, a succession of papers
published In Science from July 17 to.Sept. 4, 1901
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quite diffe ent from those of the adherents of Perry's program. For
it is riized that
In mathematical courses mathematics should be taught rather that applied
science. It is generally believed that the introduction of technical applicAtions
in the mathematival classroom is advisable only when they 'aro so elementary
and familiar as not to destroy the integrity of the mathematical courses or
diminish their education -I value, by obscuring general principlea. All agree
that nn illustration should he used which requires aotechnical knowledge not
possessed by the student or readily explainable to hint, as the introdirtIOn of
unfamiliar concepts merely offers the student two difficulties tn surmount
instead of one. The chief difficulty stems to be ill finding technical illus-
trations which are sufficiently familiar, arty tITe mathematical Collrf4PS are con-
fined to the first two yettr. of the curriculum, and thus precede the Student's,
professional training.

In one instance the obleetion is m Is* that by enlarging applications the
concrete tends to fill so large a place in the mind that the principle in hand is
obscured as one of general application. "flip general opinion, however; is that
if It is possible to arrange courses in parallel. So as to furn,ish material for
illustration, a training in formal mathematics in -connection with Its technical
applications gives dtqah 14 understanding, s.trenetn* of grasp.. and freedom of
use most conducive to the production of efficient and progressive students.'

It is only fair to add that a score of years before Perry began his-
campaign the courses in tke calculus in Harvard College were being
modified with reference to bringing them into close touch with
physics, and that but a few years later a course, following these, in
the Newtonian potential .function and the differential equations of
physics, was regularly offered..

Cooperating between, the department of matheineitieg a0 that of
engineerina.At the time when the first. wiiiespread deMands for
technical instruction came to the technical schools and the colleges
offering technical instruction, tlte departments of mathematics, like
those of engineering, were unable to meet these demands. In, those
institutions in which both a department. of engineering and one of
Mathematics were present. it often came about that the engineers
preferred to have their students taught mathematics by men ap-
pointed irl,the department of engineering.. While this arrangement
still exists in some institutions, there is
substantial agreement that there is no reason why engineers should be given
essentially different elementary training in mathematics from others, but that
all mathematical training is simply a question of teaching the subject thor-
oughly and in such a way that the student shall be able to us,.: it freely. From
the standpoint of mathematicians separate departments of mathematics for
different classes of students are regarded ds narrowing and hurtti.l to All
concerned, and regret is expressed that specialized professional collet:y are
occupying an increasinglylarge place in the curriculum to the.excluttion t/ :

more thorough grounding in broad fundamentals.'

1 Report of Committee IX, p. 37. Mid, p. 38.
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While. this is encouraging, much remains to be done. If the best
results are to be obtained, it is not enough that the mathematicians
cooperate with the engineers; the enlneers must cooperate with the
mathematicians. The engineer who in his youth himself had inade-
quate training in mathematics and who has had acquired by hith-
self a working outfit is usually notfrell informed regarding the best
methods of the day in mathematics. His methods are the best for
him because he has devised them himself.' But they are frequently

, not the best for others. Moreover, the engineer not infrequently
demands, not that. the student shall have the knowledge of mathe-
matics that will enable him to understand the mathematical treatment
that is to be presented to him, but that he have that knoWledge in the
precise form in which the engineer wishes to use it. As well expect
to train a physician by giving him a course in druggist's formulas.
It is not until the engineer shall avail himself of the best mathematics
of the present day and be willing to make its concepts and its methods-
his point of departure that the problem of cooperation will have
be olved.

aroom met leoll.q.The classroom method most commonly in
use i the prescribed courses in mathematics is that of instruction in
small sections of 15 to 25 students. Sometimes the hour is devoted
to an oral recitation; sometimes the students solve problems assigned
them in the class, either at the blackboard or as written exercises
worked out during the recitation hour. The use of a textbook is
general, and in some cases the instruction amounts to little more
than the assignment of a lesson with some comments by the instruc-
tor, the class then proceeding to work problems as above described.
For the lame and the lazy this plan has much to commend it; for a
textbook can be found with exercises so well "graded" that it is
merely a question of applying a rule printed in heavy type or sub-
stituting numbers in a formula. And every student can be required
to do at least so much. But there is little in-it to kindle enthusiasm
or inspire a love for mathematics. It curtails an adequate treatment
of the subject matter of tilt course on the part of the instructor, and
it restricts the problems set to such as are so easy that they can be
done at sight. .

Another method consists in the instructor's setting forth the 'main
principles of the subject in an informal talk, freely interrupted by
questions from the students. Problems both easy and difficult are
assigned to be worked, ndependently outside of the class and handed
in. These are corrected and returned at the next meeting of the
dourve, and those".that Active presented any general difficulties are

'''
in is a cominon ciperient4 In .Sl class in geometry that the solution of an "original"

Obtained by a pupil Is intricate and cumbersome, and yet It seems clear to the pupil, for e
hi has discovered It.
.. ,... *

.4
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taken up before the whole class. The advantages of the method
are that the student gains perspective through the classroom instruc-
tion, sees where to direct his efforts, and acquires power by working,
in addition to many easy problems. some that can not be done at
sight.

A further meth9d is to some extent a combination of the two
above mentioned, Two consecutivfr hours are devoted to each meet-
ing of the course. The instructor voles as much of the first hour as
seems desirable for the exposition of the subject, for working prob-
lems, and for general discussion. Problems are then assigngd to
be worked by the students in the class. and the instructor and a
corps of assistants give individual aid, which frequently consists in
a brief suggestion relating to a specific difficulty! The instructor
is thus kept. in close touch with the class and has positive assurance
that the students can work the easier problems. In assigning more
difficult ones, whether to be worked in the class or out of the class,
he can choose with greater security sueh as are conwensurate with
the powers of the student.' Under the last two methods larger sec-
tions are possible, and thus the older and more experienced members
of the staff are enabled to teach a greater number of students.

Whatever the method employed be, written tests are frequent.
Moreover, the instructor is accessible to the student, and the %tudent
who seriously desires to learn has no difficulty in getting personal
attention.

UNDERGRADUATE. ELECTIVE COURI391.

*-44

Under this title are comprehended those courses which are usually
taken just after the first course in the calculus or simultaneot4ly
with it, namely:2 (a) Modern geometry; (b) mechanies-; (c) second
course in the calculus; (d) differential equations; (c) determinants
and the theory of equations. To these may be added descriptive
geometry and surveying. In technological schools some of these
cc(urses are prescribed for certain classes of students.

The foregoing list includes the courses which are offered by the
stronger colleges and technological schools. In institutions with a

.highly developed graduate department the list is supplemented by
further courses.

Geometry.In a number of our colleges the courses named above
are characterized not only by thoroughness of treatment but by
breadth of. view. The course in geometry which follows the intro-
ductory course in analytic geometry is usually not confined to an
analytic or to a synthetic treatment of projective geometry, but 2
avails itself freely of both methods, and is sometimes devoted in

'Ct. report of Committee IX, p. 40.
sCt. report of CoMmittee X, pp. 12 and17, and Committee XII, p.

s .1. .
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part to the geometry of inversion, or reciprocal radii. The elements
of this subject may with profit be included in more college courses,
both because of the deeper insight into geometry thus afforded and
for a better understanding of projective geometry itself.

The scope of the course in geometry is indicated by the fact that
it usually includes abridged notation, homogeneous coordinates, and
the principle of duality, as well as projection and collineation.
Some treatment of Vines and planes in space, and the simpler prop-
erties of central quadrics generally find a place somewhere in the
program. In certain institutions with a strong department of
mathematics the subjects named above are scattered through so
many courses that it is impossible for a student. to get a compre-
hensive view ofthe elements of geometry unleA he specializes
heavily in this,field. A- rearrangement of the offering in geometry
would here seem to be desirable.

Mer1;.anies.In mechanics the object is primarily to teach mechan-
ics, not analytic geometry and the calculus, though the course avails
itself adequately of both these aids. Statics includes the elements of
graphical statics; and in-dynamics not merely the motion of par-
ticlesoscillatory motion, motion in a circle, and motion in a resist-
ing mediumhut the motion of a rigid body in two dimensions is
treated. The conceptions of work and energy are developed gom
the mathematical side and fully illustrated in their bearings on
physics. On the other hand, if the course is to be effective as an
introductory course in mechanics of the kind the physicist. and the
engineer need, it is not feasible to go into the higher principles of
mechanics. These are treated in a second course, 'for which the
second course in the calculus is required. The value of suchsa broa4
introductory course as a part of the training of the physicist and
the engineer is now pretty generally recognized in the stronger
departments of physics and engineeringa marked contrast in the
case of the latter departments to the situation of two or three decades
ago (or even more receptly), when mechanics for the engineer usu-
ally meant the strength of materials and graphical statics. But its
value for the college student is still not

more
as generally as

mis desirable. It should find a place in ore of our colleges.1
Algebra.While the theory of 'equations, as given in the older

English textbooks, usually is included in the list, of course>..ef a
college or a technological school which is able to offer some of the
elective studies above named, algebra from a modem standpoint
can harcjly be said as yet to have gained a foothold in our colleges.
"Modern higher algebra" means in this country, or has meant until
recen...y, the theory of the algebraic invariants of the group of linear
transformations, and as such is important for the gtometer, but not for

I Cf. report of Committee XII, p. 27,
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the physicist or the engineer. On the other hand, the theory of linear
dependence, with its application to simultaneous linear equations, and
the elements of the theory of qjtadratic fort9s are important both
within and without the realm of pure mathdmatics. Moreover, the
theory of polynomials, including resultants and discriminants' and
the elements of the theory of polynomials in several variables, not
only has varied applications in a broad field of mathematics but a
knowledge of this as well as of the other algebraic subjects named
above, is essential for the teacher of mathematics, whether his work
lies in the college or in the secondary school."

When once secondary teachers are Well trained in these subjects
e problem of teaching school algebra will present less difficulty.

tbat the present. school corursewill be seriously modified in con-
ent, but the teacher who is equipped with a wide knowledge of the

science of algebra'i who has mastered the systematic and general treat-
ment of the problems that have their beginnings in school algebra.
and who has le arnol to know the methods of algebra by actually
working with them in more advanced fields, will have a better ap-
preciation of the importance of algebra as a science and will teach
in this spirit in the 'secondary school instead of laboriously multiply-
ing so-called practical problems in the belief that such problems con-
stitute the sole justification for the teaching of algebra. Such prob-

. .
__lents are unquestionably valuable and should continue to cupy an

important. place in the teaching of the subject, but they . uld not
be regarded as the one barrier that stands between algebra and its
abolition fr9m the school program.

ADVANCED INSTRUCTION.

The beginnings of advanced instruction in mathematics in this
country go back to the middle of the past. century, when a group of
young men took up the study of mathematical astronomy in Cam-
bridge under BenjaminPeiece. At about this time, too, the Law-
rence SCientific School was founded as a department of Harvard
University and, under Louis .kgassiz, Jeffries Wyman. and Asa
Gray, offered advanced instruction in science. It wes also in these
years that provision was made at Yale for graduate students to
pursue their studies in special fields, including that. of mathematics,
and somewhat later Willard Gibbs received an appointment at that
university.- .

Not until the eighties, however, after the beginning of the period
of the enormous increase in the material prosperity of the country,
are any large successes to be recorded. Three causes were at work
in introducing the study of advanced mathematics, into this country,
namely: (1) Study abroad, (2) the foundation of Johns .IlopEina
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University, and (3) the elective system. 116w these causes operated
id traced at the beginning of the repoit of the Committee on Gradu-
ate Work.'

Aim and methods of rulvaneed instruction.The purpose of ad-
vanced instruction has been well defined as fourfold:

I. To impart knowledge.
II. To deielop power and individual initiative.

To lead the student to express adequately and clearly what
he knows.

IV. To awaken the love of knowledge and to impart scholarly
ideals.

Probably the advanced instruction of this country is strongest at
the present time in meeting the first of these requirements. In a
number of the leading departments of mathematics courses intro-
ductory to important fields have, in a long series of years. been
elaborated, which present in well-digested form a large body of 'ma-
terial," and the student is thus enabled at the 'outset to make rapid
progress in acquiring knowledge. Ile is encouraged. moreover,' to
Present a paper at the mathematical club or in the seminary, some-
times in a course that he is taking. This work is done under the
guidance of the instructor, who thus has the opportunity of putting
the student on his own resources and bringing him to extract knowl-
edge from difficult sources the original memoir or a monograph of
a former age.' It. is here, too, that the training in clear and incisive
presentation, riglitly insisted on in the reports that folhAv,5 can be
given. Clear presentat ion must he preceded by clear thinking and if
the topic is well chosen by a careful weighing of valet's and the form-
ing of a true perspective. For the student of scientific talent such
work leads to the threshold or even into the realm of research, while
for tfie student whose usefulness will lie chiefly in the field of school
or college teaching it affords most valuable training.

From these facts it will be seen that the graduate student of the
present day, whose preliminary training at the time be enters on
work of university grade is set forth below,6 is not compelled to go
abroad for an opportunity.to learn advanced mathemati& It may
safely be said that, so far as the question of acquiring knowledge in
the chief fields of advanced mathematics is concerned, he will he
better off if he goes to a strong American university., The arguments

Committee XII, pp. 6-10 and 21.
*Report of Committee XII, p. 12.

The Instruction in these advanced courses, and to Some extent In elementary courses,
to leen by lectures, which, however, have little to do with a system supposed to exist
and Indefinitely de,scribed as " the lecture system.-,-flow the instruction is actually con-
ducted when !Mares are used is set forth to the report of Committee XII, pp. 13, 31,
and 32.

'Report of Committee XII, p. 51.
*Ibid., pp, 17, 47, 51, and 52.

Ibid., p. 10, see. 2.
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in favor of foreign study are well set forth in the report Of the Com-
mittee on Graduate Work.'

As a further aid to the attainment- of the end described underIi
may be .mentioned the use of problems in the advanced tourses.2
1Vhi le it is less easy in these courses than in the elementary ones to
find niunerous problems by which to test how far the student is assimi-
lating %;iat, he is receiving, an instructor who for a long series of
lectures finds himself giving out no problems to be handed in the next
day or in the near future (not at the end of the term) should scruti-
nize the reaction of the class to his instruct io

It is pointed out biAthe report of the Comm tee on Graduate Work
that in a munber of graduate schools gltch' to students are exempt.
from examinations fill just before they come up for a .degree. If
examinations are framed in such a way as merely to test what the
st mient knows (or does ntitknow),sfich a procedure can be explained ;
for graduate students of mathematics are, almost without exception,
characterized by high ambition and a fixed purpo,se, and the faith-
fulness. of their work need not be tested by freiment examinations.
But an examination, when properly conducted, is much more than a
mere test ; it contributes constructively to the instruction in the course
and thus becomes an important aid to the gradua e as well as to the
undergraduate.

Aside from briefer tests which may he held at ny time as the
course advances, there are three kinds of examinations in use in this
c(Dinitrythe written exaininat ion, held under supervision at the
close of each half year.and usually occupying three hours; the thesis;
and the " long pape." The latter consists of a dozen to forty (or
even more) questions of sub-taut ha character, usually distinctly more
difficult than the daily exercises, assigned toward the close of the
half year to be worked outside of t ie class in a period of a few weeks.
The students areputon their hen r not to get help from one another,
but they May consult hooks a wir feet u re notes without restriction.
For the purpost." of developing power this system has few equals."

'En connection with this subject, the " quiz should also be men-
tioned.3

. .

CoMmitlee XII, general report. pp. 111-2n, Mee. 5:
: Collections of such problems have been published from time to time In the Antsa/a dJ

Muffimattem; cf. !Richer, Examples In the Theory of Functions, Annals of Mathernafirs,
2d Fero, vol. 1 (1899-4900), p. 37; Houton. Problems In the Theory of Continuous (trout*,

p 93; Osgood. Problems in infinite Series and Definite integrals, with a Statement
of Certain Conditions which are Fundamental in the Theory of Definite Integrals, ibid.,
2d mer.. vol. 3 (1901-21, p. 129.

The English textbooks. as Forsyth, Theory of Functions, and Bromwich. Infinite Series,
also contain long lists of .problems, which, however, could be rendered more effective by
pruning.

Report of CoinmSte4 XII, pp. 32 and 50.

40811*-12-4
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On the other hand, it must not be inferred from what has said
above that the advanced student of scientific alility is kept in l
strings throughout his whole unive1ity course. He usually plans his
work for the coming year in consultation with a professor with whom
he stands in close relations, and when he once has entered on a piece
of real investigation he has 'the utmost freedom in the use to which
he will put his lecture courses. It often happen's that he attends some
courses merely as a hearer; in others he follows the treatment care-
fully, but does not make the final review that would be necessary if
ho were held to the examination at the end of the course. For, it
must be remembered that the doctor's degree is not based on a count
of courses, 15ut on attainments in the main fields of mathematics and
on a thesis.

The highest, of all the purposes named above, and the most difficult
to attain, is the last: To awaken the love of knowledge and' to impart
scholarly ideals. Our people ale not deficient in their innate love of
knowledge, even in this age of the exploitation of playthings. Aside

ese things,lowever, we find widespread within fill> college; as
in, e community, the doctrine of ,intellectual socialisma desire to
le only those things by w111c11 one can minister immediately to the
needs of the many. Devotion to science is looked on as selfish in an

taage marked at once by selfishness and a quickened conscience. tie
wonder that with the law and business on the one side, and the

lef immediate social service on the other, the interests of productive
scholarship fare ill.

The general report, of the Committee on Graduate Work' has done
well to signalize two needs of the present day intelligent idealism
and high acientifie standards. To possess these things as a guide of
life, to have the intellectual gifts that are necessary for achievement,
and tointerpret thesa things to the student by sympathetic interest in

' his work and faith in the possibility of his attaining to the larger
achievement which persistent and intelligently directed effor4s assure
to one of good abilityl is to be a great teacher.

It is fitting that in a report on the recent history of mathematics in
the United States the debt which this country owe to Cikrmany be
gratefully acknowledged. At a time when there was not tl l impor-
tant, mathematical center on this continent, AmericanAere attending
lectures and working in the seminaries of the faders of the science in
Germany. The ideal of scholarly achievement was manifested in the
lives of these men; and the university atmosphere was filleQ with the
traditions of the great men whose life workLsometimeEt hardly
closed'had changed theface of mathematics. To these Americans,
as to their German Kommilitonen, the doors of the Seminar were

'Committee XII, pp. 13 and 18.
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thrown wide open, and not a sr5iall part of the influence under which
these men came is to be found in the zeal with which intellectually
strong men among the German st ents laid hold t f, the oppor-
tunities which the thole German sy. erp offered. 'Here; indeed, the
conditions were favorable for stimula 'rag the love of knowledge and
imparting scholarly...Meals.

THE UNIVERSITIE8 OF' THE UNITED ,STATES.

The term " university " is used in this country in two distinct
senses. It is applied to the higher institutions-of learning, which
comprise the four faculties, and the stronger ones of which rank with;
the universities of Europe, It has also been appropriated by mailer
institutions, some of which do not even rank with the better colleges.

'Between thesr'two extTerifes lie many of the State universities; for
while softie Of these,.like Wisconsin and California, belting distinctly
to the former class,' there are others whose department, of mathe-
matics does not number on its staff a single mathematician of scien-
tific standing, nor is it engaged in piing advanced graduate
instruct ion.

Among the strongest institutions are.to be. found certain of-the
.endowed universities, some Of which grew out of the colonial col-
leges,2 while others, of more recent origin, begun with graduate de-
partments.3

The older colleges of the country were founded by priviate in-
dividuals or religions bodies, and were originally to a greater or less
extent denominational: They are under the control of self-per-
petuating ,lx)ards .of trustees. The State universities htive been
cr--.ted by the Slate legislatures, sometimes with the help of land

cants from the National Govern lent, and are under the control
,f trustees or regents chosen by Staie authority. There is no central

ganization or control, custom alone making the policies of dif-
erent institutions fairly uniform.
Over 30 eollegk and universities in the United States offer graduate work

in niatheinatics, but less than 15 have given a doctor's degree -In that subject
within the last,flve years. The following offer courses of an navabced
character Bind report three or more gradual students for the year 1908-0:c
Bryn Mawr, California, Chicago, Cincinpati, Clark, Colorado, ftlumbia, Cor-
hell. Harvard, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Johns Hopkins, Michigan, Missouri,
Nebraska, Northwestern, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Leland Stanford, Syracuse,
Virginia, Wisconsin, Yale.'

' The State universities do not comprise all four faculties. Their strength Iles chiefly
In their departments of science.

1 Harvard College was founded In 1636, Yale In 1701, Princeton In 1746, and ColtnAbla
In 1754.

'Johns ilopiens, opened for .Instr,uctIbn in 1876, and Clark University, opened t
Instruction In 1880, had originally only graduate departments. Chicago, opened fort.
Instruction in'1802, had-from the start both a graduate and an undergraduate department

tReport of Committee XII, p. 20.
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In recent years a number of Western States have made appro-
priations increasing in a gratifying manner the budget of their
State universities. One result of this ,change has been to strengthen
scientifically the departments of instruction and in particular to
make possible the offering of advanced work in mathematics. And
what has happened in one State may at any time happen in another
in which civic ideals have reached the necessary stage of develOp-
ment.

It would be a mistake, however, to think that the lines of demarca-
tion fall between the endowed and the State universities: If it be
(rue that the strongest universities of the country are in the former
clam, some of those of the latter now rank among the foremost-
universities-of the country, and with their increasing resources bid
fair, in case they can emancipate themselves from the evils of
political influence, to rival even The strongest endowed institutions.

The teaching force.With the introduction Of the elective system
came the opportunity for professors, even in the smaller colleges, to
offer some advanced work in mathematics. The result has been
to create a demand for men better trained in their science, and thus
Ole quality of undergraduate tend ng has been ii roved. In the
larger universities the question on arose as to the desirability of
dividing the force so at som nen would have only undergraduate
work and others give exclusively graduate courses, 'While
such a division has, in a few cases, been made, the great #tajority
of men in 'charge of the advanced instruction also give courses for
undergraduates.' The economic side of the situation need not. be
discussed here, since it is fairly obvious. It is. however, important

a" to note that the system is one under which effective instruction both
in advanced college courses and- in courses of graduate grade has
been. developed; for the instructor in an advanced course becomes
and remains sensible of the needs and the possibilities of his students.
It is true that some men with a keen interest. in advanced work'
find undergraduate instruction irksome; others, however,,find that
it .affords a desirable variety in their work, and they value the
wider acquaintance among the students which is thus rendered pos-
sible. The chiff difficulty With the present system is, in the unduly
large number of hours per week which tly professor is called on to
give to classroom. instruction, and in the administrative work with
which he is burdened. We shall return to these subjects presently.

While some of 'the weaker institutions offer elective courses in
mathematics far beyond the strength of the.stafT,2 the inflation tends
to subside with a real strengthening of the department' Moreover,

Cf. report of Committee XII, pp. 22 and 42.
'Report of Committee XII, p. 27.
ithict, pp. 13 and 14.
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through the system of alternation in the courses given, anistrue-
tor offering different advanced courses in successive years, a broad
field is covered even when the staff is small. -

About half the instructors in charge of the advanced instruction
haul' studied abroad, chiefly in Germany.' Of the main\ fields of ,

mathematics, analysis is more strongly represented than geometry,
algebra, or applied mathematics. Indeed, a strengthening of the
latter field is much. to be desired. But a premeditated separation
of pure from applied mathematics has not takth place, and there is
apparent a well -ba 'lanced offering of courses in the principal fields,
so far as this is possible.2

With the great increase of recent decades in the number of students
attending the colleges and other institutions of like grade, there have
arisen new administrative problems. In the absence of any central
'organization and with, conditions varying widely in different. parts
of the country, each institution has been obliged to work out its own
solution. The, work of the dean and of faculty committees dealing
with such questigns often falls to men who have proven themselves to
be efficient teachers. Moreover, with the large amount of personal
Supervision of the students common in American colleges, the labor
of administtation in departments of mathematics numbering several
hundred students is very at. Such administrative duties have
seriously interfered with the s ientific work of Amtkican professOrs,
and have not. infrequently mace it impossible for them to find schol-
arly leisure for the enjoyment of their subject, without which the
best teaching can not thrive..

If this is bad at the top of the ladder, it is even worse at the bottom.
Many a young man fresh from his university studies begins his
teaching career with an exorbitant niimber.of classroom hours -per
week, only to find that the prize of advancement.in the institution at
which he is located is more easily won by the deVeloptnent of admin-
istrative capacity than by the production of sietrIni papers,of real
value. It is true that these strictures do-not apply to the strongest
departments of mathematics in the country. As is pointed out else-
where, the demand for first-rate men is too keen and theatipply too
restricted for it to seem best to these departments to.puryoung men
of .promise to such uses. Put between the really strong and the very
weak institutions there is a wide belt of colleges, technological
schools, ljnd universities,'in which such practices are common. On
the other hand, it is .not enough to develop only the exceptional men.
There must be a large constituency of. men of good ability whose
environment is such that they cap develop the powers which nature
and sa good university training have given them. The interests of

Report of Committee XII, p. 23. I Ibid., p. 29.
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true scholarship demand that the energies of these men should be
conserved for teaching and.so far as may be for research. The two
things go hand in hand. The teacher who once comes to feel that he
has his courses ib 'final form, from that time On declines in the quality
of his instruction. It, is only through the inner satisfaction that
comes from learning more of,his science and if possible contributing
something to its progress that he can keep his instruction fresh and-4
virile, and give to his work in the classroom the zest that kindles
a love for knowledge in the breasts of his students.'

THE MATER'S AND THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE.

The requirements for the mastef"s degree almost universally con-
sist in at least one year's work beyond a bachelor's degree granted
by an institution of good standing. The work must be largely in one
Meld, as, for example, in mathematics. But even as much as one-half
may lie in a field more or less closely related, as, for example. physics.
engineering, astronomy, or education, when mathematics forms the
chief field. The work is tested by examinations, and a higher stand-
ard must be attained than is ordinarily required of candidates for
the bachelor's degree. A thesis is often required, but it is not ex-.
pected that the thesis shall embody research by the candidate.'
Graduates of the weaker institutions of collegiate grade are freely
admitted to enrollment in the graduate schools of the leading uni-
versities. But they are required to make up specific. deficiencies, or
otherwise to do additional work, before an advanced degree is
conferred.

In 1904 a committee reported to the Chicago section of the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society on the requirements for the master's de-
gree, with especial reference to conditions in western institutions.
Their findings are summarized in the report, of the Committee on
Graduate' Work.'

For the doctor's degree a distinctly higher -standard is required
and enforced. In all American universities of good standing it is
distinctly a research degree. In several of the stronger-universities it
has a standard at least as high as the best German standard. " The
requirements for the doctor's degree in universities which have given
it to any extentoduring the last 10 years are tolerably uniform,' but
in this matter so much depends on the unwritten standards. Of indi-
vidual professors or departments that there still remains a great

I Cf. report of Committee XI I, p. 55.
@ Ibid., Pp. 14, 32, 54. The master's degree Is also conferred as an honorary degree

under wholly different conditions. It is only the degree ss conferred " in course " which
Is here considered.

Committee XII, p. 34.
4 C.I. report *I Committee XII, subcommittee 2, p. 84.
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difference in the ease with which the degree can be obtained at dif-
ferent institutions. It is for this reason that the suggestion which
is sometimes made that it would be well to attempt to formulate
definite standards for the doctor's degree, to which the universities
of the country should conform, seems to be of slight practical value."3

It isfair to say that the requirements for the doctor's degree in
mathematics in the stronger universities are: A bachelorN degree, the
ability to read French and German,2 the equivAlent of three years'
study in the field of advanCed mathematics, certain requirements of
"minors," and a thesis of substantial quality, embodying the results
of the candidate's research. The publication of the thesis is obliga-
tory in most-universities.

The _for effective study.We use the word "effective " with
reference to both material and intellectual ,results. The appointing
power's in our institutions of higher learning are well aware that a
large part of, the instruction is given by young men on small salaries.
Except in the case of extraordinary success as an investigator or as
a teacher, men who have reached the thirties are not called to other
inst ions. The reason is in part economic, lying in the fact above

. referred to. If an institution is later to pay the increased salary of
an advanced appointment, it wishes in a measure to recoup itself by
also getting the services of the teacher at a time when these are less
expensive. hence it is in the material interest of the teacher to com-
plete his university studies without interruption immediately after
his college course, in order that he may find early the institution in
which he is to be advanced.

Fortunately the material and the intellectual interests of the teacher
are not in conflict at this point. for it is a fact that can not be too
widely proclaimed that it is only in youth' that the successful study
of mathematics with reference to scientific productiveness can be
begun. The teacher of 30 who has not as yet carried his study of
mathematics beyond the college courses can, it is true, acquire useful
knowledge and greatly improve his efficiency as a teacher by a year
or two of graduate study spent at a mathematical center. But the
days win it was still possible for him to prepare himself to con-
tribute to the science have passed. Bence every effort should. be
made by those who advise young men of distinct scientific promise
to guard them against the danger of letting the early years slip by in
teaching.

How little the youth of to-day realize these facts islearly brought
out ),,y statistics given in the report of Committee XII' By far

'Cf. report of Committee X11, p. 14.
11tallan may also be necessary..

a ibid., pp. 11 and 55.
Ibld., pp. 25, 20.
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the greater number of the students who are doing advanced work in
mathematics are supporting themselves wholly or in part by teaching.
At a time when they should he devoting all their energig to securing
for themselves the highest place among the future meri of science
which their native ability enables them to attain they sell their birth-
right for a rams of pottage. Inspired by the best of motivesthe
desire, now that they have arrived at the,years of manhood, no longer
to be a pecuniary burden to their patens, who often have made great
sacrifices to put them through collegethey are ignorant of the fact
that the opportunity which nature offers them will soon be with-
drawn if not at once laid hold on and exploited to the utmost. They
see about. them men who have risen to the highest college or university

'positions, but who have now, perhaps long since, ceased to do scien-
tific work. If these men have still retained something of their youth-.
ful ideals pertaining to productive scholarship. they tell themselves
and others that administrative or classroom duties prevent them from
continuing in scientific work. That they could resume such work
again at will is taken for granted. and thus youth is still further
misinformed regarding the facts of nature.

The career of learning and advanced instruction. In foreign coun-
tries the career of college or university professor attracts the best
youth of the nation. In England, in France, in Germany. no calling
is more honorable and dignified nor does any inore strongly incite the
intellectually endhwed to put forth their best efforts to secure its prize,
and to undergo if need be years of material privation in qualifying for
the supreme testthat of scientific achievement. Among our people
the prizes of this calling are not clearly discerned. We have no word
that describes the career ; for college or university teacher suggests
to the layman the nurture of immature minds, not Ile pursuit of
knowledge and the rewards of discovery, close personal relations with
gifted youths, and The fellowship of educated men. Moreover, the
freedom of life which the college or university professor enjoysthe
opportunity to do those things which are pleasantest- to a man of
strong intellectual life and warm sympathies, with a minimum of
drudgeryis not generally recognized in the community at large.

And so we must record the fact that in the United States the law,
engineering, and business are powerful competitors when the young;
man comes to choose his profession. "The tendency so strong in
our day and country to regard the man of action as being of nobler
clay than th; man of thought and ideas, reenforeed by the much
greater financial prizes open to the former, whether he be lawyer,
business man, or engineer, creates a situation where it iseteasy to.
necure for mathematical study a due proportion of the strongest
youth in our college communities. "'

I Report of CommIttoo XII, p. 12. i
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APPOINTMENTS AND DEGREES.

57

We have said ninth that pertains to the training of teachers. We
wish now to address a word to those who have to do with the appoint,-

'ment of teachers.
ip ,

At the time that the nwdern movement in mathematics set in,
three decades ago, many of the men who became leaders had at the
close of their student days attained the degree of doctor of philoso-

phy. It was natural t hat, as the movement spread, those institutions
which wished to strengthen their departments of mathematics should
look to men of sound scientific training and interest in research. And
so i4 easily came 'about that the doctor's degree wits accepted as
standing for these things, and in son institutions it has been made a
requirement for appointment or advancement. It is, indeed, highly
desirable that the departments of mathematics he manned by mathe
maticians who are thoroughly trained, are good teachers, and are
actively interested in research. The fact confronts us, however, that
while there is a small steady output of first-rate mathematicians, the
supply of such men is far behind the del Ind for them. If many
times the number of men who now enter on the profession of aca-
demic instructor were to choose this field, it would still be possible
for the capable youth to achieve success.

The result is that ninny deleirtments of mathematics, while exert-
ing themselves to secure men of first-rate scientific ability,'find it
impossible to make the appointments they wish. To justify the
appointments they do make, the holding of the doctor's degree by

'the candidate goes a long way. Now, it. is desirable that every
student. enrolled at a university that has a strong department -of
mathematics be given opportunity and encouragement to put forth
his best energies in the attempt to do original work, and that he be*
not discouraged' if-he does not. et once meet with success. The .

present sharp differentiation' of college mathematicians into two
classes, the holders of the minister's and of the doctor's degrees, is

' in many ways a most unfortunate one. Many men have stopped
with the former who are capable of proceeding much further. The
committee wishes to record its emphatic belief that every man should
be. encouraged to study just as far as his ability and taste may

...qualify him; without stopping at the line of either degree. Many
a teacher without the kind of ability necessary for research can yet
be encouraged to' become a thorough scholar, n some definite line,
instead of looking to administrative office as his career."'

This is the aim which the departments of mathematics in the fie$
of graduate work should have before themto give to each student
the best training he can receive for the work that he has the natural

'Report of Committee XII, p. 56.
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capacity. to do. It is also their duty to help him disCover What that
work is; and in case, on fair trial, it becomes clear that he is not
qualified for the work of research, to cease to help him to obtain the
doctor's degree. The great stress, however, which the appointing
powers- in some colleges and technological schools lay on the holding
of the doctor's degree is subversive of the best interests of the future
teacher. It has already led to the fostering of spurious research and
set false ideals before men who might otherwise have becomc effective'
teachers.' Nor can it be defended on the ground of difficulty in get-
ting information regarding students available for appointment. A
personal letter of inquiry stating what sort of appointment it is
desired to make and addressed to the head or to a member of the
department of mathefnatics at a leading universitya number of
universities maintain a Bureau of Appointments for the purpose of
dealing systematically with such inquiriesbrings out a frank an-
swer, for it is recognized that no one's interests are served when a'
candidate is appointed to a position which he is not qua to fill.

In the case of the master's degree there exists a silar pressure
from the schools.' This degree, as conferred by the stronger insti-
tutions, has a fairly definite meaning. It does not stand for research,
but it means proficiency in mathematics distinctly beyond the first
course in the calculus, and it often is given on the basis of really ad-
vanced work performed with high credit. But it may well happen
that a graduate studentfor example, a school - teacher on leave of

,absencecan profit more from a year of study made up in part by
broad undergraduate elective courses, such as those described on page
45, and including a course in physics or education. To make the
program conform to the requirements for the master's degree, the
student must sacrifice a course adapted to his needs for one which
it is beyond his powers to do profitably, or the standard of the degree
must be lowered. Both alternatives are unfortunate alike for the
student, the university, and the fiture employers of the teacher. The
professor who advises the student regarding his choice of courses has
in view the progratn of study from which the student can profit most,
and it is unfortunate when this program is seriously disturbed for'
the sake merely of obtaining a degree.

It is telt by some that the instruction in our graduate departments
is fashioned too much with reference to the needs of those students
who are to devote themselves to research and too little with reference
to the needs of prospective teachers.8. Both classes of students meet
on the common ground of the courses of the middle groupunder-
graduate electiveg and first-year graduate courses. It is important

'Report of Committee XII, pp. 18. 17. Ibid., p. 82. 'Md. 54.
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that these courses be both broad and deep. There is no tendency to'
go to the extreme of making them superficial, merely surveys of
the field; but specialization both in content and mode of treatment
should be guarded against in the interests of both classes of students,
especially those who will not pursue the -study of mathematics at the
university much.further.

For the teachers in secondary schools and the smaller colleges much
can be done through the summer schools. As yet, with few excep-
tions, the mathematics offered in the summer schools is of elementary
character, often consisting merely of the subject matter of the school
course. On the other hand, when professors of mathematics plan a
cour.,e for school-teachers they 'are often tempted to turn to the
formal sidethe axioms and philosophical questions. What is
needed, however, is courses of substantial mathematical content, like
the undergraduate electives described above, for without a thorough
knowledge of the subject matter of mathematics teachers can not
gain real power to improve their teaching..

While dike are primarily questions for the department of mathe-
matics offering time courses, so much depends for the efficiency of the
future teaeier on the policy of that department that the appointing
powers will do well to cooperate with it in its efforts to secumi...tap/
each individual student the course of study best adapted to his needs.
They can do this by basing their judgment of the training of the
candidate on his course of study and his success in the course as
attested by the men with whom he has worked, and not looking
merely at the. degree obtained. While-they can not, as a rule, go into
the subjects in detail which. have made up the course, they can ascer-
tain the quality of the candidate as regards his ambition and his
ideals, his industry and perseverance, -the degree of his advance-
ment and his success in scientific work, and the direction in which
his greatest strength lies.

The above procedure is followed at the present.time by the large;
colleges, technological schools, and universities. It may well be
adopted by any institution which jsalale to offer a position that a
well-trained candidate will consider.

CONCLUSION.

Among the more important conclusions to be drawn from the
foregoing report on mathematics in the higher institutions of learn-
ing, and theinmmittee reports on which it is based, are-the fol-
lowing:

The teaching of mathematics in the colleges and other -institutions
of like grade shows progress, and the departments of, mathematics
in these institutions have their problems well in hand.
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There is increasing confidence and a spirit of cooperation between
the departments of mathematics and those of applied science as
regards, undergraduate instruction.

For the continuance of progress in, improving undergraduate
teaching a much larger supply of well-trained men for the college
staff in mathematics is needed.

It is in the interest of good teaching that professors be not over-
burdened either with administrative work or With classroom hours.
Moreover, improvement. in these directions will make the career of
college professor more attractive and thus more men of the right

.type will turn to thiscareer.
.Advanced instruction, ns given in formal courses and seminaries,

is broad and thorough.
A few of the strongest departments of mathematics offer oppor-

tunities for research comparable with those of litiropeaviniversities.
Both the offering and the demand for such opportunities fall, how-

. ever, in amount far short of what one should expect to find in
America.

There is, nevertheless, at the present time an opportunity for
young men of first-rate scientific ability and aggressive scholarship
to find in the university career a life work full of things that make
for happinessthe enjoyment of producttp intellectual activity and
stimulating association with colleagues.

That young men of this type are beginning to respond to the more
favorable conditions of recent years in the strongest universities is
shown by the appointments made at these universities And by the
output of high-grade scientific paperii published in the leading
mathematical journals, notably in the Tratmartions of the Awricon
Mathematical Society, during the past decade.



"1.- APPENDIX.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION..

ORGANIZATION.
Q.

The section on philosophy, history. and Instruction of the Fourth Inter-
natlimak Congress of Mathematicians, held at Rome. April 0 to 11,-190S, after
listening to a series of reports on the teaching of mathematics in. the prin-
cipal countries; decided to submit to the congress a resolution to create art
international commission to make a general study of the pro'gress of mathe-
matical instruction in the various nations.. The suggestion was indorsed by
the congress, which at the misting of April 11 adopted the following resolu-
tion

. .'The congress, recognizing the importance of a 'comparative examination
of the methods and plans of study of the instruction in mathematics in the
secondary schools of the different nations, ennsovers Messrs..Kleln,
and Fehr to form ag International commitoikot to study these questions and
present general report to the next congress."'

A central committee was later organized as follows: President. Professor
F. Klein. Giittingen ; vice president, Professor Sir George Greenhill, London;
general secretary. Professor H. Fehr, Geneva. . .

The committee began work immediately. and at a meeting held at Cologne
In September, 1005, adopted a preliminary report on the organization of the
commission and the general scope of its work.

TILE DINEUATIONH.

The commission was formed by delegates' representing the countries whi)
had taken part in at least two of the international congresses of mathentati
clans with an average of at least 2 members. It was arranged that each of
these countries should have at least 1 delegate, and that those countries which
hail had tin average of at least 10 members should have 2 or 3 delegates.

The different delegations were invited to affiliate with themselves national
subcommissions comprising representatives of the various stages In the teach-
ing of mathematics in the general schools, and also in the technical and rrO
fessional schools. These subcommIsslons wer4 designed to aid the delegates

I The nett congress will be held at Cambridge, England, in August. 1912.
In the English language a member of a commission is called a commissioner. and the

American members of this commission have so styled themselves, In French similar
usage dope not obtain, the French word commissionaire ha He a different mesh-
ing. Therefore in L'Enetigientent Mathentattette, the oftl al organ of the commission.
Ute membersoaltbough not delegated by their several cou &les, but appointed by the
contrail committee, are calledJanie de maiewiedlieff64.

e 61'
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In the elaboration of the reports, and in the United States they became the
comiulttees (tad sulstommIttees that furnished reports upon specific subjects.

FINANCIAL. MATTERS.

As the Fourth International Congress did not furnish any funds, the Govern-
ments of the participating countries were invited to Piave at the disposition of
their delegations a sum sufficient to cover the expenses of the delegations and
of the national subconitnissions and to contribute to the general expenses of

tae commission.
To provide for the general expenses of the Npunission (]Winding )lot ably

expenses or the general secretary and the central committee), a fund was
formed by contributions from cacti of the participating countries. in the
United States there was no fund upon which the Bureau of Education could
draw for such an investigation, and so the work has necessarily- is'en curried

on under great difficulties. 11:1(1 it not boon for the genoious support of a few

public-spirited men and institutions, It would have been impossible 10 accom-

plish anything worthy of the country, but by means of this support a series of
bulletins has been prepared setting forth the work that Is done In our schools.
Of the efforts of all those who have come to.the support of the movement, the
commissioners wish to express In this public manner their sincere appreciation.

PUBLICATION OF REPORTS.

The question of the publication of the various American reports was happily

. settled through the cordial cooperation of the United States Bureau of Educa-

tion. Through the encouragement and support of ex-Commissioner Elmer Nis.

worth Brown, I.L. 1)., now the chancellor of New York University. and of Ills

successor, Commissioner Philander P. Claxton, Litt. D., it has been possible to
publish the reports through the bureau and to distribute them gratis to all
who cared to ask for them.

The commission has arranged with Georg & Co.. of Geneva.' to sell most of

the foreign reports. Copies of the reports of the American commission may be

obtained from the Barest' of Education,.Washington.
Besides this publication of the reports, a summary of the progress of the

work has been given from time to time in the official American organ, School
Science and MathematO, in the official organ of the conunission, L'Enseigne-
meat Mathemattque, and In tither journals.

GENERAL. AIM OF THE COMMISSION.

The general aim of the commission was formulated by the central committee

as follows:
To make an investigation and publish a general report on the ;invent tend-

encies of the teaching of tnathematies in the various countries.
It Was decided that regard should be paid not only to the methods of In-

struction and course of studies, but also to the general scheme (organization)
of studies, without, however, giving a complete historical development of the

same. It was agreed that it was not the purpose of the commission to elabo-

rate statistics. It,was trged that the work of the commission ought to make

evident what arethe general principles which should inspire the teacher, rather
than to seek uniformity of details or to propose programs which should be -
adapted at the same time to the Institutions of the various countries.

lAddreee Georg et Cie., Edlteure, 10 Corraterte, Gonave, Switzerland.
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ORGANIZATION OF WORK,

68

In order that the investigation should achieve results really useful to the
progress of instruction, tile central committee expressed the desire that nil the
delegates and their national subcommissions collaborate activelk and devotedly.
The committee suggested that the principal points of the various reports be
discussed at educational gatherings and in scientific societies that are inter-
ested in the progress of the teaching of mathematics.

Although the text of the resolution of the congress at Rome mentioned only
the teaching of mathematics in secondary schools, it was seen that the alm-ot
these schools and the length of their courses vary so ninth in different countries
that it was necessary to extend the work to include the whole field of mathe-
matical teaching Horn the lowest stages to the highest. It was therefore
decided that the commissioh should not confine itself to the institutions leading
to the university, but should - study. also the teaching of mathematics In
technical and professional schools. Because of the growing importance of
these schools and of the new requirements which are continually made on
mathematical instruction, it was felt to be necessary to accord a large place
to applied mathematics.

GENERAL PLAN OF TIIE WORK.

The central committee laid out a general plan.for the work in the various
countries, and this has been followed in spirit, if not in detail, by all who have
taken part in the work.

The plan contemplated not only the consideration of the present state of the
organization and the methods of mathematical instructiou, but also the modern
tendencies in the teaching of mathematics.
'Under the present state of the work It was proNsed first to consider the

various types of schools, giving a concise exposition of the various public Insti-
tutions of learning In which mathematical, instruction is given and the aim of
each school, including schools for girls as well as for boys.

The institutions were distributed according to the following classification
(a) Primary schools, lower and higher.
(b) Middle schools or higher secondary.(1yettes, gymnaslen. renischulen, etc.).
(c) Middle professional scipols (technics, etc.).
(d) Normal schools of the various grades (seminaries for teachers, colleges

for teachers, etc.).
(c) Higher Institutions (universities and technical schools).
It was thought desirable that tilts- exposition should be accompanied by a

schematic table giving a general view and making evideht the succession and
correspondence between the diverite establishments and indicating' also the
average age of the students.

The committea,,sproposed next to consider ble im of the mathematical in-
struction in general and In the various branch of the science. It was sug-,
gested that the question be studied for the var us types of institutions, taking
into account, whenever necessary, applied/Mathematics, notably mechanics.

e .The feeling was expressed that the aim` of ,mathematical instruction varies
necessarily in different institutions, and that it has undergone some transforma-
tion In the course of the last decade. It may be purely formal, or formal but
taking account of intuition'; it may also lay stress on logical development and
the utilitarian side simultanestusly; or it may regard only the practical. On
1be other hind, the developmelat of ,the memory may be the principal aim, or
contrariwise the development, of the mathematical faculties.
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It was also suggested that there be clear statements of the brand* of
mathentatk's taught In the different tylierf of sellouts; the time alloted to these
branches, the extent of the program. nod the attention. paid to correlallen be-
tween 'these branches 111141 applied mathematics (including tuthanles) and
physics.

fit recognition of the fact that the system of examinations has a great In-
Silence on the militia] of instruction, the suggestieti was made that the charm.-
teristIcs of the examinations In each category.* schools snook' be concisely
Indicated. porticularly I if those leltding to 'ecertliicates Of maturity." to "(14F-
grees." Pte., and that attention be given to the examinations of candidates for
teaching.

Under the topic of methods. the severaasountries were asked to report upon
the methods used, hi the various instItutIons, from the pinutrY.schools to the
higher 'fiat it tit lopi4 ; t he material of host ruction, including tom t Itemat tea I iolosiels
the use of maintiots, texthookzo, and collections of problems: the lialure of 'the
theoretical pniblents; the prISIllents taken froni the applied sciences; and the
pntct Ica( work demanded Of pupils. ,

A report wait also asked for upon the question of the preparation 14 candi-
dates for teaching, includinelit t174411.14.1ussiott the diverse types of schools. and
the requirements demanded by the school authorities with regard, to both the
theoretteal.311141 the professional toreparation.

The seond part of the Investigatton. that baying to 411.) yvith the ittoshrit
tendencies lit the teaollIng of inuthentaties, the ventral cononittN suggested
be conducted on substantially the following outlItte:

Section I. Modern Ideas Clopeetning School Orgailization.Iteforms in similes.
New 'types of schools. The question of coeducation elf t lie tw4I

Section Concerning the and of the
Iiranches of StudVIs. !

Aim of Instruction.New branches or new chapters to substitute for useless
. topics of study In the course, or those of secoplitry Interest, but retaitasby
pure tradition or by routine.

t'onsidering the rapid progress of mathematics and Its applications illevoui-
nilsplon proposes to bike ill) anew the quest1440, WWII are the branches of this
science that are,abl to contribute most to general culture? Among the sitb-

cts whichore now seeking a place inthe elementary programs may bo HIM-
:Honed, on the one hand, the differential stud integral calculus, :1111I lyth' geometry,
certain notions of descriptive and projective geometry, and astudy Of physics
froin te'inathenotttlettl poinrof view.

It wIll'be useful for the investigation to examine in what measure aecomot
may be taken of these demands and that It establish what is Jim inverts:try
minimum of elementary geonietry. descriptive and projective geometry, algebr'a,
trigonometry and annlytie geometry, the differential a'nd integral caleulhs, to
-form a f01011111011 for subsequent studies.

The same question arises for professional schools. What are t111( brauches
useful for the flifferent careers,/

Section III. ExamtnationaProjeets.ier the transformation of the system 4)
examinations or for 'their complete stippression.

Section IV. The Methods of Teaching,Modern idays eencerning methods
at different stages of Instruction and in different types of scdools. Correlation
among mathematical branches. Relation between mathematics and other
branches. Problems and practical applications; models and instruments. The
use of mutilate.

On Certain points of this Section, 1. Since 'the period of Pestalozzi,
psychological considerations have played an impoiortant rate In primary educa-
tion a% for a generation they have been useful, in a certain Measure,' In 'the
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formation of programs for sectoodary mimetic It wvuld be well to e.xamitie
what are the results of psychology applicable to the teaching of mathematics.
and to what degree they, are useful In the reform of this teaching. It is
advisable to examine particularly the role of the initiatory Instruction and the
necessity that theoretical instruction be preceded by Intuitive inetructlom

At what moment, on the contrary, should igpsely logical considerations take
the preponderance, for example, in the study of elementary geometry or In
differential and integralulculus?

2. The Practical Applications.NLauy schools have devoted lung discussitaut, to the part which should be assigned to considerations of practical and experi-
mental nature.

(a) In elentetuary Instruction may he ifilimed, for example, paper folding,
outdoor work. use of timple instruments of measuring, observational geometry,
etc.; practical calculating and approximations (degree of approximation, log-
arithms to different numbers of places. use of the slide rule, etc.) ; the getleral
question of kraphsiu algebra, the 'wore extensive use'of cross-section paper.

( b) The question of mathematical laboratories has been agitated during the
last few years. What has been done In this matter and what 'are the results.
3latheamtical models made by the pupils The place of collections of models.

What are the numuswhich will pirate mathematics to he accorded a b Ion
place in popular instruction etutivorsity extension). Place of .upplied ue he-
mat tcs in museums.. Mathematical reZreations.

. .

In general. the, means of reacting against the PtIpHIRC prejudices (limiest
mathematics should be considered.

3. Correlation Anamg the Different Mathematical BriucheaIt will be useful
to examine la wtiat measure the conventional limits which exist between cer-
tain subjects of putt mathematics, stet as :ilgebra and geometry, elementary
and analytic geometry, and geometry and trigononoy, may be tuadb to (119-
:ippear. Not only the possibility of such reform should be investigated, but
rem* should also be paid to the'inconvenleuces and the dangers which may
result.

It will be well, farther, to know the result of the following,transformations
which have been proposed or reexamined during the last few years;

(a) The place of demonstrative geometry relative to algebra. (b) The
fusion of plane mid solid biometry. (c) The more intimate union of differ-
ential and integral calculus.

4. Relations between Mathematics and Other subjects.in the same connec-
tion it will be useful to examine the points of contact whick.exist between
mathematics and other subjects- Thus the relations(1) With drawing (geo-
metric. teehnical_and Artistic) ; (21 with the applied sciences; (3) with the
other scientific il r a nc heit "(Physics, chemistry,- biology, geograPhY, etc.) : (4)
with philosophy; (5) with the problems of doily life.

These points of-contact are important for practical education. .It will ant
be sufficient to study simply the possibilities and the peneral desiderata ; It is
necessary to take acootmt of what iinow, being successfully done and et.tbe
dangers involved. kor example, those who desire a close relation betiveen
mathematics and physics should bow exactly what geometric notions IANe 'a
direct bearing on physics and cite those problems of elementad physics WI) Ida Li
require simultaneous linear equations, equations of the sggond degree in one
or more unknowns, irrational equations, and progressions.

.

5. Ilistoricalconsiderations.Demand is being made tlutt a larger place be
accorded to thelaistorbical development of nt tics. In what degree is this
possible and desirable?

40311° -12----6 .
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Section V. The Preparation of Teachers. What -are the conditions which a
rational preparation of candidates for teaching should fulfill? How are the
theoretic courses and the practical preparation to be organized?

The progress of teaching dependwilrectly.on the preparation of the teachers.
This it a question of fundamental importance..The studies and the exigencies
vary necessarily from one country to another; they depend much on the num-
ber of onclidates and the facilities at hand in regard to education. Conse-
quently'the committee believes that it will be useful to take account of the
reforms or the projects for reform which are no being considered with a
view to bringing the training of teachers into conformity with modern condi-
tions, not only for the personnel of primary and secondary schools but also
for the university.

This inquiry should touch notably:
(a) The mathematical work required of candidates.
(I)) Their introduction to scientific research.
(c) The best method of presenting theoretical and practical pedagogy (con-

sidered as the science of education).
(d) -The question of the sex of the teacher in different school years.
(c) Questions concerning, example, the time to be devoted to the history

". of mathematics, the history o e teaching of mathematics, the recreational
side of mathematics, and gene literature touching mathematical education.

The.eentral committee further suggested that in each of these sections there
should be emphasized concisely, on the one hand, that which characterizes the
proposed reforms and, on the other hand, what are the dangers to be avoided
and the objections which are-made by those who oppose the proposed changes.
It recommended the following as some of the fundamental questions which
ought to be discussed:

1. The desire to render instruction attractive may detract from its serious
charactera result which would be disastrous as much from the standpoint
of the science as from that of the practical value of mathematics.

2. A misconceived psychology might lead to an exaggerated use of the logical
bases of mathematics, with an attendant. result of continued uncertainty on the
part of the pupil.

3, The results of neglecting the abstract side, which seems necessaq to fix
indelibly in the mind the fundamental mathematical truths.

4. The danger df not realizing that geometry, as it is ordinarily conceived,
leads to results of a native quite different from those which are furnished by
algebra, and that a fultion of the two might be followed by the lostof some
of the principal advantages of each .of these branches. The same for other
subjects..

Still other dangers present themselves, and the commission holds shat it is
necessary to examine all with care, sowtbat only those reforms which lead to
real progress may be undertaken.

It was in the spirit of these general suggestions that the investigation was
undertaken and carried on in the United States.
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Subeommittce f. P14 blic,.Prirate. and Corporation Trade Schools.
Professor F. D. Crnwshaw, The University of Wisconsin. Madison.

Chairman.
Profeetthe C: Riggs. Carnegie Technical Institute. Pittsburgh, 4'a.
Dean H. V.,Gnmniere, Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.
Professor C..A. Beanett. Bradley Polytechnic Institute. Pyle.
Principal C. F. Berry. Milwaukee Trude School, Milwaukee. Wis,

v: EL.,0111Flarkeri/S61frtecifnic High Achool, Los Angeles, Cal.
E. R. Smith. Brooktyn P.olytechnic Preparatory School, Brooklyn. N. Y.

(The report of this committee is Incorporated in the general report.]
SithcoMmilfce 2. Public and Primly Commercial Schools.

14. Downey, IIIgh &hoot of Commerce, Worthington Street, Boston,
Mass., Chairman.

Dr. J. T. Rorer,, William Penn High,Sehool, Philadelphia. Pa.
Raymond G. Laird, Jamaica .Plains, Maas, 9

Mies Clara P. Eaton-, New York. N. Y.
Ralph Beestie, Dartmouth college, Hanover, N. H.
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Subcommittee 3. Agricultural Sphoo
Professor J. E. Ostrander. Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst,

Mass., Chairman.
Dr...D. L. Stevens. West Raleigh, N. C.
Dr. Tait Buller, Farm Gazette, Starkville. Miss.

Suppferneakiry Report. The Industrial School of Secondary and Intermediate
Grade.

Nathan. N. Dickler. Manual Training High School. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Committee No. VII. Examinations in Mathematics Other than Those Set
by the Teacher for His Own Classes.'

Professor T. S. Fiske, Columbia University, New York, N. Y., Chairman.
Principal H. ('. Pearson. Horace Mahn School. New 1:ork, N. Y.
Professor II. D. Thompson. Princeton University. Prtmeton, N. J.
Professor Virgil .A nyder. Cornell University. Ithaca, N. Y.
Dr. ('. F. Wheefock. State education department, Albany, N. Y.
Professor N. F. Davis, Brown University. Providence. It. I.
President Robert J. Aley, University of Maine. Orono. Me.
Dr. J. K. Gore. presddent of the Actuarial Society of America. Newark. N. J.

Subcommittee I. Nature of Promotion in Elementary Schools and Admission to
Secondary Schools.

Principal II. ('. Pearson. Horace Mann School, New York, N. Y., Chairman.
B.,loomis. Ilyde Park High School, Chicago, ill.

John S. Wickliffe, Huntington School. Brockton, Mass.
R. M. Sherraid, Subdistrict Schqol, Pittsburgh, PR.
Professor A. Duncan Yocum. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.
Dr. C. W. Stone, Farmville.

Subcommittee 2. Entrance to College by (Virg(' lexaminations.
Professor II. D. Thompson. Princeton. N. J.. Chalrnum.
Professor J. L. Coolidge, Harvard i'atversitl. Cambridge; Mn SS.
Professor Jullas SaeMu, TeaChers College, Colubtubla University. N. Y.
Professor i,. S. Hulburt, Jams Hopkins University, Baltimore. NM.
Psincipal J. B. Schobinger. The Harvard School, Chicago.

Sulwommittee 3. Entrance to College by College Entrance- Board Examinations.
Professor V. Snyder, Cirnell University. Ithaca, N. Y., Chairman.
Professor It. W. Prentiss, Rutgers College. New Brunswick. N. J.
Professor C. I,. E. Moore, Massachusetts institute of Tecluotlogy. Boston,

Mass.
Miss C. A. Hart. Wadleigh High School. New York, N. Y.

Subcommittee .i. Entrance to College by State Examinations.
Dr. F. Wheelock. State Education Department, Albany,,,N. Y.. Chairman.
President J. M. Ta4or, Vassar College. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Supt. F. D. Boynton, Ithaca, N. Y.

Subcommittee 5. Entrance to College by Certifleatton.
Professor N. F. Davis, Brown Unlvertilty, Providenfe, It. I Chairman..
Professor E. S. Crawley, University of Pennsylvania., hIladelphin, Pa.
Professor George 0. Edwards, University of Coliforna, Berkeley. Cal.
Professor W. W. Behan, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Professor William M. Thornton, University of Virginia, Charlottesville; Va.
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Subcommittee C. State and Loral Examination of Teachers.
President Robert J. Aley, University of Maine, Orono, Me.. Chairman.
J. C. Byrnes, Board of Education, New York, N. Y.

Harry English, High School, Washington, I). C.

Subcommittee 7. Examination of Actuaries.
J. K. Gore, president of the Actuarial Society of America, actuary of the

Prudential Life Insurance Ounpany. Newark, N. J.. Chairman.
Dr. H. J. Messenger, actuary of the Travelers insurance Company. Dat-

fora, Conn.
Dr. William M. Strong, assistant actuary of the Mutual Life Insurance

Company of New York, New York City.
Mr. Dow, actuary of the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company.

Committee No. VIII. Influences Tending to Improve the Work of the
Teacher in Mathematics.'

Professor E P. tibberley, Leland Stanford University, California. Chai-
man.

Professor F. N. Cole, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Professor Gustave Legras, College of the City of New York. NOW York, N. Y.

Dr. A.W. Stamper, State Normal School. Chico, California.
Professor E. It. Skinner, University of Wisconsin, Madison. 'Wis.

Dr. L. L. Jackson, New York, N. Y.
Professor H. E. Slaught, University of Chicago, Chicago. Ill.

Subcommittee I. Scientific Societies and Periodical Literature.
Professor P. N. Cole. Columbia University, New York, N. Y.. Chairman.
Professor W. II. Metzler. Syracuse. University, Syracuse. N. Y.
Professor J. E. Gould; The University of Washington, Seattle. Wash.

Subcommittee 2. Teachers' Associations and Reading Circles.
Professor Gustave Legrus, College of the City of New York. New York.

N. Y., Chairman.
A. Harry WItZteler, English High School, Worcester, Mass.
\\Milani E. Breckenridge, Stuyvesunt High School, NewYoik, N. Y.

subcommittee 3. Teachers' Institutes.
Dr. A. W. Stamper, State Normal School, Chico, ('al., Chairman.
Principal William Fletcher. Pueblo, Colo.
Dr. 0. I. Woodley, Principal of the State Normal School, Fairmonf, W. Va.

Subcommittee f. State Inspection awl Supervision of Instruction.
Professor E. H. Skinner, The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.,

Chairman.
Dr. E. W. Lyttle, Department of FAlucation, APII1137. N. Y.

Professor John E. Clarke. Boston University, Roston. Mass.

Robert L Short, Technical High School, Cleveland, Ohio.

Subcommittee 5. .4efieities of Publishers and their .4gentit.

Dr. L. L. Ja4eon, New York, N. Y., Chairman.
D. W. Hall, Chicago, Ill.
Robert L Short, Technical High School, Cleveland, Ohio.

Subcommittee 6. The Teaching of Mathematics in Summer Sessions .of UM-
versifies and Normal Schools.

Professor H. R. Slaught, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
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Committee No. IX. Technological Schools of Collegiate 'trade.'

Professor II. Iv. Tyler, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,
Mass., Chairman.

President C. S. Howe. Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland. Ohio.
Professor S. E. Slocum. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Nabe,,In itt cc 1. independent Ti.chnologiral Schools..
I'vesident C. S. Howe, Case School of Applied Science, 'Cleveland, (thin,

Chairman.
e`I'rotessor A. M. Kenyon. Purdue University, Lafayette. Ind.

Professor Cannobell, Armour Institsite of Technoh):zy. Chicago, Ill.

Subeommittee .1. Technological bcpartments of Colleges and nirrsities.
Professor S. E. Slocum, Uul versity of Clocicinatl, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Chairman.
Professor E. V. HuntIngtim, Harvard University, Cambridge. Mass.

Committee No. X. Undergraduate Work in Mathematics in Colleges of
Liberal Arts and Universities.'

Professor II. S. White, N'asstir College, Poilglikeepsie.N. Y.. Chairman.
1)eati F. C. Ferry, Willinnis College, Williainstown, Mass.
Dr. W. H. Maltble. Baltimore, Md.
Dean 'Thomas F. Holgmte. Northwestern Unhersity,tvanston, Ill.

Subcommittee CollegeN.
Dean F. C. Ferry. Williams College. Willianistwn, Mass.. Chairman.
Professor E. P. Eisenhart, Princeton University, Princeton. N. J.
Professor L. S. iltilburt, Johns Hopkins University. Baltimore, Md.

pr '
gribcOm mil tee 2. Wwscit's Culltscs.

Dr. \V. II. Maltble, Baltimore. Md., Clio irman.
Associate Professor Helen A. Merrill, Wellesley college, Wellesley, mass.

Subcommittee 3. Coeducational Colleges.
I/ean Thomas F. Holt.mte, Noti,hwestern University. Evanston, Ill., ('hair.

man.
Professor Getyge T. Seliew, Knox College, Galesburg. III.
Professor II. G. Koppel. University of Florida, Gainesville. Fla.
Professor T. K NIcKiimeg, University of South Dakota, Vermilion, S. Dak.
Professor James W. Glover, University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. Mich.

Committee No. XI. Mathematics at West Point and Annapolis.'
Professor Clifford B. Upton. Teachers College. Colunijda University. New

York, N. Y.. Chairman.
Professor C. P. Echols. United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.
Professor W. J. King, United States Naval Academy'. Annifpolls, Md.
Wm. E. Bretkenridge, Stuyvemni High School, New York, N. Y.

Subcommittee 1. The Trainins of Army Officers, In'eluding Schools for
Oratluates at Went Point. .

Professor C. P. Echols, United States Military Acndef, West Point, N. Y..
Chairman. d

Major Tracy C. Dickson, Ordnance Department. Sandy Hook, N. J.
Captain Alston Hamilton, Artillery School. Fort Monroe. N'a.
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Subcommittee 2. The Training bf Nara! Officers. Including Schools for Grad-
uates of Annapolis.

Professor W. J. King. United States Na-val Academy. Annapolis, 31d.,

Chairman.
Professor E. J. Yowell, Annapolis. 3Id.
Professor C. H. Simi), Urbana, III.

Committee No. XII. graduate Work in Univernitles and in other Institu-
tions of Like Grade.'

Professor Maxime Beadier. Harvard University, Cambridge. .Mass.. Chair-
plan.

Professor D. It. Curtiss. Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
Professor Percey F. Stnith,Yale University, New Haven. Colin..
Professor E. B. Van Vleck, The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Subcommittee 1. Course ofStudy and the Master's Degree.
Professor D. R. Curtiss, Northniestern University, Evanston. Ill.. ('hair -

man.
Professor Edward Kamer, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Professor A. C. Lunn. The University of Chicago. Chicago. Ill.

Subcommittee 2. Preparation for Research and the Doctor's Degree.'
Professor Percey F. Smith. Yale University. New Haven, Conn.. Chairman.
Professor Max Mason, The University of Wisconsin. If adisou, Wis.
Professor E. J. Wilczynski, The University of Chicago; Chicago,,
Profess() Hutchinson. Cornell Cnivirsity, Ithaca. N. Y.

- ProfesAr G. D. Birkhoff. The University awkisetnsin, Madison, Wis.

Subcommittee 3. Preparation of InxtrurtorA for Colleges and Unirermities.
Professor E. II. Van Vieck,The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.,

Chairman.-
Professor II. E. Slaught, The University of Chicago, Chicago. III.
Professor C. 1....lieotoo, Harvard University, Cambridge.. NIass.
Professor H. E. Ilawkes, Columbia University. New York. N. Y.
Professor D. Olds. Amherst College. Amherst, bass.
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INDEX TO THE REPORTS OF THE AMERICAN COM-
MISSIONERS AND COMMITTEES.

N UE.1-111. documents indexed herein are as follows:
Report of the American Commissioners of the International Cortimissiv Tea311-

ing of Mathematics. (Bulletin, 1912, No.14.1
Committees Nos. I and II.-Mathematico in the Elementary Schools.of the Uni1431

States. .(Bulletin, 1911, No. 13.)
committees Nos. in and 1V.--Mathematics in the Public and Private Secondary

Schools of the United States. (Bulletin, 1911, No. 16.)
'omink tee No. V.-Trainilig of.Teachen. of Elementary and Secondary .Mathemat

(Bulletin, 1911, No. 12.)
'ommittee No. V1.--Mathematics in the Technical Secondar Schools in the United

States. (Bulletin, 1912, No. 4.)
Committee No. VII.-Examiusnions in Mathematic:3 Other than Those Set by the

Tuzicher for llis Own ('lased. (Bulletin, 1911, No. 8.) ,

Conunit tee No. VIII.- I ntluenc313 Tending to Improve the Work of the Term-her in
Mathematics. (Bulletin, 1912, Nu. 13.)

'onunittee IX.-Mathvmatics in the Technological Scluols of Colleg,iale Grade
in the Unitil S104 ( Bullet i n , 1911. No. 9.)

Committee No. X.-Undergraduate Work in Mathematics in Collegs of Liberal Arts
and Unic4sities. (Bulletin, 1911. No. 71

Committee No. XI.-Mathematics at West INint. and A nnapplis. (Bulletin, 1912,
No. 2.)

Commitie No. XILAGraduate Work in Mathematics in Universities and in Other
Institutions of Like Grade in the United Slates. (Bulletin, 1911, No. 6.) .

s

Abbreviations used: Am. Punt. = Report of the American Commissioners.' 1349 1 1 ,

I and II -= Bulletin No: 13, 1911, Committees I and II, etc.

A.'

- uarial science, list of books, 8, Wil, Vii. 66.67.
iillasentla, stork In, 6-13/tt, XU, 3243, 37.

Acct! lariat Society at America, 8, 1911, V I I, 63: sped-
men examination questions, 67-70; syllabus of

Actuaries, examinations, 8, 1911,111111:1-70.
examinations, Ci4-65.

Adding machines, private commercial schools,
4-1934 V i. 27; secondary commercial schools,
4-1911, VI, 27.

Admaarequirenuints:rolleges for men, 7-1911,

X. . ,t17;wetnen's colleges, 7-1911, X, IS.
Adv ,_ tructloi, established, 6-1911, XII,

-to.tion, neves ally for passing, to teach In French11,
,e-ian,1211,44. ."

tur4 and oicaccitanical colleges, teachers,
IC Ii.

Agri eilleurcii 'high schools. Bet Agricultural schools.
smarten*.

Agricultural Mole, tametle, tastruction,44.0t,
VI. 10: se" 1 191411, 0,

IAviculture, t to 13-1911 I and
11,6A _. . . ..

Aid to students, 9-1911, X II 25, 55.
Albany (N. Y.) State Norrnorollege, course in

commercial subjects, 4-1911, I,.28-29.
.111111bm, agricultural secondary schools, 4-01t, VI,

32; Boston High School of Commene, 4-19i P, VI,
25; coeducational high schools, Eastern Stntes,
76 -1911, Ill and IV, 40-60, Middle West, 16-1911,

and I V, 33-67; iielleges and technological schools,
14-1911, Am. coin. , 16-47; commercial school,
secondary, 4-1911, VI,24-25, 27-28; courses come'
taining, elementary schools, 13-1911, 1 and 11,
134-136; elementary schools, quegBion of, 14-1911,
Am. coin., 17-19; examinations, 8, 191,1 VII,
2346, 32, 34-35, 38-39, 43-47; General Electric
Co., Instruction., 1J-1911, 1 and I 172; eleIs' high
schools, 16-1911, and IV, 44; troduetion in
early grades, 1S-1911, I and II 1 ern tend.
encless to teaching, 1t-1911,_4 , 9, a); private
secondary schools, 16-1911,'m and IV, 134-188,
161-Md; schools and colleges for hettes,.16-1911,
III and IV, 185; smolder', schools, 11-191 1._11q
and ,IV, 21-23, 24-26; study, 8, 1911, VII,
19-20: techflolNical school, 9-1911, IX, -21-22;
United States Military Academy, 9-19 ,11, XI, 7;
United States Naval Academy, .1-191f, XI, 24, ,

77
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Alger lsms,.use of special, 13-1911, 1 and II, 111-113.
American commissioners, report, 14-1912, Am. corn.,

5-76.
American educational institutions, schematic sur-

vey 11-1111, I and II, 7-14.
American Federation of Teachers of the Mathe-

matical and the Natural Sciences, founding, 1.1-
1912, VIII, 15.16.

American Mathematical Societe, activities, 13-1911,
VIII, 10: definitions of dntrtunst requirements,
9-1911, IX, 14-15; recommtendations regarding
master's degree, 6-1911, xn, 34.

American Nautical Almanac, Office, Influence on
study of mathematics, 6.791 XII. 7.

Americans, study in foreign countries, 6-19/I, X1I,
18-20.

Amherst College, and college entrance board, 8,1911.
VII, 32; entrance requirements, 14, 1911, VII, 15.

Annapolis. Ste United States Naval Academy.
Apparatus, 6-1911, , 3-, 41.
Applied science, higher education 9-1911, IX, 5-6.
Applied mathematics, 6-1917, XII, 27, 57, CO-61.

NApprenticeship schools, New York Central fines,
Instruction, 21-1911. I and II, 173-177; partial list,
13-1911, I and li, 157; training, 13-1911, I and II,
156-157.

Arithmetic, characteristic methods of teaching, 13-
1911, I and II, 117-129; commercial schools, 44919,
VI, 15, 27; coin inertialleichine, 4-19/S, VI, 21-27;
Education yepartmen9 of State of New York.
course of study, 13 4917, I and 11, 45-55; effect of
school organization on teaching, 1.1-1911, I and II.
83-84; elementary schools, 15-19/1, I and 11,55-61,
117-I20, 14-1915, Ate. corn., 14-17; examinations,
8,1911, V11,43-44; examples and problems,13-1911,
I and 11,-113-117; experiments in Horace Mann
School, 13- 1911,1 and 11,120, General Electric Co.,
instruction, 13-1911, I and 11, 171-172 girls' high
schools, 16-1911,111 and IV, 44; " method,"
13 -1971, I and It, 118; instruction in State normal
schools, 13-1911, V, 15; method p1 instruction,
13-1911,1 and II, 36-42. 97-103; methods of ration-
alization,13-/6/ /, 1 and 11,100-107; Michigan State
Normal College, 13-1911, I anal II, 83-84; modern
tendencies in teaching, /f-19//, V, 19, 20; objective
method of teaching, 13-1911, I and II, 4Q-41,

'403-106; private normal schools, 11-1911, V, 21;
;gelation to manual arts, household arts, and mit-II 'culture, 15 -1911, I and II, 54-55; schools sod colt
leges for negroes, /6-/ 9/1, III and IV, le4; seeMary
schools, 16-1911, III and IV, 22: special method:.
for obtaining accuracy, Independence, and speed;
13-1911, 1 and II, 107 -Ill; status in rural schools,
13-1911, I and II, 16; technical secondary schools,
course, 4-7915, VI, 9; use of special algonsms. oval
forms, and written arrangements, 13-1911, 1 and
II, 111-113.

Arkansas, teachers' certifleates, 8. 191!, V 1162.
Army officers, training. See United States Military

Acaderoy, Ordnance School of Application, Coast
Artillery- School.

Artillery, Instruction, Fort Monroe, Vat. 9-1919, XI,
18-19.

Associations, teachers'. See Teachers' associations.
Astronomy, teachinF, United States Military

Academy, 1-19111, XI, 13-14.
Astronomy and mathematics, 6-1911, XII, 8.
Augusta, Me., elementary schools, course of study,

13-1911, I and II, 147.

k

Barnard, Henry, on the function of teachers' insti-
tutes, 13-1911, V III, 10.

Bass, Professor, on mathematics at West Point,
1-1911, XI,

Boards°, education, State, functions, 16-1915, VIII,
22-29,

Boffer-rtlaket's home prOblems, 18-1911,1and II, 175.
Mateo, promotional examinations, 8-1911, VII 62.
Boston Girls' Latin School, six-Tears' .course,

10-1911, Ill and 1V, 41-42.
Boston High School of Commeroe, method of teach-

. Ing algebra, 4-1916, VI, 25.
Boston university. and college entrance board,

8-1911; VII, 32.
DOwdoin Collemand college entrance board,84911 ,

VU, entrance requirements, 8-1911, Ii, II.
reB E. E., letter of transmittal, report of com-
mit

Brown
VII,

,
sad college entrance board, 8, 1911:

Bulletins, mathematal, 1.3-1912, VIII, 11-12.
Butler, N. M., on college entrance !soond exitiiiim*,

tiOns, It, 1911, VII, 31: on training of teachers in
elementary graded, 13-1911, I and 11,152.

C.

Capri, Florian, report on the leashing and history
of mathematics, 6-1911, XII, Al

Calculus, boundary between Iwo etyles of leaching,
6-1911, X11,45; colleges and technological school.,
14 -1912 Am. coin., 42; technological schools, 9-
1911, IX, 22; United Sevens Neva! Academy,
2-1912, X'I, 25.

California, elementary schools, course of study, 1.3-
/911, I and II, 82.

California, University of, establishment of certill-
tate system, 8.1911, V 11,54. .

csrnegle Foundation for the Advancement In
Teaching, 8, 1911, VII, 21; influence, 13-1911.
VIII, 31-33.

Cash register, use of, secondary commercial schools
41912, VI, 27.

l'ayley, A., lectures on mathematics, 6-1911, XII,
21, 30.

Central Association of Science and Mathematic,
Teachers, influence in Middle West, 16 -1911, III
and IV, 53 49,

t'ertificate plan, admission to college, 16-1911, III
and IV 40

Cert./float , high school, and entrance to college,
8-1911, VII, 5040; school, entrance to college,
9-1911, VII, 16; teachers 8-1911, VII, 60-62.
See also under names of Stmts.

Chicago, elementary schools, course of study, li-

t:111mo, niversity of, influence on graduate work,
1911 , 11,147-148.

6 1911, 'II, 9; school of education, course of
sniffy, 16-1911,111 and IV, 153-155.

Church Professor, on mathematics at West Point,
5-1912, X1,10-11.

Cincinnati, University of, cooperative system, 9-
1911, 1X, 41-42.

City schools, organization, 13-1911, I and II, RI.
City trulaing schools, seventh, and eighth grade

teachers, 13-1911, I and II, 148.
City unit, 13-1911,1 and II, 81.
('lark University, foundation for graduate work,

6-1911, X11,9. .

'Class instruction, elementary schools, 13-1911,
I and II, 139-139.

Class time; division, elementary schools, 13-1911,
I and 11, 139-140.

Classes, private secondary schools, 16 -1911, 1II and
IV, 130; size, colleges for men, 7-1911, X, '21.

Classroom methods, colleges and technological
schools, 11-1912, Am, cons., 44-45.

Clubs mathematical, 6-1971, Yell, 37' 51; 1.7-1911,
VIII 15-16; 16-1911, Ill and IV, 34; coeduca-
tional high schools, Middle West, 16 -7911, lit
and IV, 61; private secondary school, 16-1911, III
and 1V, 164-169.

Coast Artillery School, Fort Monroe, N'a., courses

l'oeducallun, 911 XII, 11, 24; private secondary
of study,

schools, id- 911, and IV, 140-142; technical
secondafy schools, 4-1812, VI, 15.

Cosdueational colleges, teaching, 7-1911, X, 27-30.
Coeducational high schools. See High schools,

coeducational.
College admission examinations. See College en-

trance examination.
College Entrance Examination Board, attitude of

preparatory schools ,_8-1911, VII,32; attitude of the
colleges, 8-1 11, VII, 32-33; benefit to secondary
schools, 8- 11, VII, 9; efforts 8-1911,
VII, 9; tions of sub eels 9-1911, IX, 14-15;
examl ion papers, 8-1 , exam.
in , 8-1911, NH, 28; finances, i-101/,tVII, 33
history, 8-1911, VII, 28; method of reading and
grading 'papers, 8-1911, VII, 81-32; plan of pre-
paring papers, 8-1911, vn, 30-31; reports, 16-1911,
IH and IV, Ill; epeoimen examination questions,
8-1911, VII, 34-39; atatIstics11-191/, VII, 33-34.

College entrance examinations, 8-1911, VII, 7-8,
14.111 arid private secondary schools, 18-194.4_11

I
1

and V, 140; tugument for retention, 8-1911, VII,
171-19; -recommendations as to ' improvements,
8-1911, VII, 19-21; specimen papers, 8-1911, VII,
22-27.
Bet also mega aarelee of coil** and univerritka.
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College entrance requirements. 16-1911, III and IV,
22-30 by certification, 8-1911, VII, 50-00.
See also Entrance requirements.

Colleges and technological schools, elementary
mathematics, 14-/919, Am. corn., 40-45.

'Colleges and universities, coeducational, teaching,
7-1911, X, 27-30; corretmondence work, 16-1911,
III and IV. 181-182; cRgrees. Set Degrees; en-
trance hy State examinations, 8-1911, VII, 40-50:
entrance by school certificates, 8-1911, VII, 16;
entrance examinations 8-1911, V11,7-8; final ex-
aminations, 6-1911, XII, 40; instruction, ntanber
of hours per week, 6-1911, XII, 42; mathematical
clubs, l3 -19111 VIII, 15; quest ionnaire Sbnt, 9-1911,
IX, 11-13; technological departments, study.
9-1911, IX, 34-44; undergmivate work, 7-1911,
X, 1-30
See also Universities.

Colleges for men, admission requirements. 7-1911,
X, 13-14; amount of teaching, 7-1911, X, 21; class-
room methods, 7-1911, X, 19; department of
mathematics, organization, influence, and work.
7-1911, 9-13, 17-1S; deteftnination of final
grades, 7-loll, X, 20; elective system, 7-1911, X.
18; independence in problem work, 7-1911, X, 20:
laboratory methods, 7-1911, X, 21-22; mechanic,
and descriptive geometry, 7-1911, X, 12; norm of
collegiate requirement. 7-1911, X, 16-17; pedagogy
of mathematics, 7-1911, X, 23-24; permanency in
position of teachers, 7-1911, X, 24; preparatio:, of
teachers, 7-1911, X, -23; present tendencies.
7-1911, X, 22; programs of elementary Courses,
7-1911, X, 19-20; quality of preparation,
X, 14-15; separation of engineering and nonngi-
neerin indents, 7-1911, X, 12, sire of classes.
7 -1911, 21; undergraduate elective courses.
-1911, X, 7; undergraduate required courses.
t-IJII, X, 16, undergraduate work, 7.1911, X,
7: Ilse of motels, 7-49114 X, 21.

Collates for women, organization, curriculum, and
methods of teaclUng, 7-1911, X, 24-27; prepalat ion
of teachers, 7-1911, .X. 27. .

Colleges of %Steal ion, aim of, 1t -1011. 8.
Colorado, teachers' certificates, 8-1911, VII, 61.
Columbia University, entrance requiremenis '48

mathematics, 8-1911, VII, 15-16.
Commercial schools, private secondary, teaching.

4-191t. V1, 23-211:secondary, examinations, 4;19 / 9,
VI, 26-27 geometry, 4-19j), VI, 24, methdds of
teaching. 44912 VI, 27-Zt, preparation of candi-
dates for teaching, 4-191e, VI, 98-29, teaching.
4-4911, VI 21-29.

Committees I and IT, mathemat lea in the element-
ary schools of the United States. Y.1-1911.

Committees III and IV, mathematics in the public
and private secondary schools of the United
States. Ill -1911, 1-187.

Committee V. training of teachers of elementary and
secondary mathematics. 12-1911.1-23.

Committee VI, mathemallcs In the technical
secondary schools in the United States, 4-1919,
1-35.

Committee VII, examinations in mathematics
other than those set by the teacher for his own
classes, 8;1911,1-72.

Committee'no. VIII, Influences tending to Improve
wo;k.of the teacher of mathematics, 13-1911,

1-47.
Committee IX. mathematics In the technollpgleal

schools of collegiate grade in the United States,
9-1911,1-44.

Committee X, undergrasluate work In mathematics
in colleges of liberal artsind universities. 7-1011,

Comtnittelt XI, mathematics at West Point and
Annapolis, 1-1919,1-25.

Committee XII, graduate work In mathematics In
universities aW in other Institutions of like grade
in the United States, 6 -191!, 1-63.

Concrete methods, teaching, 13-1911, I and II, 140-

Connecticut, teachers' osertiflentet,8-1911, VII, 41.
Cooperative system, Lewis Institute, Chicago, Ill.

9-1911, IX, 41; University of Clnoltutati, 17-1919;
IX, 41-42.

Cornell University, entrance requirements' In
mathematics, 8-1911, VII, 15.

Correlation mathematics with other subjects,
4191,t, v't, 10-n; 9-1911, is-21, St; 12-1911,
V 17; 18-1911, ate 15, 3 43; 4711111,,

i, 20-21.

Amommomigr
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Correspondence courses, 6 -191!, XII, 33; for gradu-
ates, Chicago University, 6-1911, XII, 32.

Correspondence schools, best type, 13-1911, I and
II, 160; private, teaching, 16-1911, III and IV,
177-182.

County-board of education, function and powers,
13-1911, I and II, 79-80.

rounty school, organization, 13-1911, I and II, 79.
(:nurses of study, 6-1911, XII, 13-A, 20, 211 -30;

arithmetic, Education Department of New York
State, 13-1911, I and II, 45-55; boys' high schools,
16-1911, III and IV, 37-38; coeddeational high
schools. Eastern States, 16-1911, III V, 4.4-
51, Pacific ('oast, 16-1911, III ant 70-71,
Southern States, 16-1911. III and 443-44:
chmiges needed, 13-1911, I and 11. I1i6; Coast Ar-
tillery School, Fort Monroe, \'a.,1,-191.?, X I. 18-19;
colleges and technological schools. 14-1911, Am.
eom., 41-47; commerce, 4-1911. VI, 29; correspond-
ence work, colleges and universities, 16-1911, III
and IV, till; elementary schools, arrangement,
14,1911, Am. corn., 2.5, California. 13-1911, I and
11, 82 city course. 11-1911, I and II. 55-04, Euro-
pean influence, 13-1911, I and II, 130-131, general

-content by grades 11 -1911. I and II, 15-32, Influ-
ences affecting, 13-1911, I and II. 32-33, State
cours, 13-1911, I anti II, 45-5.5, tendencies as to
content, 15-1911, 1 and II, 32 -33: Engineering
School, Washington Barracks, D. t'.. 9-191!, XI,
14-17; evening technical schook. 14-1911, Ill and
IV, 174; girls' high sehools, 167911, III and IV,
42-45; graduate, teaching and history of mathe-
matics, 19-1911, V 11-13; high schools, 1.1-1911, I
snit 119164-1115; independent technological schools,
9. 1911 IX, 25-30; in each type of school, 13-1911,
I and IL 85-89; lack of uniformity, seventh and
eigh, h grades, 134911, I and II, 131-133; mechanics
and astronomy, United States Military Academy,
1-1911, XI, 13-14; mixed mathematics. 16-1911,111
and I.7, 153-155; New York State, 14 -191!, Am.
cont.. 14-15; Ordnance School of Application,
Sandy Hook, N. I., 1-1911, XI. 17-18: primary
schools, Tennessee,/3-1911, I and II 81142; private
secondary schools.18-/9 1, Ill and IV,122-123, 132-
1;5; programs, 7-1911, X, 19-20; rural schools, 1I-
1911,1 end 11, 71; sehools and colleges for negroes,
16-1911, III and IV, 183-184; Secondary schools,
14-1911, Am. corn., 26-30, 16-1011, III and IV,
15-16, length, 18-1911, III trod Is', 12; secondary.
technical schools, 4 -191!, VI, 8-11; normal
schools, 16-1S; six-year hi h sehools,
16-1911,111 and IV P/1-87, 93; 1 echnica secondary
schools, 4 -1912, VI, 18-19; technological dlipart-
ments of colleges and universities, 9-1911, IX, 36;
technological schools, 9-1911, rx, 16-18; typical
elementary schools, 1.1-1911, I and 11, 31, 44-64;
undergraduate elective, 7-1911, X, 17; undergrad-
uate required coupes, 7-1911 X, 15-16; uniflea-
Don, 9-1911 IX., 21-22, 37; United States Military
Academy, 9-1911, XI 7-10; United States Naval
Academy, 1-191s, XI, 24-2.5; women's colleges,
7-1911, X, 24-27.

Courtin, S. A., on principles underlying the course
In mathematics as stud led In the Detroit Moans
and Day School, 16-1911, III and IN', 147-150; on
standardized tests, 13-1911, I and Il, 91.

Curriculum. See Courses of study.

D.

Dartmouth College, and college entrance board, .
8-1911,511,32.

Degrees, bachelor's, variety\ 7-1911, X 9, Untrue,
lion in mathematics forty years ago, 6-1911, XII,
7; doctor's, 6-1911, XII, 7, 14, 36-M.54, conditions
of matriculation, 6-1911, courses, 9-1911,
X31, 38, fee, 6-1911, XII, 37, 40,. final examina-
tions, 6-1911 XII, 40, language requirements,
6-1911, XII 38, minor subjects required911,
XII, 39-40, 'number granted, 6-1911, XII, 25, 41,
preparation for research, 6- 1911,X11,36-42 thesis,
8-1911, XII, 40, time element, 6-1911, XII, 38;

glity tewhers of mathematics, 7-1911, X 14-0;
1,3,6-1911, XII, 7, 14, 241,55, number given,

6-1911, XII, 26, 33, requirements, 8,1911, XII,
32-36, 14-1911, Am. cam., 54-65, 57-5t techno-
logical schools, 27.

Denominational schools, private secondary, 19:1911,
III and IV, 113.

Departmental management, girls' high school.
18.1'9/1, III and IV, 4041.

,
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Departmenffsl system, evening technical schools,'
16-1911, III and IV, 175.

Departmental teaching, 13-1911, I and II, 141.
Detroit Home and Day School, principles under-

lying course Courth), 16-1911, III and IV,
147-150.

District orgartmtion of schools. 13-1911, I and 11, 80.
Draper, A. S.. on training of teachers for elementary

schools, 13-1911, 1 and II, 150.
Drawing,. fundamental relation to geometry, 13-

1921 , I and II, 169; girls' high schools, 16-1011, III. and IV, 43.

E.

Echols. Professor, on mathematics at West Point,
1-1916, XI, 11.

Education, nonpublic agencies, 15-1911, I and II.
12-13.

Educational Alliance,- New York City, 13-1911,
I end II, 71.

Educational instIttitions, American, schematic sur-
vey, 13-1911, I and II, 7-14.

Elective courses, high schools, 16-1911, III and
IV, 13; Influence on graduate work, 6-1911. XII,
9-10; men'scollegat,7-1911 , X, 18; undergraduate,
1411912 Am. coo., 45-47. -

E lob:tenter,. mune, Influence ofCOMpletIni, 13 -1911,
1 and II, 129.

Elementar5 education, Min Manus), 13-1911, I and
II, 16; aim (Thomdike3. 15-1911, I and II, 1;
dellnition of term. 15-1911, I and II, 127.

Elemqplary grades, purpose of algebra, 15-1911,
I and II, 134-136.

Elementary schools, aim and organization. 15-1911,
I and II, 15-16; ahreitta, courses containing, 13-
1911, I and II, 134; arithmetic, 15-1911, I and
36-42; California, course of study, 13-1911,1 and 11.
82; class instnietion, 15-1911, 1' and II, 138-139;
class time, division, 13-1011, I and 11 139 -140;
concrete methods of teaching, 181911, 1 and 11.
140-141; course of study, 13-1911'; I and II, 16-33,

, 130-131; examinations, 13-191h I Mid II,
, 72-74, W-4 136-138; grades one to six,.

13-1911, I and II, 68-78; grades seven and eight,
13-1911, and II, 127-142; Indianapolis, course of
study In arithmetic, 134911 . I and II. 55-64;
Influences affecting whole course of study, 13-1911,
I and II, 32-33; instructioff, 13-1911, 1 sad _II,
1-185; internal organization, 13-1911, I and 'II,
81-83; lack of` uniformity, seventh and eighth
undes, 15 -1911, 1 and 11, 131-133; mathematics.
14 -1811, Am. coo. , 14-25; methods employed in
teaching, 13-1911, I and II, 93-120; nature of pro-
molten, 8-1911, VII, 10-14 organization and gen-
eral relation, 13-1911,1 and 11, 78-85; preparation
of teachers for grades one io six, 13-1911, I and 11,

and eight, 13-1911, I anti 144 -152; question of
120-126; preparation or for grades seven

examinations from the polls of view of the school,
15 -1911, I and. II, 89-99: recommendations for a
teaching course 13-1911, I and H, 43-44; special

Ikinds, 13-1911, and II, 153-181; supervision dtid
Inspection, 13-1917, VIII, 25-26; Tennessee,
course of study, 15-1011, I and II, 81-82; training
and quallications of teachers, 13-1911, I and II,
.43.44; typical courses of study, 13-1911, 1 and II,
33, 44-64; ubdergreduate iholessional preparation

:", for teaching, 11 -1911. V 0-11; written examine-, time, 8-1911, VI1,12-1%.
Engineer School of ApplicatIon,5Washing1t111 Der-

racks, D. C., organluatlon antiation work, 8-1 1 1 X4,
14-17.

Engineering, attraction for mathepatitician,ff-29/1,
X11,57; Nib, St. Louis, Mo113./9//, HI and IV,
61; coopnetlon betwoeic d6potment to mathe-
matics, colleges and technological schools, 11-1911,
Am. corn., 43-44; students, 7-1911, X; 12, 9-1911,
LX, 29-30 study, Washington Ilarracla, 11. C.,
2-1912, XI, 14-17.- 5.

lee also Society for the Promotion of Englabeling
Education. '
Entrance requirements, colleges and teehnological

schools, 14-1911, Am. tom., 41; In dependent tech-
Valdes' schools, 9-1911, IX, 28-30; technological
dant:emits of colh,..m and universities, 9-1911,

35; tcchniiloOcal school; and de ents,
949/4 IX, 14-16 schools and negroes
18.1911, III sad .J141/*-.147;,II
tart' Academy, 9-19/ .

FAIYal 40.106/971k4.4 imAl
II-Mt bite l l l ,.e.141

MATHEMATICS.1

Equipmefft, 6 -1911, X11,32-41.
European currieula,b3fluegee, 13-191131 and 11, 130.
Evanston tortures, by KWH!, 6-1911, XII, 22,

30.'

Evening schools, supported by public funds, list,
13-1911, I and II, I.57-158: technical, instruction,
16-1911, III and Pi, 170-177.

Examinations, 8-1911, X II,31,48; actuarial 8-1911
VII, 63-70; American colleges 8-1911, VII, 22-27

Iboys' high schools, 16-1911, II and IV, 38-39
final, colleges and universities, 8 -1911, XII, 40
coeducational high schools, Middle West, 16-1911,III and IV, 58-..% lied& coast. 16-1911, Ill and
IV, 71-72, Southern States, 16-1911, III and IV,
64; elementary schools,8-1911,V11,17r14; 13-1911,
I and II, 33-36, 72-74, 89-92: 136-138; girls' high

schools, 16-1911,
I

111 and IV 45; Independent tech-
nological 'schools, 9-1911, IX, 30-32: New York
State Education Department, 8-1911, V 11.40-50;
other than those set by the teacher for his own
classes, 8-1911, VII, 1-72; private secondary
schools, 16-1911, III and IV, 138-146; secondary
schools, 16-1811, 111 and IV, '30-33, 109-111; State
colleges and universities. 8-1911, V11.40-50; State
and local, teachers, 8-1911, VII, 60-62; State der-
mal schools, I1 -1911, V 18; technical secondary
schools, 4-1911, VI, 17: teehnoingleal schools,
9-1911, IX, 23-24; Vnited States Military Acad-
emy, 2-1912, Xi, 12- 13 ;- United States Naval
Academy, 2-1911, XI 22-24; Washington Etas-
raeb, D.,C., 1-1912 XI, 17.

,See also College entrance examinations.

F.
.

Fellowships, use, 6-1911, XII, 52.*
Field work, trigononletry or surveying, Slate nor-

mal whoolsaft-191/, V, g".
Pinaneb0 aid, students, 6-7911, XII, 25, 55.
Fiske, T. S.. on question pens of College Entrance

Examination Board, 16-1911, III and IV, pt.
Foreign lectures, 6-1911, XVI, 30.
Foreign &Indy, 6-1911, XII, 8, 18-00.
Formal dlicipLino,-doctrine, 1S-1911, I and II. 128.
France, 'pees, necessity for passing agregation to

teach, 6-1911, XII, M.
French W. Parker School, Chicago, Hl,. algebra at ;d

geometty, 16-1911,111 and IV, 161-141.
French, J. S., erahcation of elementary mathe-

matim,16-1911, III and 150-152.
Frieze, Pr, dent on admireion ,of students to

college by certification, 8 -1911, 50-52

G.

General Electric Company, instruction In mathe-
matics. 15,1911, I and II. 171-173.

Geometry, 811811, VII, 20-21; agricultural second-
ary schools, 4-7811, coeducational high
schools, Eastern States, 16 -1911 , Ill and IV, 49,
Middle 'Vest, 16-1911, III and IV, 57-58; colleges
and technoloOcal schools, 14-19i!, Am. coin., 45-
46; colleges for men, 7-1911, X 12; elementary
schools, introduction; 14-191t, Am. ,colp., 19-20;
examinations, 8-1911, VII, 32, 36-38. 43, 47-49;
fundamental relation to drawing, IS-1911, I and

girls' high schools, 91-191/ III affd IV,
44-1.5w In the grades, I11-1911, 1 and II, 136; Intro-
duction In early gradet. 13-1911, I and II, 17;
modeng tensiencies, It -1911, V, 19, 20; _plane,
GenerfElectrIc Company 15-1911, I and II. I:2;
pingee secondary schools, 16-1911,111 and IV, 134-
185,06-163; schools and colleges for negroes, 16-
1911, III and IV, 185; secondary commercial
schqols, 4-1911, VI, 28-29; secondary schbols, 16-
1911, III and IV, 17, 20-33; specimen/ examine-
tion papers, 8-1911, VII, 72, 25, 27; technoloctral
school, 9-1911,1X, 21-22; United States Military
Academy, 1 -1917, XI, 7; United States Naval
acadotny, 1-1911, XI, 24.

German Influence, e-art, XII, R. ,
Gibbs, 1. W., foreign study, 6-1911, XII, 8.
Gould, B. A., tdrelgn study, 6-1911, XII S.
Gould, Mary, report on coeducational high schools

In the East, 18-191/,5111 and IV, 48-50.
Walks, amount of arithmetic to beeovered, 15-1911;

1 and II, 83LdIstrffnitihn of material through, IS-
/911, I and II, 33; final, determination of, 74911,
X, 30; geometry, 13-1911, I and II 13114 one to

Mathematioa (8:19/1 I and II, M-11%
hillrlIaa. 400. 1.511fli:rat?d 1:1, L,
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Grading, marks, 6 -1911, X11,31; private secondary
&Moo's, 16-1911, Ill and IV, 131-132.

4:raduate students, 6-1911, 10-12. ZS-ZS
Graduate work. andulndergraduate work, distinc-

tion, 6-191 , XII, It, 14; at the pty.sent time, 6-
1911, XI ,I 10-L2; devt.opment in the 'West. 6-
11/O, XII, 9; distinction from undergnutuate
work, 64911 , XI1,11, 14: growth, 9 -1911, X-II 24-
25; historical sketch, 6-1911, XII, 21-1: 42-44:
In the past, 6-I911,_ X11, 7 -1t7 tune given by
faculties, 6-1911. XII. 3D, r2; untveratics and,
institutions of like grade . 6-1911, X11.143.

/raduates; high school, training In State normal
. 'schools, 12-1911, V, 16-17.
graduation, requirements, secondary schools, 9-

1911, VII, S.
"Grabs method," arithmetic, 19-19/1, i and 11. 1 to
Ounnery and ordnance. Instruction. United States-

Military Academy, 2-1918, XI, 14.

B,1.
Ilanus Paul. aim of elementary education, 13-1911.

Iandii.16.
!Istvan, University, and college entrance board, 8-

1911, V11, 33; entrance requirements, growth. 16-
1911, III and IV.23-30; her course, under Presi-
dent Pierce, 6-1911, X11, 7; mathematical club,
13-1911,V I I 1..15; preparation of teachers for high
schools, 16-1911, III and IV /0-el: specimen ex-
amination papers, 8 -1911, VII, 22-29.

High schools, aims, 19-1911, 111 and-IV, 34-36; and .
universities, 16-1911. III and IV, 53; boys. organi-
sation and curriculum, 16-191/, ill and IV, 36-39;
coeducational, organization and curriculum. F.ast-
ern States, 16-1911, III and IV, 47-51, Middle_
West, 76 -1911, III and IV,51-62, Pacificcoast. 167
1911,111 and IV, 67-75, Southern States, 16-1911,
III and IV. 62-66; commercial. Ba Commercial
schools, secondary; entrance to college by certill-
cation. 8-19//. VA, 50-60; evening. development,
I6 -1811, III and IV, 170.171; girls. organization
and curriculum, 16-1011,111 and TV, 39-47, Read-
ing, Pa , outline of couras of atudy, 16-1911,
and IV, 43-45: influence g preparation. IS-1911,

and II, 1M-130; instruction, 13- 1911,1 and 'II,
164-165; New'York State, examinations, 8-1911,
VII, 8; part time, 13-1911,1 and II, 159; prepa-
ration of tesphers,16-1911, III and I V..7640; pur-
pme, 16-79n, III and IV, 11;, recent progress,
16-1911, III and 1V,-14-30; nix -year, approxima-

. 'bons, 16-1911, III and IV, 88-92, bibliography,
16-1911.111 and IV. 94, organhaUon and curricu-
lum, 16-1911 ; 111 and IV .63-94.

. Ste also Secondary schools.
Hiletter education, applied science, 9-1911, IX. 5-6;

mathematics, 14-1912, Am. con. 40-60.
illorace Mann School, experiments in teaching &Atli-

Inetio 13-1911, I and II, 120; grading, 13-1911. I
and II, 83.

llousehold arta, relation to arithmetic. 19-1911, I and'
54

Hull Anise, Chicago, 13-.1911, I and 11, 71.
II untinelon, E. V., '1'he two-hour system at Llar-

yard University, 9-1911, IX, 40.

Instruction, advanced, organization, 6-1911, ,
12-15. ideals of material development, 9-I911,
IX, 43-44: Ordnance School of Application,
Sandy Hook, zar J., 2 -191!, XI, 18; purpose,
6,-1911, XII, 12; redirection of educational alms
(Slocum) 9-1911, TX, 41; State supervision and
inspeetion, 13 7972, VIII, 21,33; technologimi
departments of colleges and universities, 9-1911,
IN, 39; too -hour system at Harvard University
( Huntington). 9-1911. IX, 40,

Instructor's, college and university. preparation,
6 1911, XII, 42-11.

Interest, doctrine of, in training of will, 13-1911,
and 12a.

International commission, historical summary,
14 191?. Am. coin 1.1-4,6; officers and membets
or 2ommillees. :!-191.1_ Am. corn., 0-76.

international Mathematical Congress, meeting,
6 1911 XII, 2'2.

Iowa, teachers' cart ifltat es. &trot/ , VII, Cl.

J.

John Wanamaker Commercial Institute, curricu-
lum, 13-1911,1 end IL CO.

Johns llopklns 1"nlversIty InDuenos on graduate
work, 6-191. XII. 8.21.

Journals, educational, support. 1-7911, VIII, 35-36; .
mathematical. list. 11-1911. VIII, 11-12.

K.

Kinderfertru, influence, 18-1911, I and II, 72;
Listruction, 13-1911, I and II, 65-67.

Meth, Felix, }mimes, 6-1911, XII, 22. 30; on two
systems of mathematics) thought and develop-

, mem, 9-fait, IX, 21.

1.

giglindlauapolls. elementary schools, course of study in
viir" aritffmetio, 13-1911, I and II, 55-4)4.

!athletic's and deduction, teaching, 15 -1111, I and
II, 141-141

industrial
1.
changes, In Ubited States, 15-4911, I and

II, SO-8
Industrial edueation, and Y. 11!C. A.. /3-1911, I and

II, 158: cultural, 12-1911, I and II, 161-162; public
schools, /3-191 / , I and II, 160-17114 public schools
and local industries, 13-1911, I and 11,163.
See also Vocational Industrial work.

Induatrial schools, corporation, 13-1911, 1 and II,
170 -177; interniallate, instruction, 13 -1911, I and
II, 154-155; accendary and intermediate arcade,
admission requitement:1, 4-1912, VI, 32-36; WWII-

, era, 19-1911. I and II, 178-Ill,
Industrial work, relation of mathematics, 13-1911.

I and it
Industrialism, effect of, 4-'91), Am. oum.,21023.

40811°-122----8
s

Laboratory methods, colleges for men, 7-1911, X,

Laboratory wprk, mensuration., State normal
schools, 11-1911, V, 2).

Lecture system. 6-1911, XII, 12-13, 30-31, 48: sup-
plement to. g-/91 I , 50-51

Lewis Institute, Chicago, Ill...cooperative system,
9- 191.1, IX. 41: work. 16-1911, III ara1 IV, 175-176.

Libusries, 6-1911, X11 41: contributions from
publishers, 1.1-1911. VIII, 36.

Logarithms, specimen examination paper, 8-1911,
VII, 21..

Lyons, France. teaching, 6-1911, XII, Pt

McKinley High School. St. Louis, Mo. engineering
club, 10-1911, III and IV, II; mathematical club,
16-1911, III and IV. 34.

Maine, teachers' certificates, 8-1911, VII, ell; town-
ship unit, 13 -1911, I and 11,81.

.Markine. 64911, X11.31.
' Massachi set teachers' certificat es, 8-1911, VII, 61;

township unit, 13-1911 I and II SI
,Massachusettsj nstitute of Technology, and ootlege

entrance Imard, 8-1911, VII, 33: mural in naval
constructicA, 2-7912, XI, 25; entrant* require-
rneints 9 -1911, VII, 160 mathematical club, 13-
1912 \in, 15: unification of currienlum, 9-1911,

X , "37.
Master's degree, courses of instruction, 6-1911, XII,

20-36.
Mathematical Journals, list, 13-19. ., VIII, 11-12.
Mathematics, aim-of Instruction, 12-1911, V, 16-le;

and applied sciencts.J3-1914 Tend 11,108; con-
duct pi the (vain*, 13-7211,1altd II, 17-16; carrels.
Lion bf different Ones. 13-1911, I and II, 104169;
elementary, 1,. -191, I and II, 4-97 (Surztilo), %,
1911, I and II 93-120, unilicat ion (French), Id-
1911, III and IV, 150-152; introduccon In early
grades. 13;1911 , I and 11, I7; methods employed
in teaching, 13-1911, I and II, 75-78; order of
stud les, 15-1911, I and 11. 161 -168; proposed fuesion
of different branches, 13-1911, 1 and guns
and applied, separation, 61911, 27-04, On-81. relit
tion of arithmetic le, 13-1911, I and 11, 84; re
quired and electiee. 1571911, I and II, 167; see-
(*Wary, Whims in technique, 16-1911,111 and IV,
04-10S; study, purpdae, United states Military
A eademv, /-19/11, XL 10-11; teanhing, influence of
a 9.31eiltille alm,43-1911, I and 11,9447; utilitarian
aide in public schools, 13-1911;1 and II, le&
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Mechanics, colleges and technologicad schods, 14-
- 1911 Am. corn., 46; colleges for men, 7-I911, X , 12;

study, 9-1911, IX, le-20; United States Military
Addemy, 2-191.1, XI, 13-14.

Methods of Instruction, 8 -1911, XII, 30-32.
MIchigan State Normal College, etrithmetie as a

topic, 1.5-1911, I and 11, 83-84.
Michigan, University of admission of students on

certificates, 8 -1911, VII,
Mill% J. F., on real *wiled problems in mathemat-

ics, 16-1911 III and1V, 161-103.
Models, use of ,colleges for mon,7-1911 , X ,21; geom.

etry , 16-1911,111 and IV, 32.
Montana, teachers' certificates', 8-191 / , VII, 82.
Museums, educational, Wustrative exhibits, 13-1911,

I and 11, 169; mathematical, /6-1914 III and It
34.

Myers, G. W. on experimental work in the Univer-
sity nigh School, Chicago, Ill., 16-1911, III-end
I V, 153-155.

1

N.

National Society for the Promotion of Industrial
Education, list of trade schools, 15-1911,1 and I1,
155-156.

Naval Academy. See United States Naval Aced-

Neani.cceistruction, course at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology ,1-1911, XI, 25.

Naval officers, traits-bag, 9-1911 , XI, 33-25.
Neglect of mathematics, 14-1911, Am. cos., 21.
Negroes, high schools in the South, 18-1911,111 andIV,'15; schools and colleges, teaching, 16-1911, III

and IV 182-187; trade bools, list, 13-1911, I and
11,159-160.
See also Racial restrictions.

New England States, township unit, 11-1911,
I and II', 81.

New Hampshire, secondary schools. results of
examinations, 16 -1911, 111 and IV, 33. ,

New Jersey, teachers' con Mono, 8-1911, V II, 62.
New York Central Lines, apprentices' schools,

instinct ion, 16-1911, I and II, 173-177.
New York City, preparation of teachers,

I and 11,146; promotion of teachers, 13,-1911,
I and H, 149.153; public schools, counted study
In mathematics, 11-7911,1 and II. 147.

New York If fgh School of Commerce, teaching,
4-1911, VI, 24.

New York !State), adm Lesion to public bleb schools,
8-1911, VII, 8; courses of study. 14-1911, Am.
cos., 14-15; education department, course of
study In arithmetic, 13-1911. I and 11, 45-55;
examinations, 8-1911, VII, 40-50; specimen exam-
ination' questions, 8-1911, VII, 43-70; teachers'
certifIcatee, 8-1911, V11, 61.

New York University, School of Pedagogy, and
training of teachers, 11-1911, V, 6.

New York, University of the State of, regents'
examinations, 8-1911, VII, 40-43.

Newhall, C. W., on a secondary school maths:
malice club, 19-1911, III and IV, 164-169.

Nonpublic schools, types, 15-1911, I and II, 13-14.
Normal schools, pedagogical and vocational chums

la commercial subjects. 4-1917, VI, 27-28; private,
course of study, 13-1911, Iand II, 149, instrne,
lion, 19-1911, V, 21-; relation to other school!,
1191911, V, 14-15; State, course of study, 16-191
I and II, 149, examinations, 16-1911, V,
Instruction , 19 -1911, V, 14-18, libraries, 19-1911,
V, methods of instruction, 12-1911,
modern lndencieshi teaching, M-1911, V, 19-20,

, 11-1911, V. 14, supersdsion, 13-1911,
rinse; summer sessions, 13-1919, VIII, 30-4Z
44-46; teachers, 19-1911, V. 22-23; training,
13-1911, I and II, 43.

North Caroline, University of, entrance require-
ments, 8.1911, VII, 14-15.

North (Wtral Aonclat ion of Collegd and Secondary
Schools, organigation, 8-1011, VII,

North 0akota, teerhers' certificates, 8-1911, VII, 62.

. 0.
Oberlin College, entrance requirements, P -1911,

VII, 15.
Occupations, preparation foe; coecitfdtiOnal high

schools, Earthen States, 16-1911, III and IV, 17,
Middle Wert, 16-1911, and IV, 62, Southern
Stator. 16-1911, III and IV, W. r
See also Teaching, aims. .

Ordnance and gunnery. teaching, I:tilted States
Military Academy, 1-191!, XI, 14.

Ordnance School of Application, Sandy Ilpok,
N. J., work of. 9-1919. XI, 17-1g.

Organisation of schools, 15-1911. I and II 69-71,
78-83; modern Ideas concerning. 4-/91C, VI, 16-35.

P.
,Paper folding. goornetre. 16-19tt. III and IV. 32-

higlidebools. P.-1911. III and IV. 46.
Parochial sdfrools, grades seven and eight, 1.3-011,

I and II, 142-44.
Part4ime schools, training. 1S-1911,1 and if, 159.
Pedagogical museums, 13-1811, I and Il, 126.
Pedagogy, colleges for men. 7-1911, X. 23-24.
Pennsvl venni, teachers' certificates, 8-1911, VII, 62.
PeSuisYlvania, University of, entrance require-

ments, 8-1911, VII, 14-16.
Periodical literature, 13-1912, VIII, 11-12.
"Perry" movement, 9-1911. IX, 20; colleges and

technological schools, 14-1911, Am. oom., 42-43.
Philadelphia II igh School for Girls, departmeatel

management, 16-1911, III and IV, 40 41,
Pierce, Benjamin, influence of, 6-1911, RA,. 21; suc-

cess as professor at Ilarvard, 6-1911, XII. 7.
Polytechnic Preparation School, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

course in plane geometry (Smith), I8-19/ 1,111 and
IV, 156-10).

Preparatory schools, entrance to college by oertifica.
lion, 8-1911, 1,1 I, 50.

Princeton U eiversity. entrance requirements,
8-1911, VII, 14-16; specimen 'xiunInation papers,
81,1911, VII, 20-27.

Principals, high schools, duties, 16-1911, 111 and
IV, 14.

" Privet docent" system, 6-1911. XII, SS.
Private schools, elementary, purpose, 1,1-1911, 1 and

II, 8445; influences, 13-1911, I and II 131: roc-
ondary. instruMion, 16-1911, III and IV, 1-137,
organisation and curriculum, 16-1911, III and IV,
113 -109.

Proble,m work, colleges for men. 7-1911, X, 20.
Problems. assignment, 6-1911. XII, 12,31, 50.
Professional schools, collegiate .grade, trebling of

teachers, 11-1914, V, 5-14.
Professdrs. See Teachers.
Programs, yearly variations, 6-1911, XII. 29.
Promotional examinat ions, Boston, 84911, VII, 62.
Promotions, coeducational high schools, Middle

West, 16-1911,111 and IV, M; elementary schools,
mathematica, 8-1911, VII, 10-14; girls' high
schools, 16-1911, III and IV, 4Z high schools,
16-1911,1[i and IV, 15: private secondary schools,
16-1911, III and IV; 131-132.

Proseminars, 6-1911, XII. 61.
Psychological studies. influence, 15-1911. I and 11

128.
Public education, ageneles, 13-1911,1 and II, 7-9.
Public schools, grades 7 and 8, 13-1911, 1 and II,

127412; kinds of industrial work. 13-1911, I and,
II, 161; secondary, instruction, 18-1911, III and
IV, 1-187; types, 13-1911, I and 11,9 -12.'

Publications, colleges and universities. 13-1911.
VIII, 11-12.

Pupils, transfer of, coeducational high 'schools,
Middle States, 16-1911,111 and IV, 52-53.

Pure and applied mathematics, separation, 6-1911,
XII, 27-20,00-61.

. ' Q.

Quadratics, private secondary schools. 16 -19;!. III
and IV, 134-133; secondary schcels, 16-1911. III
and IV, 19-20.

"Quis," method, 6-1911, X II, 12,50.
. -

Race restrictions, girls' high schools, 16,1911,111 and
IV, 42.

Racial restrictions, coeducaltcmal high schools.
Middle West, 16-1911,111 and IV, 54.

Rationalluttion, methods of, 13-1911, I and II,
I06-107.

ReadInsilnligh School, correlating mathematics
with oe and drawing, 16-1911, III and IV, 43,

Recitat time, 13719(1,1 anclf
Regents' timpinations, stalls es, 16 -1911, III and

IV, 10P-110.
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. T.,

Research work, 6-1911, X11 32, 36-41.
civil engineering, 9-1911. 6.

Rural schools, course of at v, 13-1911, I and II,
71; influences,

I
13 -1911, and II 131: Michigan,

course of study, 11-1911, 1 and I, 83; organisa-
tion, 15-1911, I and II, 71; status of arithmetic,
15-1911,1 and II, 16. .

8.

Sal teachers, 6-1911, XII, 56.
Salem (Mass.) State, Normal School nine courses

for commercial teachers, 4-191f, N'I, 28-29.
Sandy Hook, N. J , Ordnance School of Applica-

tion, 1-191r, XI, 17-18.
School board, county or township, duties, 13-1915.

V111, 24.
School certificates. See Certificates, school.
School districts, independent, 13 -1911, VIII, 24-21.

hoot period, six-year elementary, arguments for,
13-1911, I and II, 82-83.

School year, elementary schools, 13-1911,, 1 and II,
16; private secondary schools, 18-1911, 11I and IV,
LIZ

School organisation. See Organisatiob, school.
Sciences, applied, and mathematics, 73-1911, I and

11, 168.
Sclontthe societies and pertodical

,
literature, 15-

'1918, VIII, 10-12.
Secondary schools benefits derived from Coll*

Entrance Examination Board, 8-1011, VII, 9:
not supported by taxation, supervision, 13-1911,
VIII, W. -.V; organisation, curriculum and in-
struction, 14-1919, Am. own., 23-40; private, 16-
1911, III and IV, 1-187, 113-169; public, Instrue-
lion, 16-1011,111 and IV_ ,1-117, organization and
work, 16-1911, III and IV, 11-36; requirements for
graduation, 8-1911, VII, 8: supervision and in-
spection, 15 -1911, VIII, 26-24 teaching, ideal
mepamtion, 15 -1911, V, 13-14; technical, 1-1915,
VI 545, 145; undergraduate professional prepa

-ration for teaching,16-1911, V, 8-10.
SP See also High schools.

Searley, H. 11., on training of teachers for elemen-
tary schools, 13-1911, I and II, 152.

&minus, 0-1911 XII, 51,
Sheffield Scientific School, and college entrance

board 8-1911, VII, 32; esamination papers, 8-'
1911, VII, 24-25.

Shop courses, schools supported by public funds,
llat, 13-1911, I and II, 158-159.

Simmons Co/loge for Girls, Bbston, Mass,, 4-1912,
II, 29.

Slocum, S. E. Redirection of educational alms,'
9-1911,1X, 41.

SMIth, E. R., on the plane geometry course in the
Polytechnic Preparation School, Brooklyn, N.
Y., 16-1911, III and IV, 156-160.

Society for the Promotion of Engineering ducia-
Mon and sully of mathematics, 9-1911, IX, 18-19;
repOrt, 9-1911, IX, 10.

South, The coeducational high schools, 16-1911,
III and I'', 62-66.

South Carolina, University of, entranie emu/thus-
tion, 8-16/1, VII, 15.

Springfield (Mass.) Evening School fog Trades,
Instruction, 16-1911, III and kV

I
176. 1

Standardized tests, 15-1911, I and I, 36, 74.
Blate Board of Education, powers and funettons,

13-1911,1 and IT, 78-79.
State normal schools, course of study, 13-1911, I

and II, 149.
Stone, C. W, and standardising tests, 13-1911, I

and IT 74, za. e
esseStudents, graduate, at the nt day, 6 -1911, XII,

10-12; number of gradua 6-1911, XII, 24; per-
sonal conferences with, colleges s for men, 7-1911,
X 2)-21.

* Study time, 13-1911,1 and 11,139.
Stuyymant High School for Borg, New York City,

mathematical chili, 16-1911,1ft and IVi, 34.
Summer wheals, 8 -19W, MI, 24: mathetnathsal

coignes, 13-1918, VI11,46-46.
finperIntendent, county, duties 13-1918, yin, 23-

'24; Stato, dutiee,13-i911, VIII, 21.
Supervision secondary schools, 16-1911, III and

IV, 12-13; btate, rs-sats, VIII, 21-33. ,'

Sursalo, Henry, on methods employed In teaching
elementary UItheMati011, 1108, I arldii $31411
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Syllabus, orthodox, secondary schools, 16-1911,
III and IV. 17-22.

Sylvester. J. J., influence of. 6-1911, XII. 21, 30! pro-
fessor at Johns Hopkins University, 6-1911, XII,
9, 21.

System of education, United States, 13-16011, I and
11,7-14; 14-1911, Am. coat, 7-14.

T.

Teachers, 6-1911, XII, 15-18; academic and proles-
siimal training, private secondary schools.16-1911,
III and IV; 127-129; adequate preparation, 14-
191l, Am. mat, 10-11; .cultural and mechan-
ical colleges, 9-1911, IX 33; amount of fraduate
study requited, 6-1911, XII, 6445; appointment,
6-1911, XII, 57-60; appointment of graduates, 6-
1911, X1I; 21; assignments, private secondary
schools, 18-1911, LH and IV, 124-125: hors' high
schools, 16-1911, III and IV, 37; certificates. . See
Certificates, teachers; classes of society drawn
from, 6-1911, 2CII, 60; colleges, 8-1911, XII,
52-54, ool leers for men, 7-1911, X, 12, 24; goo: 7101,
6-1911, XII, 5344; degrees held, 7-1911, X, S-9; _
elementary schools, 14-1910, Am. corn., 23,
grades seven and eight, 13-1911, I and
148-152, New York City, 13-1911, I and 1.1,
146, 14a-150, preparation for grades one to Ms,
13-1911, I and-II, 129-126, preparation for grades
seven glad eight, 13-1911, I and II, 144-152, rec-
ommendations for teaching course, 13-1911,
I and II, 43-44, Waning and qualification, /3-1911,

. I and II
I
42-44; evening technical schools, 164911,

III and V, 173-174; high schools, 16-1911.111 and
IV, 14-16; independent technolortent schools, 9-
1911, IX, 3243; normal schools, 19-1911, V, 22-23;
number and sex, private secondary schools, 16-
1011, III and IV, 123-124; overburdening, 6-1911,
XII, 23, 49, 55. GI; pedagogic preparation, 6-1911,
XII, 61; practice work, 6-1911, XII, 52; prepara-
tion, 6-1911, XII, 42-61, 7-1911, X, 22-23, 0-2911,
IX, 13; qmilitleations, 6-/911, XII, 23, 60; salaries,
6-1911 , XII, 56.18 -1911, III and IV, 82-83,125-126;
smondary commercial schools. preparation,
1911, VI, 28-29; secondary mathematics, desire)) e
standards, 16-1911, III and IV 81-52: State and
local examinations, 8-1911, VII, 63-62; supply,
6-1911, XII. 55-41: technological schools, 9-19_11,
IX, 23-26; trade and industrial schools, 13-1911,
I and II, 178-181: training, colleges and universi-
ties, summer sessions, 13-1913, VIII, 42-44, cerre-
pondenee departments pf colleges and universi
ties, 16-1911, III and IV, 181-182, elementary and
secondary ihathematics, 15-191/, V, 1-23, profes-
sional schools of collegiate grade,15-1911, V, 5-14,
normal schools summer sassiorn, /3-193, inr,
44-45, public high schools, 16-1911, III and IV,
7943,secontlary schools, 14-191., Am. co ,33-39,
technical secondary schools, 4-1910, VI, 15-16,
technological departments of colleges and uni-
versitice, .9-191/, IX, 39-40; univasities, 14-1918,
Ant. °Dm., 62-54* women's colleges, 7-1911, X 27;
work, innuenee4 tending to improve,..13-/91t,
VIII, 6-9.

Teachers' associations, Influence 16-1911, III and
IIV, 36; mathematics, 16-1911, II and 1\7.5344;

organization, ,purpeses, and meetings, 13-1919,
VIII, 12-16.

Teachers College, Columbia Unitersity, N. 10., and
training of teachers, 11-1911, V, 6, 10, 11, 12; course

.10 commercial subjects, 4-1913,111,V.
Teaehers' institutes, alms, organisation, and work,

13-1910, VIII, 16-20; bibliogra y, 13-1910, VIII,
20.

Teaching, _tub;sncea, 14-1910, Am.cont, 4`7-,51; aims,
1911, X, 18; amount of, colleges for men, 7-1911,

X, 21; arithmetic, elementary schools, 13-1911, .

ond 117-120, 103-106; at the present time, 0-
/911, XII, 44-47yboys' high schools; 16-1911, III
1010 coeducational higitschools, Middle
\Vest, I 911, III anll IV, 594I, Pacific coot,
16-191 III and IV 72-74, Southern Eitatu, 16-.
1911, III, and IV, 64-65; correspondence depart-
ments of colleges and universttid, /6-1911, III and
IV, 181; +elementary mathematics, methods, en,
ployed (Suuslo), /349/ 1, I and II,

I
e3-120 elernen

lacy schools, concrete methods, 13-1911, and II,
140-141, departmental methods, 13-1911, Land II,
141, induction and deduotion,4-2811, I sad II, g
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141-142, methods employed, 13-1911, I and 11, 75-
74, rapidity and accuracy, 13-1911, 1 and 11, 140,
use of special all orlsms, 13-1911, I and II,
tailored in technique, secondary mathematics,
16-1911, 111 and IV, 99-108; girls high schools, 11;-
1911, III and IV, 45-41; in the past, 6-1911, XII,
42-44; independent correspondence schools, 18-
1911, 111 and IV, 179; methods, 16-1911, 111 and
IV, 31-34; modern tendencies, State normal
schools, 11-4911, V, 19,20; normal schools, 1D-1911,
V, 15-16; present preparation and its deficiencies,
6-1911, XII, 47-60 private secondary schools,
11-1911, III and IV, 136-138, 142-140; purpose,
United States Military Academy, 1-1911, XI,
10-11; secondary commercial schools, 4-1911, VI,

.17,28; State normal schools, 11-1911, V, 16-18;
secondary schools, 14-1912, Am. corn., 31-33;
technological schools, aims and methods, 9-1911,
IX, 23-24; Washington Barracks, D. C., 1-1911,
XI, 16-17.

Teghnical schools, day courses, 13-1911, I and II,
156; evening, 16z/911, 111 abd IV, 170-177; sup-
ported by public funds, list, 13-1911, land 11,116;
secondary, 4-1911, VI, 1-35, aim of instruct/col,
4-1912, VI, 6-11, coeducation-, 4,1912, VI, 16, cur-
ricula, N.I. 8-11, exanunaticos, 4-1912, VI,
11, 17 instruction, 4-te/r, VI, 6-35, methods of
teaching, 4t1912, VI '11-15, 17-20, modern Ideas
concerning organization, 4-1912, VI, 16-35, train-
ing of teachers, 4-1911, VI, 15-10.

Technique, failures In, teaching of secondary mathe-
matics, 16-1911, 111 and IV, 99-106

Technological education, historical sketch, 9-1911,
- IX, 6-8; present general oonditlons, 9-19111 IX.

8-10.
Technological schools, 6-1911, XJI, 10; collegiate

grade, 9-1911, IX, 4-44; departments in colleges
and universities, 9-1911, IX, 34-44: entrance re-

. quirements, 9-1911, IX 14-16; examinations, 9-
1911, IX, 23-241 30-32 Independent, curriculum.
9-1911, IX, 28-80; °reenlist ion, 94911, IX 26-26;
preparation of teachers, 9-1911, IX, 32-33; ,tes-
Boman* sent, 9-1911, IX, 11-43: review Or re-

'. ports of subcommittees, 9 -1911, IX, 13-2h.
Technological subjects, correlation of mathentaties

with, 9-1911,1X, 18-21.
Tennessee, elementary schools, course of study, 13-

1911, I and 11, 81-82.
Textbooks, 19 -1911, V, 9-10, 13; early,19-1911, III

and IV, 2244; elementary schools, use, 14 -191?,
Am. Corn., 15-10; for Industrial workeri, 16-1911,
III and IV, 177; importanoe, secondary school,*
16-1911, III and IV, 16, independent correspon-
dence schools, 16-1911, IIleand IV, 179-180; prep-
aration and promotion, 13-1919, V111;, 33-35;
secondary commercial schools, 4-1911, 'VI, 27;
secondary schools, 16-1911, III and IV, 17; use,
6-1911, 13.

Theses, 8 -1911, XII, 12, 51-52; publication, 40.
.Thomdike. E. L., aim of elementary education. 13-

1911, 1 and II, 15.
Township organization, schools, 13-1911, I and II,

so.
Township unit, 134 tn91/,Id I.1,811.; Massachusetts,

13-1911, I and II,
Trade schools; colored race, list, 13-1911t I and

150-11(11; instruction, 13-1911, and,JI, 155-138:
supported by private foundation, list, 13-1911, 1
end II, 156-156; supported by public funds, list,
13-1911, I and II, 156; teachers, 13-1911, I and

41,178-181. .

Trigonometry, agricultural secondary schools,
4-1919, Vi, 32 examinations, 8-1911, VII, 39, 43,
4140; general Electric Company, 13-1911, I and
II 172-173; girls' high schools, 16-1811, Ill and
IV. 43; private secondary sebools, 18-1911,111 and
IV, 135 for %Acmes, 16-191011

:and rv. 18S; secon schools, 16-1911, 111 and
IV, 17, 21, 30 am men examination paper,
8-1911, VII, 23, 27; United States Naval Academy,
1-19le, XI, 24.

I( 6

: 17

,Undadualcs work, colleges o Ili boral arts and un
vacates, 6-1911, X11, II, 14; 7-1911, X, 14).

Uniformity , danger of, 14-1911, Am. core., 20-21.
United States, system of education, 4-10I1, Am.

tdm 7-14.
United States Bureau of Education, work, 13-1911,

I and II, 78.
United States Military Academy, administration,

2-1912, XI, 11-12; course in mechanics and astron-
omy 11-1912, XI, 13-14; murso of study, 9-11919,
1-2,' XI, 7-10; entrance reifhiremekts, 1 -191?;
XI, 8-1911, VII, 14; historical elnih, 11-1912,.
Xl, 8; methods, reviews, and exatninatiotia,
9-1911, Xl, 12-13; purpose Sof teaching, 1-1919,
XI, 10-11.

United Stabil; Naval Acadensi, mathematics,
9-1911, XI, 1-25; work 61 1-1911, XI, 20-26.

Universities adaptations to needs of high school,
16-1911, III and IV, 53; graduate work, 6-1911,
XII, 1-63; organization, degrees, Instruction, .

14-1912, Am. core., 61-89; State, and private nor-
mal schools, 12-11111, . Vel,superylsion 13-1912,
VIll, 30-32; SUIIIIIIIMil363i0113, 13-1911, VIII, 36-42
training of teachers for high schools, 16-1911, III
and IV, 79-81.

University, rand college dens rtments of education,
training of teachers, 13-1911, and II, 148-149.

University of Chicago, and training of ambers,
12-1911,V , ,111,11.

Universitrof Mains, and college entrance board,
A-1911 YII, 32.

University School, Montgomery, Ala., 'object,
13-1911,1 and 11, 84-85.

Utah, teachers' certificates, 8- 1911 , Vli, 11e.

Vermont, University of, entrance requirements,
8-7911, VII, 14-15,,

Vocational education. See Technical bleeds:
Vocational industrial, work, 1.5-4911, I and II,

102 -163..
-Vochtional stujiiils. See Occupat ions.

-

Washington Barracks, D. C.; Engineer School, or-
ganitation and work, 11-1911, X 1, 14-17.

Washington Irving High &hap, New York City,
relation of mathematics to industrial work,
13-1911, I and II; 165.

Waterville, University of, entranee requirements;
8-1911, VII, 15,

Wesleyan -College, and college entrance board,
8.-:1911*, VI);12.

West' . See United States Military Academy.
Whitney. Professor, on the problem of harmonizing

State inspection by numerous colleges, 8 -1911,
VII, 53.

William Penn High School for iris, Philadelphia,
Pa., mathematical club. 16 -1911, QI and I V, 34.

W III lams College, and college entrance board, 8-1911,
VII, 32.

Wisconsin, teachers' certifieates, 8.1911, VII, 01.
Women, colleges. See Colleges for Women.
Wocoreter Polytechnic Institute, and .00llego en-

trance board, 8-1911, VII 111.

WOrk in absentia, tUall, XII, 32.33,17.
"Work shop,

4
" mathematics dangerous element,

4 -19/6, VI 19; discussion, -1919, VI, 15-10,
Wyoming, teachers' certificate/1414911, VII,

r . Y. .

Yale University, entrance requirements, 8-7911,
VII, 14-15;. mathematical club, 13-1911 VIII, IS;
specimen kited:nation papers, 871911, VII, 21
See also Shellierd delentiOe School.

Y. M. C. A.',',Industrial edunition, 13-1911, I and
158. .


